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Introduction

The rise and the origin of the sound x-, in particular in the initial position, is one of the major puzzles of the Slavic phonology. It is symptomatic that most of what the renowned Czech etymologist Václav Machek wrote in his rather sceptical introduction to his first larger study on this topic (Machek 1930: 60f.) holds true even after more than 70 years: “Od doby, kdy vyšla práce Il’inského, bylo o této těžké otázce dosti psáno, aniž se vysvětlila nějak podstatně. [...] Kdo by chtěl v nynější době revizovat celou otázku, musí by o tom napsat celou knihu, jejíž výsledky by mohla byly dost hubené a sporné. [...] Také se nečiníme naději, že tato kapitolka nějak silně pohně tím balvanem. [...] Přispěje-li ten i onen tím, že přesvědčivě vyloží aspoň jedno záhadné slovo, bude věci pomožené lépe, než kdyby znovu jednalo o celé otázce tím způsobem, že by konfrontoval a kritizoval jednotlivé výklady, ale při tom nepřinášel nic nového.”

Each of these statements could be an epigraph of my contemporary work. Even I presume that the right way to the elucidation of the whole dark question is thorough etymological analysis of individual words with initial x- (cf. Rejzov 1995, 1998, 2000). On the other hand, I am convinced that, with a certain lapse in time, it is also necessary to give a synoptic view of the whole question. Since the time of Il'inskij and Machek the etymological research has progressed, bringing both new explanations of individual words and even new theories on the rise of Slavic x-. As far as I know, the synoptic view of the whole question has not been delivered in recent decades. Il’inskij’s work (Il’inskij 1916) which Machek praises for its “unique exhaustiveness and perfect completeness” (l.c.) is difficult to attain, and, after 90 years, most of its explanations look excessive and outdated. It only confirms the legitimacy and necessity of the new recapitulative view of the problem.

I decided to follow this procedure:

1) Describe the problem of the rise of Slavic x (also in the non-initial position).
2) Outline the existing opinions on the rise of Slavonic initial x- and review all hitherto considered possibilities.

Since the work of Il’inskij was published, this difficult question has been dealt with fairly without being explained somehow fundamentally [...] He who would like to review the whole question nowadays would have to write the whole book whose results might well be scanty and questionable. [...] We cannot hope that this small chapter will move the rock somehow more strongly [...] If anyone contributes by persuasive explanation of at least one puzzling word, he will help the matter better than if he confronted and criticised individual explanations but would bring nothing new.
3) Analyze etymologically the PS lexicon with the initial $x$- and assess the possible sources of $x$- and the chronology of its rise.

In view of the nature of the problem, we can hardly expect that this work will solve the complex question of the Slavic initial $x$-, or, speaking in Machek's words, "will move the rock somehow more strongly". I consider it realistic, however, to expect that the work will bring some new etymological solutions, and — in some aspects — also a new view of the whole question.

I. The rise of Slavic $x$ in the non-initial position — the ruki rule

Before we devote ourselves to the rise of Slavic initial $x$-, it is necessary to examine conditions of the rise of $x$ in the non-initial position and its phonologization in the PS phonological system.

As is well known, Slav. $x$ arose from the IE *$s$ in the position after $i$, $u$, $r$, $k$, if not followed by an occlusive. This sound change which was first described by a Danish linguist Holger Pedersen (Pedersen 1895) and which is accordingly called Pedersen's or ruki rule provokes several questions:

1) Why does the change take place just after $i$, $u$, $r$, $k$? (These sounds differ greatly in function and articulation.)

2) What was the process of the change? (Because of the articulatory difference between $s$ and $x$ it is improbable that the change would have been realized directly.)

3) What are the areal and chronological contexts of the change?

4) How can one explain the instances in which $x$ does not follow after original $i$, $u$, $r$, $k$ (e.g. PS *pəxatī, *kəxatī, *soxatī)?

Conditions and area of the retraction

Phonetically speaking, the ruki rule says that in some IE languages $s$ is retracted in the position after the mentioned sounds; that is to say, it shifts its articulation back. The results of this shift differ among languages, as well as some restrictions of its effect. The change was carried out most consistently in Indo-Iranian languages — the results are $š$ in Old Iranian (Avesta) and cerebral (cacuminal, retroflex) $s$ in Old Indian. The Baltic languages display a rather restricted distribution of $š$ after ruki in Lith. whereas Latv. and OpDr. seem not to be affected by the change. There are also references to $š$ after $r$ and $k$ in Arm. (another satem language) but scholars are divided in this issue (cf. Stang 1966: 95). The situation in Alb. is even more unclear. By virtue of the Indo-Iranian and Baltic evidence, the interstage $s$ is assumed for Slavic as well.

Heterogeneity of the sounds that produce the change $s > x$ is apparent. The high front vowel $i$, the high back vowel $u$, the liquid $r$ and the back obstruent $k$ are phonetically different sounds, and their impact on the following spirant seems not to have any common denominator.
Shevelov’s phonetic explanation of the change in Slavic is that the s articulation was raised in connection with the retraction of the top of the tongue curve in the position after i, u, r. The change of s after k is treated separately as an articulatory assimilation:

\[ ks > kx > (sx) > x \]

This s is supposed to operate as a kind of catalyst which contributed to the transformation of the various allophones of s into a new common sound x, a new PS phoneme (Shevelov 1965: 128; Leška 2003: 124).

The phonological explanation, based on the opposition of markedness and unmarkedness, was proposed by Andersen (1968: 175). In his view, i and u share one relational property with k and g (which is usually not included in the formula, but evidently should be): the high vowels i and u are marked with respect to the diffuse vs compact opposition, for the optimal vowel is compact; the back obstruents k and g are marked with respect to the compact vs diffuse opposition, for the optimal consonant is diffuse. If one assumes that the liquid r was marked with respect to the interrupted vs continuous opposition, then the establishment of the s/s’ variation, or, as Andersen states, s/s’ variation can be described as a markedness assimilation: after segments marked with respect to a secondary resonance feature (diffuse vs compact in vowels, compact vs diffuse in obstruents, interrupted vs continuous in liquids) s becomes marked (i.e. compact).

Andersen’s conception was questioned by Vennemann (1974: 94, note 7) who is particularly puzzled by the conclusion that s becomes compact after r because r is interrupted, and after i and u because i and u are not compact. Vennemann’s solution seems to be more simple and plausible. In the feature system of Chomsky and Halle (1968) the ruki class can be described as [– anterior, – low] provided that the articulation of Slavic r was retroflex like in Sanskrit. The retroflex r does explain its influence on s. That i has a retracting (as well as raising) influence on s is known from palatalization processes in many languages. The velars u and k are back segments; that they should retract a dental segment is not surprising (cf. also Whitney 1960: 180a). However, from the retracting influence of i, u, k does in no way follow that the affected segment should be retroflex. Vennemann, starting from the fact that languages do not tolerate indefinite proliferation of allophones, explains the change s to s not only after r-sounds but also after i, u, and k as a merger of the acoustically similar allophones on auditory grounds (Vennemann 1974: 92–93).

It is assumed that the IE s, when subject to the retraction, was apical and not coronal as in most contemporary IE languages. The IE consonants s and z were the only representatives of their classes (sibilant and vibrant, respectively) which implies their relative latitude in articulation (cf. Bičovský 2005: 19f.).

As is indicated above, Pedersen’s rule omits the sound g in his inventory of sounds that bring about the change of the *s into PS. The etymology of some words (straxь < *strag-so, *strēxa < *strog-sā) and the system aspect imply, however, that it should be included (in fact, most scholars assume assimilation of voice gs > ks). Unanimously enough, it is assumed that the change did not take place after IE *k’ a *g’, because the IE *k’s (reliable examples for *g’s are lacking) was realized as s (k’ > s and s + s then merged into one s) and in Lith as š (k’ > š and š + s merged into š) in contrast with Olnd. where is š in this position and OIr. with š (probably k’s > k’ > s > š > š). Cf. Lat. axis ‘axis’ (IE *ak-s-’) beside OCS osь, Av. aśa-, Ol. ákša-; Lat. dexter ‘right’ (IE *dek-s-) beside OCS dēsм, Av. dašīna-, Ol. dākšīna-. Another solution is offered by Andersen again (1968: 175f. and 1970: 15f.). In his opinion, PS s IE *k’s can also be interpreted to mean that it may be the continuation of the original k’ after which an s (later x) has been lost, possibly at the stage when *k’ was realized as a palatal affricate. He seeks to support this risky idea by Lith. forms of the satic future like nieš (from *nieš-s-o) ‘he/she will carry’ a veš (vež-s-o) ‘he/she will transport’, where š (from IE *k*) a š (from IE *g*) absorb the following s, while the regressive assimilation is common elsewhere (sibilant clusters in words like isėmėti, užsakyti are realized as [š]). Andersen explains this phenomenon by the change *s > š (later Lith. š) also after IE *k’ and by the subsequent merge of both sounds. However impressive this morphophonemic rule seems to be, I am rather skeptical about it. The mentioned effect can conceivably be explained by the progressive assimilation, and also cannot be taken as evidence for Slavic. The development of s after *k’ is difficult to determine principally because we do not know the exact phonetic quality of IE *k’, or what it sounded like, on its way to Slav. s at the moment, when the change s > x after i, u, r, k began. Having considered all the conditions I rather incline to the traditional view that the change s > x after k’ did not take place in Slav.

The different treatment of IE *k’s in Slav. and Indo-Ir. is one of significant differences between Indo-Iranian and Slavic. It convinced some scholars that the ruki change is not an IE dialectal innovation, but only a result of a later language contact. Shevelov (1965: 128) argues that the change s > s in Indo-Iranian was part of a general trend to make dentalis retroflex after i, u, r, k (in this position also t, dh, d, m > t, th, d, dh, m). The Lith. does not attest any trace of such a change. This argument was rejected by Cvetko-Orešnik (1998: 55) who claims that dental retroflexes in Indo-Ir. obviously arose under different conditions (see Wackernagel – Debrunner 1978: 166f.).

In contrast with Indo-Ir., Slavic š did not change after i, u, r, k, if followed by an occlusive. Thus we have ORuss. pichati ‘to stamp’ (from *peis-a-) besides OCZ piest ‘stamper, piston’ (from *peis-to-), whereas there are Av. pišant- ‘crushing’ and Olnd. pįsta- ‘ground’. This difference is also disputed by Andersen (in particular 1968: 189) who considers a possibility of the Slav. development s > š (i.e. later x) in these positions, though his explanation is less than persuasive. We can admit, however, that the first stage of the retraction took place in Slav. even before an obstruent, and that reversion to the original state was a matter of the further development.

Shevelov introduces another argument supporting the idea of the later contact of Indo-Ir. and PS. He explains that the former carried out the change of IE *s not only after the original *r, but also after r arising from IE *r’. This implies that the Indo-Ir. change s > š took place only after the change i > r, which is purely an Indo-Ir. innovation.

There is less of a resemblance between Slav. and Balt. Lith. s > š regularly after r, k but not regularly after i, u. Latv. and OPr. do not manifest any changes of s after i, u, r, k at all. Lith. change after i, u is quite exceptional (e.g. mažas ‘bellows’ as compared with OCS meš, vēstušas ‘old’ as compared with OCS velbē, pūsē ‘fish soup’ as compared with OCS juša ‘soup’), it occurs, however, also before an occlusive (cf. Lith. diškus ‘clear’ as compared with OCS jasmas). Thus, it is preferable to assume that the change in
Lith. took place also after i, u; we avoid thus the paradox that the change would happen only partially in comparison with Slav. while at the same time with no restriction by the following occlusive as in Slav. Karaliunas (1966: 113–126), who closely studied this question, explained the failed execution of the change due to various morphologic and morphematic factors. Other authors, nevertheless, consider s after i, u as regular and they try to explain the above-mentioned examples with š by different etymological connections (Endzelin 1911: 29f.) or by mixing with non-Baltic dialects (Stang 1966: 94–99).

The second step – retraction š > x

Whereas Slav. shares the first stage of the retraction with the languages discussed above, the second stage – the transition into x – is often viewed as a specific Slav. development. This view is not quite right because the same kind of retraction (š > kh) can be found in MInd. languages (Prakrits) and even in some Sanskrit texts (Lazicizus 1933: 196f., Wackernagel – Debrunner 1978: 1, 136).

The whole process of the change of IE s > Slav. x is said to have a parallel in Spanish, cf. Lat. sapōnem ‘soap (acc.)’ (alveolar s) – MSpan. xabon (palatal š) – ModSpan. jabón (velar x). Also here the dorso-alveolar Lat. x became cacuminal at first (Entwistle 1944: 33). This rare phonetic development, however, probably took place under the influence of Arabic, and therefore is a non-system change which does not testify to the Slavic change too much. More inspiring seems to be the Spanish (more exactly Castilian) development of the sub-system of unvoiced sibilants. In the late Middle Ages, Castillian developed three articulatorily close sibilants: dorso-alveolar /s/ (< /s/ < /s/ < Lat. ce, ci), apico-alveolar /š/ (< Lat. š) and postalveolar /ʃ/ (< Lat. śʃ, śʃʃ et. al.). As a reaction to this situation, the system maintained the central sibilant and distanced the articulation of the other two – to the front (/š/ > /ʃ/) and to the back (/š/ > /ʃ/’ > /ʃ/) respectively (Zavadil 1998: 241f.). The starting situation in Early PS seems to have been very similar: the original IE *k’ on its way from the palatal affricate to the alveolar (ʔ) sibilant, the apico-alveolar (ʔ)/š/ from IE š and the retracted postalveolar (ʔ)/ʃ/ after i, u, r, k. The further articulatory shift of š to x is then a manifestation of the contrast optimisation in the sibilant system. (For application of this theory to modern Slav. languages see e.g. Padgett – Zygis 2003). We can assume that this process started after the de-affrication of the Slav. continuant of IE k’.

Some scholars expressed the view that the stage with š survived until the “classical” PS and then it merged with the results of the first palatalization of velars. The change š > x would have taken place only before the back vowels, actually by a reverse analogy according to the pairs g-dě, k-c (Meillet 1934: 30; Večerká 1972: 53f.; as a possibility also Lamprecht 1987: 30; Comrie 1993: 66 et al.). From the phonological point of view, this assumption is implausible – not only because of the supposed contrast optimisation in sibilants, but also because of the whole consonantal system of that period. This system included four groups: labials, dentals, palatovelars (which meanwhile were merging into hissing sibilants s, z) and velars. The only hushing sibilant would not have had any counterpart in the system. Moreover, the putative rise of x from š by a reverse analogy lacks conviction and parallels (Shevelov 1965: 127). Also PS loanwords from Gmc. and other languages in which the original fricative is realized as x show that the velar fricative in Slavic probably existed as far back as the early contacts with these languages. Phonological facts indicate that the newly developed š-like sibilant immediately shifted its articulation further back until it changed into a velar fricative.

Phonologization

No less important than the process of the change s > x is the question of the phonologization of the newly established sound. At first, x-sounds in the position after i, u, r, k were only optional variants of the original s. The phonologization of the distinction s – x was enabled by some consequent changes whose relative chronology, however, is not exactly known.

The phonologization of x is usually ascribed to the merger kx > x, by which x appeared in other positions than after i, u, r, k. For instance, 1. sg. aor. sigm. *rēk-s-os (PS inf. *rek-ti) is attested in OCS as rēk xo. It is possible, however, that the group kx existed in the language for a longer time and underwent simplification only in the period when a similar change affected other consonant clusters (Shevelov 1965: 128). It is even more chancy to ascribe the phonologization of x to the spread of this sound in other positions caused by a morphological analogy (eg. aorist daxt from dait). This morphological leveling would have hardly taken place if x had not been a phoneme by then.

Andersen (1968: 176) considers three changes as relevant in this context: a) IE *rōg(h) > Slav. x, b) IE *k’ > Slav. s and c) simplification of the clusters stop + fricative.

As far as the last change is concerned (after which s got to the positions after i, u, r, and x appeared in a different environment, e.g. PS *katsi from IE *kāts- and *straxo from *strāg-go-), there is a well-founded assumption that it occurred considerably later. (Evet Andersen admits this fact, though he somehow relativizes it.) The change a) directly concerns our topic – the rise of the initial x – (see Ilič-Svityč 1961: 93n.). Although Andersen does not doubt it, I consider as questionable not only its chronology but its very existence. (It will be discussed in a later chapter). Thus, the only indisputable change in this regard is the change of IE *k’ into Slav. s, which merged with the old IE s (in Andersen’s conception of s) and got to the opposition with x (s) from IE *x in the position after i, u, r (cf. PS *poršc ‘pig’ and *porxt ‘dust’). This change – as we shall see further – is in a close system and time relationship with the change s > x, and we can consider it as essential even for the phonologization of the newly-established sound x.

Let us follow Andersen’s other deductions relating to PBalt. and PS responses of IE *k’ and *s. Their relationship is shown in the following table (Andersen 1968: 182, 1980: 14):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Proto-Slavic</th>
<th>Lith.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After i, u, r, k</td>
<td>x : s</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s : š</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These morphophonemic alternations had – in Andersen’s view – the following consequences: (1) Due to the originally limited occurrence, the x was invested with expressive value outside its original environments. This determined its utilization in various derivational and lexical neologisms. (2) As a consequence of the respective distribution of x and s, x ~ s alternations were “predictable” from an underlying x, but not from an underlying s (as a merger of the original IE *k and IE *k’). In other words, in all categories where x alternated with x after the phonologization of the x ~ s opposition, the basic morpheme shapes contained x. It is only in these terms that one can understand why x was generalized rather than s in the categories where the two phonemes alternated (Andersen 1968: 180).

The same could apply for s ~ ź alternations in Lithuanian. As a consequence of the merger of *k’ with ź, s ~ ź alternations were predictable from an underlying s, but not from an underlying ź; hence all morphemes presenting this alternation had to have basic shapes with s. This is how Andersen explains the reintroduction of s after i, u, r, k in such Lith. words like ausis, blusa (Andersen 1968: 183f). The situation in the Baltic languages is rather complicated, and as it does not concern our topic immediately, we do not have to address it here. For Slavic, however, this idea provides interesting grounds for the generalization of x in morphological categories (Loc. Pl., 1st sg. aor. and impf. and 2nd sg. pres.) which does not have a straightforward explanation otherwise.

Relative and absolute chronology and the question of Iranian influence

Apparently, the change s ~ ź (> x) in Slav. and Balt. is closely connected with the change k’ ~ s or ź, respectively. Whereas in Slav. the reflex of IE *k’ merged with the original s, in Balt. the result was x, which, concurrently, developed after i, u, r, k (for more details to mutual interconnection of the changes see Andersen 1968 and 1980). From the point of view of the relative chronology, it is clear that the change s > x in Slav. started before the change k’ ~ s (or better to say the merger with the original IE s) was completed. This is evident because this newly risen s was not changed after i, u, r, k (cf. PS *porsę from IE *pork-). Assuming that there were transitional stages for both changes, the parallel development of these changes can be outlined as follows:

s > s’ > x’ > x
k’ > is’ (> ź) > s’ > s

Other known facts of the relative chronology do not make dating the change s > x much easier. It is clear that terminus ante quem are the oldest borrowings from Gmc. (after 200 B.C.). On the one hand, Pedersen’s rule does not affect them any more (c.f. OCS *iskusiti from Goth. kausian), on the other hand, Gmc. h is systematically rendered as Slav. x, thereby showing that it was a full-fledged phoneme at that time (cf. OCS chěží from Gmc. *hlaih-. OCS chyi from Gmc. *huza-.). The change s > x also must have taken place before the simplification of consonantal clusters (PS *kysěb from IE *kijet-, *běsā from IE *boids-), but this change was even later (it is usually dated back only to the first centuries A.D.). On the other hand, the obvi-

ous term post quem is the loss of aspirates (even in the case that we shall not assume IE *ihk to be one of the sources of x like Shevelov 1965: 137). The span of time in which this change occurred is thus more than thousand years: from the half of the second millennium B.C. until the first centuries B.C.

To explain the close correspondence of the phonological phenomenon in Slav. and Indo-Iranian is possible – as indicated above – in two ways: either as an old dialectal phenomenon inherited from IE period, or as a consequence of a later contact and influence of Indo-Iranian on PS. The first option can be grounded on the traditional view of the satem change as an ancient dialectal phenomenon which should presumably be in a chronological context with the change of another series of velars – labiovelars. Following this thinking, the change of s after i, u, r, k would be a dialectal phenomenon which covered a major part of the satem area (with equivocal evidence in Alb. and Arm. and some restrictions in Balt.), and which was connected with the satem change (cf. Artinint 1955: 240; Kurylewicz 1956: 372–375; Stang 1966: 95; Gemkeližde – Ivanov 1984: 128). The idea of later influence of Iranian on Slav. was refused by Cvetko-Orešnik (1998: 55), who dates the change to the protolanguage, and accounts for a protolanguage tendency which was realized irregularly on the part of the IE territory. Entwistle (1944: 32) considers the change ‘post-Indo-European’, and dates it back to the period before 1500 B.C. (cf. also Beekes 1995: 30).

The other group of linguists, who ascribe the change to the later Iranian influence on PS, can argue that the PS crystallized at the edge of the Proto-Baltic area not too long before the half of the first millennium B.C. (This late genesis of PS is widely believed now.) Since the results of the change of s after i, u, r, k in Baltic and Slavic are different enough, we should not date the change too early to the PBalt. period. It is also assumed that one of the factors that contributed to the emancipation of PS was the contact with Iranian tribes (Scythians) in the area north and northwest of the Black Sea approximately in the 7th–6th cent. B.C. (to the question of Iranian contacts with Slavs in that period see e.g. Zaliznjak 1963; Abajev 1965; Trubacj 1967; Reczek 1985). Besides Shevelov whose arguments are given above, the Iranian influence is also accepted by Lamprecht (1987: 30) who dates the interval of the changes s > x to 700–200 B.C., and by Erhart (1982: 20) who counts on an Iranian influence not only for the change s > x and satem change but also for some morphological phenomena. Quite naturally, PS tribes that were in the closest contact from the geographical point of view were impacted by Iranians most. The situation of the ruki change (and, in fact, also satem change) corresponds with this assumption: the phonological correspondences between PS and Iran. are the most noticeable whereas the Baltic, and possibly Arm. areal is affected by the “wave” of change more or less marginally (see Pisani 1967: 17).

It is not easy to decide the power of Iranian influences here, although chronological and areal facts support it. Nevertheless, it is always precarious to explain phonological changes by foreign influence since the phonology is considered to be the most resistant of all language levels in this respect. Moreover, the ruki change seems to be in a close connection with the satem change. We would have to (like Erhart) assume that even the satem change took place under the Iran. influence, which is disputable. A compromise solution could be based on the famous thesis that the phonological system does not accept external interventions that would conflict with its structural needs (Vachek
1962: 45; cf. also Lamprecht 1958: 91). From this, we can infer, that the tendency to retract s after i, u, r, k was common to all satem languages, and that the Iran. influence only developed this tendency and contributed to its manifestation. In their eventual results, the ruki and satem changes were the earliest phonological phenomena that divided Balt., and Slav. languages.

Most scholars consider the change of IE *s > PS *x after i, u, r, k and its subsequent phonologization to be the primary source of Slav. x. Nevertheless, some linguists believe in the existence of the velar fricative in the IE consonantal system, whether outside the traditionally reconstructed system (Merlingen 1958), or instead some of its members (Martynov 1968). Since these hypotheses are motivated, first of all, by the efforts to explain cases with the initial x-, I shall comment upon them within the investigation of that problem.

II. The survey of opinions on the rise of initial Slavic x-

The question of the rise of Slavic initial x- was tried to be solved by Pedersen and other linguists practically simultaneously with the formulation of the rule about the rise of PS x after IE i, u, r, k which could have been applied to the initial position only in a very limited number of cases (initial cluster ks-). Pedersen himself considered a possibility of the rise of the initial x- from IE *kh- and stated nine words of this kind (Pedersen 1895). Pedersen was opposed by Uhlenbeck (1904/5) but the idea of the rise of x- from *kh- continued to exist. It was revitalized by Endzelin (1911) who did not consider Pedersen’s examples convincing but himself stated nine other words in which Slav. x- corresponded with Balt. k- a Gmc. h:- the starting consonant was IE *kh- again. 19 other examples were collected by Petersson (1914). Iljinskij (1916) gave 22 examples of Slav. x- from IE *kh- in the most thorough and comprehensive work concerning PS x- so far. The rise of Slav. x from IE *kh was conceded also by Meillet (e.g. 1934: 23) although he cautiously stated only a couple of the most probable cases.

The idea that Slav. x- derives from IE *kh- was reconsidered after the reassessment of the reconstructed system of IE occlusives and its reduction to three series – voiced, voiceless and voiced aspirated. IE kh thus lost the status of a phoneme. Modern historical-comparative linguistics normally do not count kh as a source of Slav. x (except several examples where kh may be from k + a laryngeal, see Kortlandt 1994: 110; Beeke 1995:132). In 1958, Merlingen, however, reconstructed IE spirant *x (Merlingen 1958) whose continuation is supposed to be Slav., Arm., Iran. and Hitt. x, Oln. kh, Gr., Alb., Gmc. h and Balt., Lat., Celt. k. His deductions, however, were not accepted.

In his works from the 1930s, Czech etymologist V. Machek raised the point that PS initial x- is an affective transformation of IE *k, *g (Machek 1930 and particularly 1938-39). Some examples are apparent (hrtan – čhrťan) and a number of Slav. words with an initial x really may be labelled as expressive. On the other hand, to account for sound changes being caused by language expressivity is risky and unreliable (see criticism in Golab 1973: 131).

As stated above, one of the unquestionable sources of the initial x- is IE *ks- by Pedersen’s rule. Pedersen himself found the only apparent example (sxdh), besides this, he also applied this rule to the etymology of Slav. choditi, which he connects with Gr. odoç. He derives this from IE *sed- by the impact of prefixes ending with i, u, r (often accepted even now). No other authors could add many more examples based on
IE *ks-, e.g. Il’inšinskij (1916) provides fewer than ten examples. Attempts to enlarge the number of words with a *ks- by the reduction of IE roots (Meñyčuk 1966 explains altogether 31 (!) words from IE *kes- ‘cut’) can hardly be persuasive from the semantic point of view. This source of Slav. x- remains limited to a few examples.

Another theory assumes the rise of Slav. x- from the IE initial cluster *sk- (Brückner 1923). The problem is that the regular reflex of IE *sk- is Slav. sk; thus, we have to search for some restricting conditions for the change *sk > x. Attempts to restrict the effect of this change only to initial clusters *skl- (Peterson 1914) or *skr-, *ski-, *sku- (Mann 1958) are not well-founded; the labelling of the change as affective (expressive) brings about the above-mentioned problems. Although some of Brückner’s equations are rather unrealistic, the correspondence IE *sk- – Slav. x- is generally acknowledged and included in contemporary etymological expositions (cf. ESSJa 8, ESJS 4).

An original idea was presented by V. Illič-Svityč (1961). He noticed that PS did not preserve IE *sg-, while Lith. changed it to sk-. In his view, Slav. continuation of IE *sg- is just x-. In spite of the subtlety of this idea (it was adopted by e.g. Schuster-Szewc 1978, 371 and Andersen 1968, 19 and 1970, 176), it is lacking in sufficient lexical support, and definitely cannot explain the majority of examples with Slav. x-

The last decades also saw two theories connecting Slav. x with IE *k’. Martynov (1968) considers the whole series of traditional palatalveolars fricative, meaning that Slav. x is a continuation of IE *k’ for the most part (he admits also s-mobile as a source of the initial x-). Schuster-Szewc first derived some words with ź from IE *sk’- (1985). In his most recent contribution to the topic, he suggests that x is a continuation of IE *k’, which could have been realized in Slav. in two ways – *k’ > s’ > s, or *k’ > s > ź > x (2000). Some of examples on the correspondence of IE *k’ and Slav. x are plausible enough.

There are other interpretations of Slav. x-; however, they not have a character of a regular sound change; rather, they explain individual words or groups of words ad hoc. Pedersen considered the change xv- > xv- for words xvala and xvor. Today, the explanation from IE s- is used for xvéjati (cf. ESSJa: 8, 124) and a couple of other words. Machek, on the other hand, counts for chromý, chvéti and chvory with an expressive prothetic x- (Machek 1968: 206, 210 and 211).

Unsatisfactory explanation of the rise of the initial Slav. x- from the phonological standpoint leads some scholars to look for other solutions. For example, Zubatý expressed an idea that the number of instances of the initial x- could be of interjectional nature, and that the linguists would have to resign to the requirement of the standard etymology in usual sense of the word (Zubatý 1945: 166–167). Another solution was submitted by Golab (1973) who attempts to explain a number of PS words with an initial x- as loanwords from Iran, or at least words formally influenced by Iran.

The foregoing survey shows that all existing attempts to create a universal explanation of Slav. x- are ineffectual. It is necessary to carefully reconsider all the above-mentioned theories and, generally, all potential sources of Slav. x-, and then to establish their material support and mutual relations by a thorough study of the Slav. lexical material.

III. Potential sources of the word-initial x-

Slavic x- of an onomatopoeic origin

Although contemporary scholars do not allow for the existence of IE kh- or *x- as an independent phoneme, it is assumed that a similar sound appeared in some words of an onomatopoeic nature. Zubatý writes on this topic: “Hláska ch-, jakožto hláska zvlášť blízkou pohudému neslyšnému dechu, je velice důležitá v oboru tvorby slov interjekciálních povah neutriství, blízkých ještě nejzaklonějšímu prvku lidské nluvy. […] Nelze pochybovat, že ch- bývalo proto v prvních úvahách lidské řeči hláska velice častá, až zvukozpět o něco důležitější než posud hude sledovat povky této povahy v jazykových úvážích vytvářet. Zajisté najde hojné stopy interjekcí s ch- i v nich […]” (Zubatý 1945: 166). In the IE languages, however, we find the only reliable and widespread evidence of this sound in derivatives of the interjection *kha kha (*xa xa) expressing a loud laugh – PS *xochatati, *xochatit, *xachot, *ohge kachazhen, kichazhen, AS caehathan, ‘to laugh loudly’, Lat. cachinnare ‘to laugh’, ‘to laugh; guffaws’, Gr. κχατο (from *gχατο) ‘I laugh loudly’, Arm. xaxanx ‘laughter’, Ol. kakkhat ‘he laughs’ (Pokorny 1957: 634), with other vocalic forms. E.g. Cz. chichotat se, Sln. hihićati se, Lith. k/e/kinti ‘id.’, OHG huloan ‘to sneer’, Gr. χχαχε ‘I sneer’ etc.

As is obvious from the above-mentioned derivatives of the interjection *kha kha, the original Slav. velar spirant often corresponds with the velar occlusive in onomatopoeic words of other IE languages. That is how it is in Lith., as is seen from the comparison of several Balt. Slav. words that are formally close – PS *x̆ratati, OCS x̆rnat ‘locust’ – Lith. kramsėti ‘to crunch, to nibble’, Russ. x̆rjkat ‘to grunt’ – Lith. kriuksėti ‘id.’, Russ. x̆rjaś ‘griistle’ – Lith. kremnė ‘id.’, OCS x̆ratit ‘to scold, to reprove’ – Lith. krieti ‘to quarrel, to quarrelsome’. In other examples Slav. x- in onomatopoeic words corresponds to IE *sk- or *x- (see examples in respective chapters). Examples of similar formations with the initial velar spirant are in Arm. – x̆xcjat ‘to neigh, to scream’, x̆rkal ‘to sneer’, x̆cotoi ‘to wheeze’ (Merling 1957: 66), but the number of Slav. onomatopoeic words with the initial x- does not have parallel elsewhere.

Slav. imitative words can be divided into two main groups. The first group includes words with x̆r- imitating shrill, hoarse, grating sounds – e.g. OCS x̆rmati ‘to cough’, OCS x̆rpati, x̆rpatati ‘to sneeze’, Zh. chřesčit (from PS *x̆rštičiti ‘to rattle’, OCS x̆ripota

2 The sound ch, a sound particularly close to the inaudible breath, is very important in the sphere of formation of the most primitive interjictional words, close to the most basic elements of the human speech […] Indubitably, ch used to be a very frequent sound in the early formations of human speech, and when the linguists follow elements of this nature in more developed language structures more consistently, they will definitely find numerous marks of interjections with ch even in them…
To prove individual instances is, however, practically impossible. This also applies for words with the initial x-. Probably, some of them are Iranian loanwords, but this classification is not generally accepted.

An extreme standpoint on this issue was taken by Golab (1973). Aware of unsatisfactory phonological explanations of Slav. x-, he attempts to clarify a lot of Slav. words with the initial ch- as iranisms. He counts both on lexical borrowings, and also on a secondary phonemic readjustment of inherited Slav. words to the Iranian phonological system. (As an illustration of such a readjustment he quotes the fashionable Czech pronunciation of some Polish words at the turn of the XV and XVI centuries, e.g. hánhba instead of gániba.) This theory opens a wide field to him for the search of Iranian patterns of Slav. words – even if he discusses chiefly those words for which Iranian etymology is proposed for the first time, he finds 13 putative loanwords: chajati, chachat, chochta, chohto, chohtē, chovati, chre(n)dhto / chle(n)dhto, chvala, chvattii / chytii, chvēja(n)ii, chvoja, chvosht, chynqtii, chula. In the absence of any reliable loanwords from Iranian, 13 is a rather puzzling number (from the point of view of the statistical linguistics it is criticized by Maneczak 1975), and even etymologically, most explanations are not convincing (e.g. the explanation of PS *xoxtii from Iran. pronominal adjective hava- ‘one’s, own’). It was perhaps only Golab’s etymology of PS *xvāla that has met with a better response. This episode will be commented later.

Putative Iranian borrowings also face the difficulties concerning their chronology. The period of prehistoric Slav.-Iran. contacts was very long – Scythians resided in the territories north of the Black Sea from c. 700 B.C. to 200 B.C., Sarmatians from c. 200 B.C. to 200 A.D. After a break, the contacts continued between East Slavic and modern Iranian languages. Thus, the PS character of some borrowings is questionable. Such is the case of the word chata ‘hut, cabin’, which is regarded as PS by ESSJa (8: 21), although the focus of its occurrence is in Ukr. From Ukr. it has spread to the neighboring languages. The word is borrowed from Iran. *kata– whether directly after the spirantization k > x in some Iran. languages (ESSJa: I.c.), or via Old Hungarian (e.g. Vasmer 1964–1973: 4, 226), is not substantial for the matter. In any case, it was later than in the PS period. By no means can Cs. chatré ‘shack, hovel’ be classified as an Iran. loanword (ESSJa: 8, 22). Its ch- is secondary (OCz. katre, katre, and the word can be connected in all probability with Slk. kotrē, kotoret, kotrec ‘pen, cote, coop, shanty’ (Reczek 2000: 330).

The following words can most likely be treated as Iranian loanwords:

PS *xorna ‘food, fare’ < Iran. *xar- ‘eat, feed’

This explanation is preferred e.g. in ESSJa (8: 76f.) and ESSJa (4: 226f.), for details see Reczek (1985: 16). There is a word-formation and semantic parallel to the Slav. word in Av. xorana- ‘food, drink’. The sound correspondence is not perfect – we would expect PS form *xvorna. The original meaning has been preserved in South Slav. and Plb., West Slav. and East Slav. shifted the meaning to ‘care, protection’.

PS *xvala ‘praise’ < Iran. *xor- ‘fame’

The hypothesis about the Iranian origin of the word is based on a recognition of the frequently discussed Iranian influence on Slavic in the sphere of religious terms. Golab, who raised the point for the first time (see above), draws attention to the exact parallel
of the Slav. name Boguchvař in Middle Persian Bagafarna (< *Baga'varna*). He starts from Iran. *s'arya*- (cf. Av. x'arima- 'fame') which passed into Slav. as *svala* by Alanian (Sarmatian) change -y- > -i-. A slightly different explanation is offered by Martynov (1983: 53ff.) who starts from Iran. *s'arati* 'he celebrates, he praises' and its deverbative *s'arad*; Skythian *s'ala* which was adopted by Slav. as *svala*. There is also a new suggestion based on a completely different base (Loma 2000: 346): Skyth. *svala* 'good word' from *hu- 'good' and *al- 'speak' corresponding to Av. *ah-, Oln. *ah- on the premise that IE *dh > Skyth. *h*.

PS *xoméstor* 'hamster' < Iran. *hamaestar- 'opponent' (?)

This is a very problematic word. It is only attested in Russ.-OCS *xoméstorn*, abbreviated forms are in East Slav. (Russ. *chomjuk* and Pol. *chomik*). Nevertheless, the form *choméstorn* had to be PS since it was borrowed as OHG *hamestro* (Ger. *Hamster*), OSAx. *hamstra* 'id.'. Moreover, the second part of the word is probably in Lith. *stāras* 'souslik, sisle', the first one in Latv. *kāmis* 'hamster', Lith. *kamas* 'rat'. Thus, *choméstorn* looks like an old compound. However, neither of these compound parts can be satisfactorily explained as autochthonic (the attempt in ESSJa: 8, 68ff. is rather forced). Therefore, the attention is turned to Av. *hamaestar* 'who strikes to the ground, enemy', Per. *hamestar* 'opponent' (Vasmer 1964–1973: 4, 260; EWD: 503), although this explanation brings considerable semantic problems. Machek’s explanation that a hamster bends ears of grain down to the ground to easily reach the grain (Machek 1939: 211) cannot be regarded as plausible. More natural is an assumption that the Iran. language which was the source of the borrowing already used the word in the figurative meaning 'enemy, opponent'. Such a motivation of the appellation of hamster is plausible especially when we take into account his agricultural harmfulness, his characteristic rage and even his opposition to people (Vasmer. l.c. gives the parallel from Turkic languages – Shorian *yrlak* 'hamster' from *yrr- 'to be hostile'). Another clue that it is a borrowing from Iranian could be the fact that hamsters come from Eastern Europe – perhaps just from the area north of the Black Sea. Slavs would have taken its name from Iranians and transmitted it to Germans who then spread it further to Romance languages (cf. Sp., Fr. *hamster*).

Iranian origin is quite unanimously assumed even for PS etymology *xtrvati* (OCS pl. *Chrovati* etc.) nowadays. It is based on the inscriptions from II–III cent. A.D. found at the estuary of Don and containing the name *Horowlo*, *Horowlo*. Subsequent etymological interpretations differ; for details see ESJ: 4, 229 a ESSJa: 8, 149ff.

Also PS *xomels* 'hop' (OCS *xwel*, *xmel* etc.) is, in all probability, from Iranian although not as an exclusive Slav. borrowing. Rather, it is a migrating term which penetrated into a number of European and Asian languages (cf. NLat. *humulus*, NGr. *γωνεῖς*, Olsc. *humit*, *humalt*, Fin. *humala*, Hung. *komló*, Vogul. *qunilx*, Chuvash * vamos*). Its origin is seen in the same source as Oset. *xumellaq* which is reconstructed as *sumalaqa* or *xumalaqa*, and cognate with Av. *haoma* 'intoxicating drink' (ESSJa: 8, 141ff.; Snoop 1997: 172).

Other borrowings from Iran. are disputable since the explanations either do not sufficiently take into account the semantics and areal incidence of words, or they only work with hypothetical, unattested Iranian material. Even so, if the word in question is a cultural word of the area, then it is possible to think about some cases of this kind. I have in mind e.g. Martynov’s etymology of PS *xtrvati* 'greyhound' which is based on the unattested Iran. participle *xtr-* and corresponds to Oln. *s'tar- 'chasing' from Oln. *s'arati* 'he chases, runs, flows' from IE *ser-*. (Martynov 1983: 49). Although the etymology is only hypothetical, the fact that greyhound comes from the Middle East could speak in its favour. There is also an interesting attempt to explain obscure PS *xaloga* (OCS *chaloga* 'hedge', Sln. *haloga* 'seaweed', S/Cr. *haloga* 'drift-wicker') as a borrowing from Scythian. This conclusion is found in Skok (1971–1974: 1, 652) without any material support; Loma (2000a: 348; 2000b: 871) later reconstructs Scythian *xalanga* from OIr. *falanga* which he considers to be a borrowing from Gr. *phaiyō* 'trunk, log'. The development of the meaning would have been 'trunk, log' → *palining* → *fence*. Slavic material points, however, rather to the initial meaning 'wickerwork' (Machek 1938: 193; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 138) or 'growth, brushwood' (ESJ: 4, 215).

It is easier to reliably identify borrowings from the Germanic tongues, though often there is no concurrence of views even here.

PS *xlebt* 'bread' < Gmc. *hlaiba- 'id.'

Today mostly accepted as a borrowing as early as Gmc. (ESJ: 4, 219; ESSJa: 8, 27ff.; Machek 1968: 199; Newerka 2004: 105) although even the borrowing from Goth. *hlaifs* cannot be excluded (Kiparski 1934: 199–200). The idea of the genetic relationship of both words (IE *kleibhοs*) (Pederes 1895: 50) has been abandoned.

PS *xlebt* 'cowshed' < Gmc. *hlaiva* 'dug-out (shelter)' or Goth. *hlaiv* 'grave'

Usually explained as a loanword from Goth. *hlaiv* 'grave', possibly (because of the semantic difference) from Gmc. *hlaiva- with the supposed meaning 'dug-out shelter' from both Slav. and Goth. meanings can be deduced (ESJ: 4, 219; ESSJa: 8, 30; Bezjak 1976–2005: 1, 197; Kiparski 1934: 176). Alternative explanations regarding the word as the pre-IE substratum (Machek 1968: 199), or as an autochthonous word related to PS *xlebt* 'pantry' (Brückner 1927: 179; Schuster-Siewe 1978: 385) or IE *kes-, *ks- 'to cut' (Mel'nyčuk 1968: 217) are not plausible.

PS *xodog* 'wise, educated' < Goth. *handugs* 'wise'

It appears only in OCS, East Slav. (cf. Russ. *xidóžnik* 'artist') and Pol. (archaic *chedog* 'neat, nice'). An apparent loanword from Gmc., in all probability from Goth., where, however, only *handugs* 'wise' is attested while the PS form points to *handugs* (derived probably from *handus* 'hand') (ESJ: 4, 224; ESSJa: 8, 88). This slight discrepancy does not alter the fact that it is one of the least disputable Gmc. borrowings.

PS *šatb, šata* 'clothes, dress' < Gmc. *hētaz* 'id.'

Putative Slav. borrowings from other languages:

PS *xalupa < Illyr. *kalu'ba or Gr. καλόβη
The word is limited to the West Slavic areal (Cz., Slk. chalupä, US khalupa, LS, Pol. chalupa), an overlap to the East Slavic (Ukr. chalupa) might be borrowings from Pol. Isolated evidence is even in Sln. and S/Cr (Boryś 1977: 1–2). Most likely, the word is a borrowing from Illyrian, or possibly Greek through the mediation of some Gmc. language (ESSJa: 8, 15f. et al.). This explanation is based on the close semantic and formal resemblance of PS *kolyba ‘shepherd’s hut’ (Wallachian and Slk. koliba, Ukr. kol’ba, Sln. koliba, S/Cr koliba, Bulg. koliba etc.) which is a term of Carpathian pastoral culture (cf. Hung. kaliba, Rom. coliba, Alb. kalive, kolybe, kolibe, Turkish kaliba). The source is seen in Gr. καλόβη ‘hut, shanty, tent’ which, however, seems to be a borrowing as well (ESSJa: 8, 16–17). On that account, an Illyrian pedigree of the word has been proposed. Illyr. *kalu’ba would have passed into Slav as *kolyba, and also – through the mediation of some Gmc. language (consonant shift) – as *xalupa. The problematic Slav. -a- (instead of an expected -o-) is explained by the shift of stress to the first syllable (and the subsequent lengthening) (ESSJa: l.c.). The same (Illyr.? ) origin can also be assumed for a similar Northern It. calopa, lt.d. galopa ‘old wooden hut’ (see Polák 1973: 273–274). On the contrary, Čop (1973: 99–100) and some others see an autochthonous suffix -upa in the word. Nevertheless, none of the opponents of the idea of the borrowing has been able to explicate the root chal- satisfactorily.

PS *xre'm 'horseradish' < Chuvash goren (?), unknown language (?)
A common Slavic word of uncertain origin, in all probability an old loanword. The attention paid to this is usually divided between two sources – an isolated and obscure Gr. κrapped ‘wild radish’ (by Theophrastus, corroborated by Pliny in the form cerain), and Chuvash goren ‘kren’ (Räsänen 1967: 558; Machek 1968: 299). Horseradish is indigenous to the Black Sea coast, a fact which rather weakens the Turkic provenance of the word (ESSJa: 8, 92). Still, overall circumstances of the borrowing are so uncertain that either explanation can hardly be preferred (see Vasmer 1964–1973: IV; 275; Bezlay 1976–2005: I, 202 et al.).

PS *xoroggy 'banner, standard' < Goth. hrugga 'pole, staff'
The word is common Slavie – in all probability borrowed – but the source is unclear. Earlier, the prevailing opinion was that PS choroggy is a borrowing from Mong. orong, orongo ‘id.’; the initial x- was usually (erroneously) explained through the Turkic mediation (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV; 268; Machek 1968: 278; Bezlay 1976–2005: II, 21 et al.). Mong. pedagogue was convincingly rejected by Ligeti on the basis of detailed analysis of the Mong. word (see ESSJa: 4, 223; Trubačev’s additional remarks to Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 268). The belonging of the word to š-stems – typical of borrowings from Gmc. – can serve as another argument (ESSJa: 8, 82). In view of that, an old explanation from Goth. hrugga ‘pole, staff’ (suggested already by Miklošič 1886: 89) comes to the fore again, a semantic parallel being seen in ORuss. sjag ‘standard’ from OSw. stang ‘pole, staff’ (ESSJa: l.c.). However, the phonological problem of this etymology is the explanation of the Slav. -o-; therefore Sobolevskij assumes a Goth. compound word *harrunga < *hari-hrugga, literally ‘military staff’ (Sobolevskij 1911: 481).
That is just the nasal in Slav. which is the main argument against the borrowing from Altaic languages (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 260). Machek (i.e.) attempts to solve this problem by the dissolutions of the geminate -nt- > -nt- but it is also possible to assume a secondary nasalization or folk etymology, which is, after all, admitted even by ESSJa (i.e.). Loma (2002) unconvincingly suggests a Slav. borrowing from Iran. (Scythian).

The identification of the loanwords is important for the chronology of Slav. x-. If borrowings contain a sound alien to the phonological system of the receiving language, it is usually substituted by a similar sound existing in the language. On the basis of the oldest borrowings from Gmc., we can argue then that the phonologization of x was finished as early as about II. cent. B.C.; if we recognize borrowings from Iran., the terminus a quo will be shifted even a couple of centuries before.

**Slavic x- as a continuation of IE *x- or *kh-**

As a third possible natural source of Slav. *x-, we should consider a hypothetical IE *kh or *x whose continuation could be a velar fricative in Slav.

As is mentioned above in the survey of opinions on the rise of the initial Slav. x-, the linguists of the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries often considered IE *kh- to be a source of Slav. x- (Pedersen, Endzelin, Petersson, Meillet). It was apparently related to the fact that the series of voiceless aspirates (tenues aspiratae) was considered as a full-fledged part of the IE consonantal system. After the reduction of IE occlusives to only three series, however, this interpretation lost its justification. At best, IE *kh could have been treated as a part of an ‘affective subsystem’ (Shevelov 1965: 136). Nevertheless, Shevelov seems to overestimate the role of IE *kh- (k’ in his interpretation), if he regards it as a kind of catalyst of the change s > x in Slav. As we could see in the chapter about the words of onomatopoeic origin, the only reliable example of IE affective *kh- is the interjection of laugh *kha kha.

While there is no other reliable instance of an equation Slav. *x- ~ OInd. (and thus speculatively IE) *kh-, inside the word the connection of PS *socha ‘forked branch’ with Lith. šakas ‘branch’, OInd. sakhā, Arm. cax ‘id.’, Goth. hōha ‘plough’, everything from IE *k ak(h)ja, was usually considered to be certain (Meillet 1934: 23; Vasmer 1964–1973: III, 729; Pokorny 1957: 523; Machek 1968: 565 et al.). Since the modern comparative Indo-Europeanists explain OInd. kh as a connection k + laryngeal, the point may be raised that Slav. x is sometimes of the same origin (e.g. Beekes 1995: 132). Unfortunately, the reliable evidence is limited to this sole example (few other examples suggested by Kortlandt 1994: 110). Moreover, despite the striking semantic correspondence, the equation *socha – sakhā has been challenged since its establishment (see Miklošić 1886: 313) which also led to an alternative explanation from IE *sek- ‘cut’ (Uhlebeck 1904: 99; Walde – Hoffmann 1980: 2, 484; recently e.g. Bezza 1976–2005; III, 285).

In 1958, W. Merlingen presented a new solution. He postulated a velar spirant x as far back as for the IE protolanguage with the following continuants in the respective IE branches (Merlingen1958: 42):

| Hitt. | x (written as h) |
| Iran. | x |
| Arm. | x |
| Slav. | x |
| Ind. | kh |
| Gr. | h |
| Alb. | h |
| Gmc. | h (< k) |
| Pre-Gr. | k > kh |
| Balt. | k |
| Lat. | k |
| Celt. | k |

Merlingen’s arguments were primarily based on the situation in Slav. and Arm. where velar fricatives exist while in other series only occlusives occur (t, p; th, ph, respectively). He also claimed that initial x before a vowel in Avesta has been preserved as x while f and th do not occur in the word-initial position in autochthonic words. This new conception enabled him a number of new etymologies, from which he emphasizes the elucidation of some Greek words with spiritus asper, including the famous equation of Gr. ὁδός with Slav. *xoditi. Thus, he can avoid the solution with a prefix (see s.v. xoditi) and the ambiguity in the relation to IE *sed- ‘sit’ (polysemous, or homonym?). The interrelation of the only IE spirants x and s then, in Merlingen’s view, causes the alternation s/x in some evident cases (Slav. *xroms- ~ OInd. srām- ‘id.’).

Merlingen proposes a considerable number of 69 IE roots with x, from which 58 examples concern an initial x-. Like in the case of Golab’s inferences about Slav. loanwords from Iranian, there is a certain amount of skepticism based on the statistics even here. If an x should have been a full-fledged IE phoneme, its distribution in IE roots would have to be more proportional. The list of roots shows, however, that the problem of x concerns, above all, the initial position. Merlingen also cites at least 7 onomatopoeic roots which are irrelevant for a genetic comparison. Moreover, it must be said that some equations do not bring any new solutions — e.g. for Russ. xlad, Lith. sklindā and uncertain Gmc. *hlinda- ‘chunk of wood’, the traditional *skl- can be reconstructed as well as Merlingen’s *s(x)kl-, for the above mentioned Gr. ὁδός, Slav. xoditi the traditional solution is sufficient, too (Ger.d. *hatschen is definitely beside the point).

Nevertheless, Merlingen’s hypothesis can be queried primarily from the typological point of view: The existence of other spirant than *s in the IE consonantal system is highly improbable (cf. Andersen 1968: 175, note 15), even more doubts are raised by Merlingen’s reconstruction of IE *x* (53), supported only by three questionable examples and not contributing to higher symmetry and plausibility of the reconstructed system anyway (after all, Merlingen does not outline his overall conception of the system). Other reservations can be against sound responses of alleged IE *x* in individual IE languages. With exception of OInd. and Arm. where kh and x respectively are results of a special development, all other responses undoubtedly have different sources than the hypothetical *x*. This fact weakens Merlingen’s reconstruction, too. Some interesting new etymological connections of largely Greek, Armenian and Old Indian words can not trump all these reservations.
Some of Merlingen’s ideas are partially continued by Martynov (1968) who claims the whole series of traditional palatalized velars (k`, g`, g’h) to be fricative. We shall deal with this hypothesis together with a possibility of the rise of the Slav. x- from IE k’ in a different place.

**Slavic x- — IE *sk-, *k-**

IE cluster *sk- is one of the most commonly considered sources of Slav. *x-. The hypothesis that Slav. *x- arose from IE *sk- was first submitted by Brückner (1923). In spite of a number of questionable examples (Brückner attempts to elucidate more than 40 words), the hypothesis has a solid material base, and all the authors of subsequent conceptions have to deal somehow with it (cf. Machek 1930: 73; Illič-Svityč 1961: 93; Martynov 1968: 139f.). Here is the list of, in my opinion, the most plausible parallels (cf. similar listings by the above-mentioned authors with considerable differences in preferences of individual equations):

PS *sleba ‘pole, stake’ – Lith. sklandé ‘pole’, Latv. sklanda ‘pole’, less persuasive is the connection with Oelc. hlunnr (< *hlunjpar) ‘circular log for shifting of ships’

PS *svoja ‘branch of conifer’ – Lith. skujà ‘fir needle, fir or pine branch’, Latv. skujas (pl.) ‘needles, branches of conifer’, perhaps even Oirish scè ‘hawthorn’

PS *xorbrj ‘brave’ – Latv. skarbs ‘hard, rough, harsh’, Oelc. skarpr ‘sharp, hard’

PS *xredéti, xredoqtì ‘to wither, to languish’ – Lith. skrèstì (1 sg. pret. skredaštì) ‘to become covered in dirt, to stiffen’, OHG scrinadan ‘to crack’, Norw.d. skrinta ‘to wrinkle’

PS *sleba ‘watergate, cataraets’ (?) – Lith. sklembèti ‘to slip, to slide’, sklešti ‘to slide across’

PS *sipo (from *seip-) ‘arrow, thorn’ – Lith. skèpas ‘graft, scion’, Lat. scipio ‘stick, club’

PS *xabò ‘weak, feeble’, xabòti ‘spoil, thwart’ – Lith. skòbas ‘sour’, skòblèti ‘to turn sour’

PS *xabò ‘poor, small’ – Lith. skaudìs ‘painful, severe’

Several parallels can be found in the realm of onomatopoeic words. Although the evidence of these words is not as strong as those words which are related genetically, their alternation sk-/x- can hardly be coincidental – cf. PS *xaratì ‘to hawk, to cough’ – Latv. xaraci ‘id.’, PS *xaratì ‘to hawk, to cough’ – Latv. xarapèt ‘to sneeze’, PS *xarstèti ‘to crunch’ – Latv. xarstètì ‘to crunch, to crack’.

Although some equations of genetically related words look plausible, there is no absolute agreement of the form and meaning in any case. Moreover, the equation Slav. x- ~ Balt., Gmc. etc. sk- still does not necessarily mean that Slav. x- < IE *sk-

(cf. Illič-Svityč 1961). Therefore, the attention should be turned to the Slav. lexical material, and the alternation x-/sk- should be first examined within Slav. languages. Though some doubts of this kind are quoted in the literature (e.g. Machek 1930: 74), no comprehensive survey has yet been done in this field (see also Rezek 1998 from which the most of following examples are taken).

Before I deal with initial sk/-x- I should mention the alternation of Slav. sk/x in the middle of a word. Let us consider the following instances:

Polsk. leskać, Russ.d. loskotát ‘to tickle’ – Cz. lechtat, lochtat ‘id.’

Russ. pljiúška ‘cupula, acorn-cup’ – Cz. płucha ‘awn’

Cz. ploský ‘flat’ – Cz. plochý ‘flat’, Russ. plosoj ‘bad’

Slk. tliaškat ‘to smack’ – Cz. tlačhat ‘to gable’

Cz. troska ‘wreck’ – Cz. trocha ‘a bit, a little’ (Machek 1930: 71, 74; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 390)

Except the last, somewhat questionable example (cf. Machek 1968: 652 where the equation is not mentioned any more), the alternation sk/x obviously concerns etymologically identical words. Nevertheless, as the sk occurs in the morpheme boundary, some examples can be explained by different word-formative suffixes (cf. Snop’s explanation of PS *ploskn from IE *plak-skó- and *plochà from IE *plak-so- in Bezlaj 1976–2005: III, 60). Moreover, the first and the fourth examples fall within the sphere of affective lexicon. Thus, the evidence for the alternation sk/x in the middle of a word is not very conclusive.

Some apparent examples of the alternation of initial sk/-x- within Slavic languages can be drawn from the realm of onomatopoeia again. Examples:

OCS skripati ‘to be noisy’, Russ. skripèti ‘Cz. skripát ‘to creak, to screech’ – Russ. xripèti ‘to be hoarse’, Slk. hripati ‘to wheeze’

OCS skrobòt ‘rush, roar, rattle’ – Pol. chròbot, Ukr. xrobòt ‘id.’

Pol. skamrać, Cz. škemrać ‘to whimper’ – Pol. chamać ‘id.’

Pol. zgryzać ‘to gnash one’s teeth’ – ORuss. xritati sé ‘to jeer’

More valuable for comparative linguistics are, however, instances of alternations in non-onomatopoeic words. Although some of them can be labelled as affective, I consider the evidence they provide quite important.

Pol. skropawy, US škropawy, Slk. škrapaty ‘rough, uneven’ – S./Cz. hrıpav, Pol. chropawy, Cz.d. chrapatý, rapaty ‘id.’

The forms are based on PS *(s)korp- whose closest relatives probably are Lith. kàrpa ‘wane’, Norw. skorpa ‘cruet, skin’, all from IE *(s)kòrp-, an extended variant of the root *(s)ker- ‘to cut’ (Pokorny 1957: 944 without Slav. material; besides, he has a homonymous *(s)ker- ‘to wrinkle; coarse skin, crust etc.’ (933) which would correspond
better semantically to Slav. words). In my opinion, both roots can be connected although Pokorny prefers the connection of the latter *s(k)er- with another homonymous *s(k)er- 'to twist, bend'). There are also forms without *s-mobile in Slav. (Ukr. koropávij, Russ. koropávka 'tolaud').

Rus.s. ščirý 'real, frank', Ukr. ščirýj 'real', Pol. szczerzy 'genuine, real' (szczerze pole 'flat field'), OzC. čirý 'sheer, open' - Russ.d. širýj 'clean, open', Cz. širý 'wide, open', OCS široko 'wide' etc.

The first group of words is connected with Goth. skeirs 'clear', Oelc. skiir 'pure, clear, clean', Ger. schier 'clean, sheer', Engl. sheer although the initial IE form is not sure (*sk'r'-, Pokorny 1959: 917; *sk'i-ro-', Snoj 1997: 634). The etymological interpretation of the second group of words with initial š- is less certain (see cf. Vesmer 1964-1973: IV, 442; Machek 1968: 609) but strong semantic links between both groups indicate the same origin. For further comments see ŠIR(O)K(y).

O.Russ. skarěch, skarěch, Pol. szkaradny, Cz. škaredý 'ugly' - OZC. šeřadny, šeřeďny, Cz. šeradý 'id.', LS šoradly 'weepings'

An etymological basis of these words is usually seen in IE *skeir-(d) 'excrement, dirt, dung' which also continues in e.g. Hitt. šekkar 'excreament', Gr. askop 'id.', Lat. sucerda 'pig excrement', Oelc. skarn 'dung' and maybe also PS *suraiti 'to defecate', Russ. sor 'dirt, dung' (from the variant *sk'r-). West Slav. variants with šer- are alternatively also explained from *sk'r- (Schuster-Šewc 1978: III, 1941) although the expected result - in view of surait and sor - would have been *sor-. Machek's assumption of a vowel metathesis and a simplification of *sč-e- to š- seems implausible. In my opinion, it is necessary to reconstruct Late PS variants *skarěch, skarěch and *šerédý, *šerěch (see OZC. doublet šeřadý, šeřědý), the latter forms being based on PS *šer- (cf. Brückner 1927: 549; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 368).

Sln. škliiti, Slk. škliiti – Sln. hlliti, S/Cr. hllijati 'to squat'

This equation is mostly overlooked because there are good arguments for this consideration. The forms with x- have been associated with PS *škliiti 'to incline, to stoop', while the forms with šk- are suspected of being borrowings from OHG skilihen 'to squat' (also with respect to Cz. šíhat which is a transparent borrowing from MHG schilhen – see Skok 1971: I, 666; II, 400; Bezlaj 1976-2005: I, 193; Snoj 1997: 636). Slk. škliiti, however, cannot be deduced from Ger. Also, the absolute agreement in the meaning of the compared words is noteworthy. Therefore I prefer to explain all the forms from PS *škilí, *škoul-šx̱ḻ- 'crooked', an -l- extension of IE root *(s)kleu- 'to bend, twist' (see Gluhač 1993: 608; Pokorny 1957: 588 has this root without -mobile). See also XLITI.

Pol. poskromić 'to tame' (originally 'to clip bird's wings') - S/Cr. hróm, Russ. xromój, Cz. chromy 'lame'

This equation is based on the explanation from IE *skram- (Ger. Schramme 'scratch'), a derivative from IE *(s)ker- 'to cut' (there are, however, alternative explanations, too – see XROMB). Meanings of the word *xrom- and its derivatives in Slav. languages show that it could originally denote not only lameness, but various kinds of crippling or injury (of arms, chest or other parts of body, cf. Sln. hrome prsi 'crippled chest') (ESSJa: 8, 102). The credibility of the equation is rather weakened by the fact that a putative original *sk- is attested only in an isolated Polish word while the forms with x- have all-Slavic occurrence.

Some other doublets can be found in Slav. dialects. Thus, the Russ. chor 'meaning 'moth' and 'measles' occurs in two different dialects alongside variants kor 'skor 'id.' (both probably from IE *(s)ker- 'to cut') (Merkulova 1979: 92). Moravian dial. chaňťak 'thistle' is obviously a cognate of Slk.d. školbat 'sa to scratch (oneself)' (Pol. dialects display cognate forms like chawocí 'to squeak (as a marten) and skowyczenie 'whine' (Machek 1930: 74) and allegedly even charpa alongside literary skarpa, szarpa 'ditch' (Schuster-Šewc 2000: 26) which is manifestly a relatively young borrowing from L. scapa.

The doublets examined so far have not shown any notable differences as far as the individual Slavic areas are concerned. Nevertheless, several instances of initial x- are limited to the Bulgarian language area, in contrast to the rest of Slavic. The most interesting example is OCS xralup 'hollow', Bulg. xralup 'hollow tree' - OCS skralupa 'cortex', Russ. skrulova 'shell'. Cz. škraloup 'crust, skin of milk' from PS *skorlovp/skorlopa (in its first part we can identify PS *(s)kora 'crust, cortex'). Another interesting example is Bulg. xrelé, xrilé 'gills, branchia' which corresponds to Pol. skrzele, Cz. škřele (possibly from Pol.), S/Cr. krěle. Bulg. x-, however, is not absolutely isolated in this instance – there is also a strange OZC. hapax cheřišče 'id.' (ESSJa: 8, 91). Finally, there is Bulg. xørbel 'chipped bowl, notch, nick', Mac.d. arboł 'chip of glass, chipped bowl' as against Bulg. ščarb 'notch, nick', cf. also Russ. ščerbát 'dented, chipped' and OZC. ščerbivý 'id.' (variants with x- are even in this case considered to be PS, see ESSJa: 8, 145), all these forms together with Latv. šķīrba 'crevice, crack' or OHG scríbi 'chip of glass' being from IE *(s)ker(h)- 'to cut'. Rather less persuasive, although not impossible, is the etymological connection of Bulg. chítaja 'stream', OCS čhítajati 'to flow' with IE *(s)kleu-(h)l'i-leu-'to flow' (see Mladenov 1941: 669).4 The obvious isolation of the above-mentioned forms with x- indicates that the matter is a specific area phenomenon which could have appeared only after the breakdown of Slavic unity. As far as I know, historical and comparative Slavic linguistics has not yet explored this matter.

In some words (the material can be retrieved mainly from Czech dialects) we face another problem: the doublet forms with sk-/šk- are obviously of secondary origin. Examples are:

Cz.d. škrtn – Cz. chítán (expressive variant to hran from PS *gortam, 'larynx')

Cz.d. škrná, škrná 'dandruff, filth in hair' – Cz.d. chrný, chrný 'dandruff, unempt hair', LS škna 'itch' (Machek 1930: 87)

Cz.d. škostivej, OZC. škostivý – OZC. chrnivý, Cz. choulívý 'delicate, sensitive'

Cz.d. škamrđ – Cz. čamarđ, čamrđi 'trash, lumber, brushwood'

Cz.d. škhr – Cz.d. chhr 'mocking name for hand'

4 Bulgarian shows other peculiarities as far as initial x- is concerned, particularly its prosthesis in words like xrum 'cold', xledem '(l) hiccup, sob', xripem alongside ripam '(l) jump', šladem alongside lâgam '(l) slip, slide'.
Cz.d. škmurit se – Cz. chmuřit se ‘to frown’

Škříby – Chříby (PS *xrībā ‘hill’)

Škarabela (Czech surname) – Cz.d. charahēfa ‘a decrepit man’.
(except the last equation cf. Machek 1930: 76 where some other, more debatable examples are given)

With the exception of the first word, the etymologies of these are not very clear. Some of the doubledts may conceivably display an original sk- like, perhaps, Škříby – Chříby as compared with Pold. skřzybijet, Cass. skřebet alongside OPol. krzebi, krzebiet, chrzejbet, Pol. grzebić ‘back’ (see XRĪBē, XRĪBĀTTē). Nevertheless, the relic occurrence of other sk-/sk- forms gives evidence that the reversed change x > sk reversed analogy. This would mean, however, that the change sk > x was still alive in the period when the dialects of individual Slav. languages were being formed, which is much later than has been estimated so far.

What has been said so far about IE-Slav, or internal Slav. sk-/x- doubles is a justification for the assumption that the change sk > x in some Slav. words really happened. After all, this is admitted almost unanimously. All the reservations about this change are directed at the fact that this change is irregular, and we are not able to tell the conditions and circumstances under which it takes place (it was already Brückner 1923: 226 amplies where IE sk- corresponds with appropriate Slav. sk- (cf. Ilič-Svityč 1961: 95). Attempts to restrict the change only to a certain sound environment – e.g. a cluster skl- which is unknown to Slavic except prefixed words (Peterson 1914), or skl-, skr-, sky- (Mann 1958) – are not persuasive in light of the above-mentioned examples of initial sk-/x- alterations.

An interesting solution was suggested by Bicovský (2005). He assumes that the original IE sk- > s- > x, and the new sk- appeared as a result of regeneration of s-mobile in Slavic, similar to that in Baltic or Germanic (see Southern 1999). The whole theory, however, seems to make little sense chronologically.

The change sk > x may be understood as an incidental, faculative change; in some opinions it is an expressive, affective one (Machek 1930: 81; Shelekov 1965: 136). Golab (1973: 130) argues that the only evidence for expressivity of this change would be two variants of Slav. words – one neutral in sk-, and the other one, expressive, in x-. Clear examples of this kind are missing from the above-mentioned doubledts but the whole matter could be concieved in a different way. Namely, it could be argued that the change sk > x affected particularly the expressive lexicon itself, in other words, as expressive although we always find examples like PS *skirn, *skirm or Latv. skars – PS *skarbā which can hardly be included.

Another important issue is the process of the change sk > x. The question is if it happened directly or via metathesis sk > ks. This matter is discussed at length by Machek (1930: 69f.). Although he theoretically admits both possibilities, he inclines rather to the development with metathesis; on the one hand, because there was a pattern (original ks > x according to the Pedersen’s rule), on the other, because the metathesis “is very plausible in a vulgar language” (see also Arumaa 1986: II, 156f.; Shelekov 1965: 135). Machek (I.c.) further examines cases of the metathesis sk > ks in other IE languages. He observes that the cluster sk (ks) is very stable as a rule, yet instances of metathesis occur (in general, consonant clusters containing s are subject to metathesis more often than other clusters). Some examples: Lat. viscus – Gr. ἑσσή ‘mistletoe’; Lat. miscere (‘m’ mix), Pass. Part. mixtus; OE. fit from fisc ‘fish’; wæcan from wæscean ‘to wash’, Lith. drēkstį ‘to tear’, 1 sg. pres. dreikšėt. Few reliable examples are found, however, in the initial position where the sounds are generally more stable (Machek: I.c. gives the only safe example which is onomatopoeic anyhow, and “so does not amount to much”). In this view, the distribution in Slav. is somehow opposite – there are not many clear examples of metathesis in the middle of words. Most instances of the metathesis sk > ks (sk > x) are concentrated in the word-initial position. Machek explains it as a kind of analogy to expressive words in x- of onomatopoeic origin, “as an expression of an immediate effort to intensify their impression effect [...], thus as a phenomenon more psychological than autonomously organic” (Machek 1930: 80). The metathesis of initial sk- however, is questioned by chronological facts. It would have had to occur in the period when the ruki rule was still operating (which was probably a relatively short period in the second half of the first millennium B.C.). The above-mentioned examples of Slav. sk-/x- doubles show, however, that the change sk > x must have been effective long thereafter.

The change sk > x is connected with one more problem: the issue of s-mobile (see e.g. Martynov 1968: 94). Since every initial sk- can theoretically be (sk)-, the alternative sources of x can be either sk or k. S-mobile is reconstructed in Pokorny’s dictionary in 70% of all IE roots in s-, or in 30 from 40 examples in Brückner 1923. On the other hand, plausible etymological doubles with k-/x- alterations are apparently missing (examples like Cz. křen from PS *xřēn or kōště from OCz. chvoštěcě are later substitutions of k- for x-), and also plausible Slav.-IE parallels are considerably rarer than sk-/x-. The cited examples are PS *xvredh ‘brush(wood), shrubs’ as against OHG horst ‘bushes, shrubs, thicket’ from IE *kŷōrs-t- (Pokorny 1959: 633), PS *xobots (and possibly xabn) as against Lith. kabėt ‘to hang’ where, however, the IE root is reconstructed with s-mobile (Brückner 1923: 238 starts from BS *(s)kob- ‘to hang up, attach’ while Pokorny cites the Lith. word under *(s)ka(m)b- ‘to bend’, c.f. Slav. skoba ‘hook, clamp’), and perhaps also the connection of PS *xotėti ‘to want’ with Lith. ketėti ‘to intend’ (Brückner 1923: 228; Machek 1930: 66, 73; 1939: 212 and 1968: 208) which, however, is not persuasive enough (to the etymology of the Lith. word see Fraenkel 1962–1965: 247). Other examples are even less plausible. We can infer from it, that the initial s-played a decisive role in the change of sk- or (sk)- into x-, and that we really deal with the change sk > x and not k > x. Admittedly, Machek advocates the theory of an affective change k > x (in particular Machek 1939: 175–185), but he only bases it on several internal Czech examples (cf. Cz. komolý alongside komolý, -pláčnout alongside -plášnout). Otherwise, his examples are not persuasive – these are partially BS parallels of onomatopoeic origin, Lith. sklndě – PS *xlōdhs obviously point to the change sk > ch, rare Slav. *xochati from *xochati can be explained by assimilation, his Slav.-IE parallels are dubious. All this shows that even if we admit an affective change
In 1961, a resourceful and original solution of the problem of Slav. initial *x- was set forth by talented Ukrainian linguist Illič-Svitč. In effect, it is a slight correction of ‘Siebs’ law’ (Siebs 1901) which says, in principle, that if an IE root began in a voiced consonant, its doublet with s-mobile began in s + unvoiced consonant. Illič-Svitč notices that the evidence for Slav. sk- from IE *s + g and *s + gh is very poor, if any, and he concludes that the regular reflex of IE *sg- is Slav. *sk-.

It is no wonder that this systemic solution was well received by a number of scholars who reproached previous theories (like that of Brückner and Machek) for an incidenitality of the change and opacity of the conditions under which the change took place. It was accepted e.g. by Schuster-Šec in his dictionary (1978: 370), and it was considered indisputable by Andersen (1980: 19) who explicitly claims: “The correspondence IE *s + g(h) – Sl. *x- is established on the basis of sixteen reliable examples and, like the correspondence *s + g(h) – Baltic sk- is past dispute.” From a theoretical standpoint, this conception is ingenious; let’s look, however, at whether it is really founded on reliable evidence (cf. also Martynov 1968: 95n.).

First of all, it is necessary to point out that those “sixteen reliable examples” exemplify the correspondence of Slav. *x- with sk- in other IE languages, and are based on the former theory of Brückner. Illič-Svitč starts his argumentation with them, but they themselves cannot prove anything new. Afterwards, the author presents 8 examples in which Slav. sk- corresponds with IE *sk- in order to show the questionable character of the rise of Slav. x- from IE *sk-.

Only then does he provide examples that are supposed to corroborate his new hypothesis. He starts from the assumption that words beginning in original sk- (in Slav. x- or sk-) must have at least partial doublets without movable s. In his view, the analysis of these doublets shows that the words with an initial x- (allegedly from sk-) in Slav. correspond with forms in g-, gh- in IE languages, while Slav. words with an initial sk- correspond with doublets in k- as expected. Let us examine author’s five examples where Slav. initial x- corresponds with sk- in author’s view from *sk(h)- and g(h)-.

Slav. *xulb ‘poor’, Lith. skūsti ‘to become ill’, Latv. šauštis ‘to envy’ – Lith. galūsti ‘to complain, to moan’, Latv. gaust ‘id.’, Olc. gauda ‘to curse’ (IE *ghoudh-)

Slav. *xrus ‘cracking’, Lith. skriaudia ‘fragile, brittle’ – Lith. graudis ‘id.’, OHG griez ‘gravel’ (IE *ghreud-)

Slav. *xorbru ‘brave’, Latv. skarbs ‘rough’ – Olnd. pragalbhā- ‘bold, courageous’ (IE *ghorbh- or *gorkh-)

Slav. *surati ‘to move clumsily’, Lat. scannus ‘being flat-footed’ – Slav. guriti ‘to bend down’ (Serb. guriti ‘to slouch’, gūrav ‘bent’, gūra ‘hunch’), Gr. γάμα ‘sehuity’ (IE *geu-r-’/ *gou-r-)

The first equation is implausible from the semantic point of view. The quoted words with initial g- are usually explained as onomatopoeic (Slav. *gusti ‘to play a string instrument’ would belong here, too) (Pokorny 1959: 403, 449). The second example operates with words of onomatopoeic nature, and the equation thus does not count too much. The connection of Slav. *xorbru with Olnd. pragalbhā- was proposed earlier by Machek (1939: 197f.; 1968: 204), and was admitted also by Pokorny (1959: 428). Olnd. word, however, is deduced from IE *ghei- ‘to call, cry’ (Pokorny: i.e.; Mayrhofer 1956–1980: I, 330), and even if we admitted somehow its relationship to Slav. word, Latv. skarhs definitely could not belong here (together with E. sharp etc. is from IE *s(k)-er-). The fourth, original equation, which is based on two peripheral Slav. words, encounters semantic difficulties again. Slav. *surati – attested, as far as I know, only in Cz. and Pol. in the meaning ‘to shuffle (one’s feet)’ – seems to belong to the group of expressive ‘motion-imitative’ words, comparable with Cz. courat ‘se to loiter’, sōlalat ‘to sidle along’; the most logical derivation of South Slav. guriti, if we can accept its ancientness at all, is from IE *geu- ‘to bend’. Finally, the fifth example operates with the old, but phonologically disputable equation *xorbru with opaque W. chwant and Arm. xant ‘strong desire’ (IE *gho-n-i-)

Another group of five examples introduces equations in which Slav. x- corresponds with IE g-, gh-. In Illič-Svitč’s view, these examples reflect s-mobile only in Slav. languages.


Slav. *xovrs ‘tail’ – OHG questa ‘bunch of leaves, broom’ (IE *gues-t-)

Slav. *xolbít ‘to boast’ – Lith. dolbi ‘to praise’, Olc. gialp ‘swagger’ (IE *ghlbi-/*gclbl-)


Slav. *xovati ‘to protect, to nurse’ – Lat. fovēre ‘to warm up, to nurse’ (IE *ghou-)

All these etymological connections appear in the literature though some are more plausible than others (in my opinion, the degree of probability is more or less reflected by the order of examples), and particularly the first equation is very plausible. On the other hand, it is hard to believe that s-mobile occurred only in Slav. roots while there are no traces of it in other IE languages. Martynov also criticizes Illič-Svitč’s conception for another thing – he does not mention the existence of other doublets of voiced and voiceless than those which are connected with movable s (Martynov 1968: 97), e.g. US kolp ‘swan’, Russ. kolpica ‘young swan’ as against Lith. gult, Latv. Optr. galbus ‘swan’.

Thus, the missing Slav. reflexes for IE s + g(h)- remain the main argument for Illič-Svitč’s theory. Lith., on the other hand, displays both internal doublets like
the previous one. The word appears in various forms in Slav languages, a voiceless initial is besides OCz. also in Pol. krtaň. A substitution \( k \sim x \) is then quite common in OCz. Bernker (1908–13: I, 372) explains that Czech forms were contaminated by OCz. chr(u)ťalk, chříšek, křídaň, 'cartilage'.

**Slavic x- – IE *s-**

In view of the fact that IE *s- is a main source of Slav. x in non-initial position, one would assume that a number of explanations of Slav. x in word-initial position are connected with it as well. What is found are explanations of individual words *ad hoc*, but no coherent theory. Some instances are explained by the *ruki* rule which acts through prefixes or even through the last sound of the previous word in a set lexical connection.

The most famous and most frequently accepted example of alternation of Slav. x- and IE *s*- is PS *xoditi ‘to go’ (repeatedly)’ as against Gr. *οδὸς ‘way’, Oln. *a-sad- ‘to get (somewhere)’, ut-sad- ‘to leave’ from IE *sed- ‘to go’. The Slavic change is usually explained by impact of prefixes like *prei-*, *per-*, *ou-*, after which *ruki* rule was applied (\( s > x \)) (for details see XODITI).

Other plausible examples are as follows (for details see entries in the dictionary part of the work).

- PS *xvejati ‘to tremble, shake’ – Lith. svajoti ‘to dream’, originally ‘to wander around’, E. sway from IE *stei- ‘to swing, sway’
- PS *xvorb ‘ill, debilitating’ – Av. *kəra- ‘wound, injury’, OHG swertan ‘to hurt, suppurate, swell’
- PS *xromb ‘lame’ – Oln. srāma- ‘id.’
- PS *xvrb ‘greyhound’ – Oln. srtā- ‘hunting’
  
  Lith. satas ‘yellow-brown’

Other examples of etymological connections of Slav. x- and IE *s*- are less credible; they appear mostly as less plausible alternatives to other explanations. See e.g. entries XORMB, XhBVT.

There are only a few s-/x- doubles in Slav. languages. Attention is paid to Cz. chmura ‘dense cloud; worry’, US, Pol. chmura ‘cloud’ alongside Cz. pošmorný ‘gloomy, dismal’, Cass. smura, Smyra ‘cloud’, Russ. smuryj ‘dark’. This doublet is not interpreted unequivocally (see XMURA), but the change \( s > x \) seems plausible here. Less conclusive doublets include expressive and onomatopoetic words: Cz. svist ‘whistle, whizz, swish’, Pol. swist, Russ. svist alongside Cz. (older) chvistat ‘to whistle’, Pol. chwist, Russ.d. kvistat or Cz. (older) chlopati ‘to lap up, slop’ alongside slopati ‘id.’, chlopec ‘simple trap’ alongside Russ.d. slopěc ‘id.’ and Russ.d. xmyz ‘low shrubbery’ which is explained from *smyvz* (ESSJa: 8, 46).

To exemplify the change \( g > x \) in Slav. languages some point to Cz. (expressive) chřítan, d. chřítan, OCz. chrtan, chřitan, křitan, alongside neutral krtan. OCS grštam from PS *gšrtam, *gšrtam. This example, however, is even less conclusive than...
The idea of the rise of Slav. x from IE *k'-' took a long time to appear as an alternative to previous theories. An apparent reflex of IE *k' was Slav. s, and though there are known exceptions to the satem change, they never resulted in Slav. x. The most plausible equation, PS *xolh- as against Lith. šaltas, was inconsistent with the facts of other IE languages, which did not point to IE k'. Usually, it was interpreted in another way. Mackeck (1938: 190–193) adduced four examples showing how, in his opinion, Slav. x corresponds with OInd. ś- (Slav. xrom, xorna, xonja and xaloga), but he assumed a development k' > k > x in Slav.

In the year 1968, V.V. Martynov re-focused attention back to the rise of Slav. x in his book on Slavic and Indo-European accommodation. He rejected the existing theories about the secondary rise of PS x, and argued that PS x is of a solitary origin dating back to pre-Slavic times. He based his arguments on Martinet’s proposition that new phonemes emerge when some distinguishable marks are transmitted from one segment of speech flow to another (in Martynov’s terms “linear modification”). Alternatively, phonemes emerge due to the rise and the consequent consolidation of new sounds in connection with the borrowing of foreign words (Martynov 1968: 99). Martynov thus comes to a problematic conclusion that new phonemes do not rise from positional variants of old ones, and PS x then must be a continuation of a pre-Slavic x.

Martynov thus incorporates some of earlier Merlirgen’s views. The essential methodological distinction is that, Martynov does not reconstruct the velar spirant outside the framework of the traditional IE consonantal system; he finds it inside the system, in the controversial three series of IE velars. By virtue of a quite complicated argumentation based on the general theory of accommodation, Martynov infers that the difference between k, g; g h and k, g, gh could not be the opposition palatalization/non-palatalization; if so, both series would emerge in positions before front vowels (Martynov 1968, 88). Traditionally, k', g', g h are considered palatalized velar (guttural) plosives. Their qualitative distinction against pure velars in the position before a front vowel thus must have been in the absence of one of these marks. The idea that they are non-guttural is out of the question because they are reflected as pure gutturals in the languages of the centum group. The same applies to non-palatalization because these consonants are reflected as sibilants in the languages of satem group. The only possible alternative in Martynov’s view remains the reconstruction of the series of palatalized guttural non-plosives, in other words fricatives x', h', H'. This assumption is supposedly corroborated by the fact that this series is mostly reflected as fricative in satem languages. Because of the symmetry of the system, Martynov even reconstructs a fourth series x, h, H, which includes laryngeals (1968: 91).

In another part of his book, Martynov addresses the problem of IE s-mobile. After assessing the existing explanations of this complicated matter, he comes to the conclusion that the alternation of an s with zero (ii) may be interpreted as an alternation of an s and a laryngeal in the beginning of a word, in his reinterpretation as an alternation s/x. This explanation offers the following sources of PS x (Martynov 1968: 105):
PS *šibati (OCS šibati ‘to whip’, Russ. šibat ‘to throw’, Pol. szybki ‘quick’) – Olnd. šibam ‘quick’, OHG heifig ‘swift’ (IE *kʰiebh- ‘quick, swift’)

PS *šip (OCS šipyk ‘rose’ hip), Bulg. šip ‘arrow’, S./Cr. šip ‘edge, pillar’, Russ. šip ‘prick, thorn’, Cz. šip ‘arrow’) – Olnd. šépa- ‘tail, penis’, Lat. cippus ‘stake, column’ and scipio ‘stick, crutch’, Gr. κιψόν ‘id.’ (IE *(S)kʰipó-)

PS *čaxnuti, čaxati (Russ. čaxnut ‘to languish, fade away’) – Lith. kašėti ‘to weaken, fade’, Olran. kasu- ‘small, futile’, Ger. hager ‘thin, skinny’ (IE *kak- ‘to grow thinner’)

PS *kyšeti (Russ. kšiš, Ukr. kšity ‘to swarm’) – Lith. kašėti ‘id.’, Gr. κυκάω ‘to mix, whirl’

PS *paxati (Bulg. paxam ‘to sweep’, Sln. păhati ‘to blow’, Russ. paxat ‘to blow gently, sweep’ – Lith. pūöstī ‘to adorn, decorate’, Olcel. foga ‘id.’, Dutch vogèn ‘to clean’ (IE *pek-‘pok-‘)


PS *pleğun (Cz. pleš, US plech ‘bald (spot)’, ORuss. plēśiv ‘bald’) – Lith. plėkė, plešė ‘bald spot’

PS *polk (Bulg. plak, Ukr. polok ‘fright, confusion’, Cz. plachy ‘shy’) – Lith. pūšas ‘pale, yellow-brown’, Lat. pallor ‘paleness, fright, horror’ (IE *palk-‘)

PS *reštī (OCS reštī ‘to loose, liberate’, Cz. řešit ‘to solve’, Pol. rzeszyć ‘to bind’) – Lith. raišyti ‘to bind’, Latv. rist ‘id.’ (IE *reič-)

Martynov’s twenty examples (13 for initial x-) certainly represent a good number. Moreover, too few etymologies can be regarded as markedly unconvincing (xovati, polk, paxati and xusb). The other etymologies can hardly be challenged formally or semantically, though alternative explanations can be preferred in many cases.

Another group of examples presents correspondences IE *sk- – PS x:


PS *xelb (OCS xelb ‘catarract, watergate’, Russ. xelab ‘depth, abyss’) – E. slump, Olnd. lámbat ‘(ii) hangs, sags’ (IE *(S)lemb-)

PS *xlonqì, xloniti (Slm. klaniti ‘to catch to the trap’, Ukr. xlanuta ‘to eat greedily’, Pol. chlonac ‘to swallow’) – Gr. λάγων ‘larynx, gob’, λάμα ‘abyss’, Lith. lāminit ‘to devour’

PS *sxmùr (Russ. sxmura ‘dark cloud, frowning man’, Cz. chmura, Pol. chmura ‘cloud’, Cass. smura ‘id.’) – Gr. οὐσία ‘dark, weak’

PS *xódh – Gr. ὄσις ‘way’

PS *xolit (Russ. xolit ‘to bring up, cultivate’) – Lat. alere ‘to feed, bring up’, Olcr. alim ‘I feed’, Olcel. ala ‘to feed’

PS *xrom – Olnd. σρομ- ‘id.’

PS *xarð ‘greyhound’ – Olnd. sťa- ‘hunting, chasing’ from sárati ‘(he) drives, chases’

PS *xwjeti, vějati ‘to tremble, to shake’ – Lith. svajòti ‘to wander, to stagger’, E. sway

PS *xvor (Russ. xvorý, OCS. xvorý, Cz. chorj, Pol. chor ‘niling’) – Olran. x’ara ‘wound’, OHG sweran ‘to ache, to swell’, W. chwarren ‘swelling’, Lat. verruca ‘wart’

Four of these ten etymologies are traditionally explained as Slav. x- < IE *sk- – (PS xob, xrom, xwjeti, xvor); also the equation Slav. sxmura – Gr. οὐσία is well known, though variously interpreted. Original explanations are those of Slav. xolit a xbrt. The least plausible are the first three equations – the first one encounters too many formal and semantic difficulties, the other two operate with words of an unomnatopeic origin, and the parallels are not persuasive anyway.

The third group of equations displays correspondences IE *sk – PS x:

PS *sxabit (Cz. chabý ‘feebie, weak’ etc.) – Lith. skóbtī ‘to go sour’


PS *xłb (Cz.d. chłod ‘stick’ etc.) – Lith. sklenda ‘pale’

PS *xarbrt (Cz. chrabrý etc.) – Latv. skarbhs ‘sharp’, Olcel. skarp ‘id.’

PS *xoto (Cz. chut’ atd.) – W. chwant ’greed’, Olnd. kánt ‘desire, beauty’ (IE *PS *xrdnqòti (Cz. chrdnout etc.) – Lith. skrèstī ‘to wrinkle’, Norw. skranta ‘to get thinner’

PS *xraszt (Cz. chroustat etc.) – Latv. skraustēt ‘to crack, crunch’

PS *xvoja – Lith. skujā ‘needles’, Ir. sce ’hawthorn’

PS *xbyati (Cz. chybii, chyba etc.) – Lith. skūbtī ‘to hurry’, Olcel. skūfa ‘to move’, Olnd. kšpūti ‘(he) throws’

PS *sédh (OCS sédh, Cz. šedý ‘grey’) – Lith. skaidrūs ‘clear, bright’, Olcel. hed ‘clear, bright sky’

PS *śir (Cz. šir(oki)j etc.) – Goth. skeirs ‘bright, clear’

Most of these etymologies are known from the aforementioned theories on the relationship of IE *sk- a Slav. x. The exceptions (and also the least plausible parallels) are
the connections of PS *xōts with Olnd. kānti- and PS *sēcb with Lith. skaidrūs and Olcf. heid.

Other four groups are not directly connected with our topic, therefore I will simply list them here: correspondences IE *sk*’ ~ PS (s)k, IE *k’s ~ PS k, IE # ~ PS k, IE *g’h ~ PS g.

If we look over the whole Martynov’s conception, we can see that he attempted to solve a whole series of problems of IE and Slav. phonology – starting from the reinterpretation of the IE consonantal system, the process of “satemization” and the genesis of Slav. x to the problem of s-mobile and finally to the exceptions from the satem rule in Slav. and the problem of an initial k- in well known examples kost and koza. As to the PS initial x, his theory enables him to interpret it not only originally as an equivalent of IE (traditional) *k’-, but also of *s-, *sk- and #, that is to say, with a number of equations known from previous theories. Owing to most of the examples for the correspondence of IE *k’ and Slav. x being credible, the material part represents a relatively strong point of Martynov’s argumentation. On the other hand, Martynov’s theoretical construction as a whole cannot escape from the criticism (see e.g. Savčenko 1974: 118). What is not particularly persuasive are the arguments for the reconstruction of the IE series of velar fricatives (from which only a voiceless one would be indeed materialized – moreover only partially – as a velar fricative in Slav.), and the alternation of laryngeal and s as two allophones of s-mobile and the variance in the word-initial position resulting from it. While the aforementioned resourcefull and simple Illī-Svtīč’s theory was called in question because of the lack of evidence, Martynov’s theory seems to have an opposite problem: there are plenty of examples, but the whole sophisticated theory gives the impression of a certain calculation and – to use the author’s own term – accommodation to the problems that were to be solved. Nevertheless, it is one of the serious and imposing attempts to solve the problem of Slav. x-, and hence significant attention has been paid to it.

The connection of Slav. x- with IE *k’ is also claimed by Schuster-Śewc (2000) in one of the latest contributions to this topic. His classification of material and the grouping of examples also reflect a variety of alternations of Slav. x- (x : (s)k : g/g’; x : (s)k; x : g/g’ et al.), but a number of examples are questionable. Schuster-Śewc comes to the conclusion that the origin of Slav. voiceless x should be looked for particularly in IE satem k’, which could then freely (without a phonological restriction) alternate with k and g/g’. In late BS, the palatal k’ developed into a palatal sibilant š, which yielded to BALT. s (Lithuanian) or s (Latvian, Old Prussian), while in PS allophones š (> s) and š (> x) came into being. Owing to its facultative character and in the absence of a voiced counterpart in the consonantal system, the allophone x was phonologically isolated from the beginning. This resulted into its pushing out to the periphery of the system, and to the acquisition of affective-expressive functions, which was connected with a certain proliferation of x above the scope of its original occurrence.

The idea about the double realization of IE k’ is interesting. I only add that Slav. reflexes of IE *s after i, u, r, k and IE *k’ then would be a symmetrical counterpart to those in Lith. (cf. a similar chart on p. 6):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slav.</th>
<th>Lith.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s: s</td>
<td>š (&gt; x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schuster-Śewc gives the following examples:

- Sorb., Russ. šrœšen ‘hormet’ – Cz. srešen;
- Russ., Ukr. šerst’ ‘hair, coat’ – ORuss. šwërsts, Cz. srst (IE *k’er-st-);
- OCS xladh – OCS slana ‘hoarfrost’ (< *k’ol’d-n-);
- Ocz. kerkhь ‘left’, Sln. krē ‘bushes’ – Cz. krs ‘scrub (tree)’, Ukr. kors ‘cleared ground’ (< *kurr-’);

a group of words on *troc’h- (Cz. trochnivý ‘decayed’) – *troš- (trosit ‘to spill’) (with a dubious assigning of Cz. trocha ‘a bit’) (< *tres(n)x(k));
- ORuss. šizyj ‘blue-grey’ – Russ. sityj ‘id.’ (IE *k’eig’).

Although some of these examples can be considered successful, the generalization of the origin of Slav. ch from k’ can not be accepted. Particularly unsatisfactory is an explanation of Slav. and Slav.-IE doublets in ch-sk- and ch-s-, where the origin from IE k’ is plausible only in a few instances (cf. author’s very questionable derivation of Slav. *ch(m)mur/-*s(m)mur- from IE *k’em-). Moreover, the putative change k’ > x is an incidental change – it is not possible to say under which conditions it takes place and under which conditions k’ changes to regular s.

In spite of the implausibility of Martynov’s and Schuster-Śewc’s theories about the regular bond of Slav. x with IE *k’, both scholars take credit for a collection of solid material which indicates that even a rise of Slav. x- from IE *k’ should seriously be taken into account in the discussion about the origin of Slav. initial x-.

**Slavic x- as a prothetic sound**

Beliefs in the prothesis of Slav. x- can be based on some relatively plausible examples in respective Slav. languages. ESSJa uses this explanation for Slav. *xlamъ, *xlemspъ, *xloptati, *xlkscati. There are some Bulg. examples with a prothetic x-, e.g. xripam alongside ripam ‘(l) jump’, xlageg alongside lázgam ‘(l) slide’, xlocam ‘(l) hiccup, sob’, xrema ‘cold’ (see Rejzek 1998: 239). Machek explains in this way e.g. Ocz. a Cz.d. chvor ‘keenpet’, which corresponds with Russ. d. vor ‘box-shaped keenpet’ (Machek 1968: 211). It is characteristic of these examples, however, that the concerned words are expressive, peripheral, with a restricted areal occurrence and with doublets without an initial x-. A well-founded assumption then is that the forms with x- came into being secondarily, and in the formative period of individual Slavic languages or at least in the period of dialectally differentiated PS.
If we try to extend examples of a prothetic x- by Slav.-IE equations, we shall hardly find something even slightly persuasive. Machek's conception of an expressive or augmentative ch- applied e.g. to words chromý, chřib, chválí, and chvětí (Machek 1968 s.v. and Introduction p. 13) did not generally win recognition, moreover there exist plausible etymologies of the mentioned words. Martynov (1968: 135) mentions the only example of an alternation IE # - Slav. x, namely Slav. xoltí, Lat. alere 'to feed', which can hardly be really queried formally and semantically, yet it is problematic because of its isolation.

In sum, it seems obvious that the prothesis of x- could not have taken place earlier than late PS period.

Résumé of potential sources of Slavic x-

If we disregard the implausible existence of an IE velar fricative, we can see from the survey of the existing views on the rise of Slav. initial x-, that the following sources can seriously be taken into account: IE ks, k, k', g, sk, sk', sg, s and with certain doubts # (prothesis); that is to say, 9 sources altogether obtained by a comparison with other IE languages. However, interpretations of these equations are completely unequivocal, as gathered from the present material. The point is not only that the relationship of the words is almost never provable, but also that equations are based on the responses for IE velars k, g, k', possibly with an s-mobile. In Slav. and also in Balt., it is just in velar series that a certain mixing occurs both in the horizontal (a substitution voiced - voiceless) and in the vertical direction (exceptions from the satem change) (Carlton 1991: 96–97) - cf. e.g. PS *sλušati, *glučho and Lith. klausyti 'to hear', for which a genetic relationship is generally assumed.

Theoretically, if we take into account s-mobile, we can reconstruct up to six starting IE forms with velars as against Slavic forms with x-. If we considered IE labiovelars and aspirates, the number would still increase. I can demonstrate this situation on the etymology of PS *xoldh- 'cold' and its reconstructed parent forms:

IE *gold(h)-, based on the comparison with Goth. kals, Lat. gelidus 'id.' and OCS žlětica (pre-Slav. *geld-) 'freezing rain' (ESSJa, Vasmer 1964–1973)

IE *kold(h)-, based on Lith. šaltas 'id.', Oset. sald 'coldness', possibly OCS slana 'hoarfrost' (Martynov 1968; Schuster-Šewc 2000)

IE *kold(h)-, based on OCS kluděs, Russ. kolodec 'well' (the root is not considered as parent, but its relationship is generally recognized) (Schuster-Šewc 1978, Machek 1968)

IE *(s)gold(h)-, which does not have a direct material support, but it is a variant of IE *gold(h)- (Il捷ć-Svityć 1961)

IE *(s)kold(h)- and *(s)kold(h)- are pure theoretical constructs, which - as far as I know - have not been reconstructed as parent forms; on the other hand, the root *gheld- is sometimes suggested in view of OInd. hlādatē 'it is getting cold' (Kozlovsjk 1888; admitted by Mayrhofer 1956–1980; Vasmer 1964–1973).

Such examples show that a reliable basis for words with an initial x- is hard to find. But even a relationship between velars and a sibilant s and a possible prothesis (θ) is knotty due to the satem change, s-mobile and supposed k- prothesis in words like kost, koza (even if we disregard some speculative alternations of initial g- like *gněd.hr, *gněd, *glina - *slina etc.). Thus, the determination of IE bases for Slav. words with initial x- is difficult even if the relationship is relatively convincing, like in the case of Slav. xoldh.

It follows from what has been said so far that it is probably illusory to count on a unique and regular source of Slav. x-. A characteristic feature of the current theories on the rise of Slav. x- is a natural tendency to collect the maximum of examples in favor of a theory (including those being etymologically very questionable, peripheral, onomatopoeic etc.), and ignore those examples which are not suitable for the given hypothesis. Yet only a complex analysis of Slav. lexicon with an initial x- could lead to more conclusive findings. Such a thorough analysis was done by Il'jinskik (1916) (see Machek 1930: 60), but today its age and difficult accessibility indicate its limits. An acceptable starting point of the analysis nowadays could be the Moscow Proto-Slavic dictionary (ESSJa 8, 7–166), because just the PS lexical fund is of paramount importance for the explicating this question. It is necessary, however, to amend some obvious mistakes of this dictionary first, and to supplement words with an initial s- (from the original x-) to the researched material.

Thus, the new objective research should be based on a thorough etymological analysis of PS words with an x- and s- inherited from IE. Emphasis should be put on the reconstruction of original meanings of PS words - the point which has been met only in the minority of the existing etymological expositions of PS x-.
IV. Etymological analysis of PS lexicon with initial \(x-/\check{s}-/\check{s}\)-

Etymological analysis of PS words with an initial \(x\)- can be based – as I said before – on the material of ESSJa (words with an initial \(\check{s}\)- have to be obtained from other sources). However, it is necessary to reduce the lexical material, since some included words are clearly formed after the Common Slavic period (e.g. Cz. chatrě, Russ. \(\check{d}áže\), xaljiža, Bulg. \(\check{x}rile\), xārbel), or are late borrowings (Slav. xata). A considerable part of the PS lexicon with \(x\)- is represented by onomatopoeic words which have to be excluded from the analysis on well-known grounds (there was a separate chapter dedicated to them), and at last it is no use exploring evident loanwords (like xalupa, xlébь, xlévь, xqdogs, xrēnsь, xyza etc.)

The analysis then will concern words (and their derivatives), which are reasonably considered to be ancient (i.e. they are not late Slavic innovations). I aim at giving all the acceptable explanations of these words and evaluating their probability. Predictably, this is a controversial matter, and the chosen methodology could certainly be challenged. I will try to evaluate three characteristics of etymological connections of Slav. words with their cognates in other IE languages: formal aspect, semantic aspect and overall circumstances of the equation, particularly areal aspect – each of them being evaluated in the scale A, B and C. Those sporadic expositions based on a borrowing from a foreign language, onomatopoeic origin or a derivation from the Slav. base will not be evaluated like this, but their plausibility will be indicated by their order within the framework of the expositions of a given word.

When analyzing the formal aspect, I will consider all the above-mentioned sources of Slav. initial \(x\)- equally. The evaluation A means that a Slav. word formally corresponds with its counterpart; the evaluation B reckons with a smaller formal difference (in ablaut, in a stem-forming or word-forming suffix and suchlike); major, but still by common methodological approaches healable differences are evaluated by the grade C.

The evaluation of the semantic side presupposes a reconstruction of the original meaning, particularly if there is a variety of meanings in individual Slav. languages. If the original meaning corresponds with the IE equivalent, I will use an evaluation A. If the semantic difference can be healed by common semantic shifts or analogies from other languages, I assess the equation as B. An evaluation C means a less than persuasive healing of the semantic difference.

As the third aspect, I will evaluate the probability of the relationship within the framework of IE dialectal areals. It is based on the fact that, for example, exclusive Slav.-Gr. lexical isoglosses almost do not exist, while exclusive Balto-Slav. lexical connections are numerous. An evaluation A is assigned to equations like Slav.-Balt., or Slav.-West IE (without Balt., but with more languages of West IE areal – Gmc., Lat., Celt.), an evaluation C to isolated parallels like Slav.-Gr. and Slav.-Hitt.; B would cover an area between these extremes. However, the evaluation of this aspect takes into account the whole context of the equation, e.g. an opaque origin or slim evidence of the compared word, or the fact that the compared word has a more plausible explanation incompatible with Slav. \(x\)-.

The final mark of the etymological plausibility will be obtained by an arithmetical mean of the evaluations. In hopes of a finer grasping of the distinctions, I use evaluations A-, B-, C- as well, therefore the final mark also must have detailed grading (A, A-, A-, A/B, B++, B+, B etc.). Certainly, I am conscious that in spite of the stated objective criteria it is impossible to avoid subjective view, and that the complexity of the etymological equation cannot be completely grasped by the mentioned three criteria. Nevertheless, I believe that the final count of evaluations of the submitted etymological expositions will testify many kinds of things to the sources of Slav. \(x\)-. (In connection with the evaluation of the plausibility of etymological equations, I refer to the work of Martynov (1963) in which the evaluation of Gmc.-Slav. etymologies in the scale ‘very plausible’, ‘medium plausible’, ‘little plausible’ is used.)

The structure of the entry:

Each entry consists of three parts: 1. listing of the forms in individual Slav. languages, 2. the discussion of possible problems of formal and particularly semantic reconstruction (heading Rec.); 3. etymological expositions in the order of their supposed plausibility and their evaluations (heading Et.).

XAB-

OCS xabiti ‘to ruin, to spoil’, xabitė ‘se to deny, to avoid’, xabitē ‘se to decline, to stop’, Bulg. xabjā ‘to waste, to spoil, to blun’, S./Cr. (older) habiti ‘to spoil, to damage’, Sln. habiti ‘to ruin, to damage’, ‘to seize, to steal’, Cz. (older) chabiti ‘to ruin, to spoil’, Cz.d. chabiti ‘to steal’, Slk.d. chabit (sa) ‘to frolic, to fool around’, ORuss. xabit ‘to reject’, xabitija ‘to avoid, to steer clear of’, Russ. (older) xabiti ‘to catch, to grasp’

S./Cr. hābati ‘to wear out clothes’, ‘to spoil’, ‘to curse’, ‘to bungle’, Sln. hābati se ‘to boast’, Cz.d. chabanina ‘plain, bad meat’

Sln. (older) haběti ‘to grow weak’, Cz. (older) chaběti ‘id.’

OCS pokab ‘dull, shameless’, Cz. chabý ‘weak, feeble’, Slk. chabý ‘id.’


Cz.d. cháb ‘rod, twig’, ‘tops’

Cz.d. cháb ‘brushwood, wicker, branches of conifer’, Slk.d. chabie ‘brushwood’, Pol.d. chabie ‘brushwood, twigs’

Rec.:

Words with the root xab- have an unclear formal and semantic base. Most authors assume that the mixing of several roots took place here. Quite distinctly, a semantic scope of ‘to ruin, to spoil, to damage; bad, feeble’ can be detached. Perhaps, the meaning ‘to steal’ could also be derived from this group, but more likely it is, together with meanings ‘to catch, to grasp etc.’, connected with onom.-expr. words like xapati, gabati, capati (Machek 1968: 194; ESSJ: 8, 7; Bezlj 1976–2005: 1, 190; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 215). The connection with meanings ‘rod, twig’ is implausible as well – this group is homogenous enough to be a self-contained group (another question is a relation of this group to xabina, xabina2). The isolated meanings ‘wing’ (Sln.), ‘big house, factory’ (Russ.d.) et al. remain unclear.

ESSJ (10: 576) presents the following outlook of formal and semantic development: PS adj. *xabbs ‘without useful qualities, weak’, derived verbs ‘to take useful qualities away’ → ‘to ruin, to spoil’, reflexive ‘to deny o.s., to avoid’. It is not completely clear, however, that the adjective was the primary form, because its evidence in Slav. languages is rather poor (Cz. and Slk. xabý is attested only from the middle period). The verbs are treated as secondary by Machek 1930: 89; Machek 1968: 194; Slawski 1952: I, 58, the opposite view is held by Machek 1957: 154 and ESSJ: 8, 9.

Et.:

1. PS *xabiti ‘to ruin, spoil’, xabbi ‘weak, feeble’ ~ Lith. skábti ‘to turn sour’, skóbas ‘sour’, Latv. skabs ‘id.’

The connection of PS *xabbs with the mentioned Baltic cognates was introduced by Brückner (1924: 238) and has been preferred by other scholars, too (Machek 1930: 89; Illič-Svityč 1961: 94; Martynov 1968: 139; ESSJ: 8, 8; ESSJ 10: 576). Inquiry into the semantic side of the equation shows, however, that the intersection of meanings should be found in verbs – in folk notions of spoiling of food (for some details see Machek, l.c.). Semantic parallels can be found in Lith. skerbê ‘to cut deep into sth; to weaken, to go downhill’, skerbê ‘to turn sour’ or in Lat. acerbê ‘il spoil’, acerbus ‘harsh, bitter’. A formal weakness is the absence of Slav. *xabh which would exactly correspond with the Lith. verb.

Pokorny (1959: 931) connects these words with IE skabh- ‘to cut’ (LIV: 496 ‘to scratch, scrape’) which continues e.g. in Lat. scabere ‘to scrape’, Goth. skaban ‘id.’, Lith. skabēti ‘to cut, to loosen’, skabus ‘sharp’. The most plausible semantic development seems to be ‘to cut’ → ‘to have a harsh taste’ → ‘to turn sour’ → ‘to spoil, to go bad’. Snoj (1997: 164) indicates the development ‘to cut’ → ‘to do injury, spoil’ which I consider less plausible.

Rec.:


The verb is attested in most Slav. languages, though the negative form *nehcati is more common. The question then arises whether the original form of the verb was *sajati or *sati with a later extension like e.g. *kiri, *djabati. The relationship between *sajati and *nehcati is not very clear. Miklosich (1886: 85, 212) separated both words, while Machek (1930: 107f.) started from the negative imperative *nechaj (in his view from *nehovaj), and considered the form *sajati as secondary (South Slav.) (to arguments for the primariness of *sajati see Martynov 1968: 140). The more plausible modification of this explanation was suggested by Golab (1973: 134), who assumes the petrifaction of the imperative *ne chaj and its decline to the particle (like in Russ. push’), and the derivation of a new verb of the type *vitati, *vitajato.
Another question is the relationship of *xažati and *šajati (OCS *šajati ‘to refrain from sth.’), see ESJS 10: 603ff.

Meanings in individual Slav. languages are varied, and even opposite (Bulg.-OCS, Ukr.). ESJSJa (8, 11) tries to deduce all the meanings from an original ‘to totter, to swing’. Regarding the semantic specification of most Slav. words and their possible IE equivalents, it is more appropriate to reckon with the basic meaning ‘to heed, to care’ as early as PS period. Via the meaning ‘to interfere, to impinge’ (Russ.d.) we can even get to ‘to curse, to scold, to reprovere’, which is usually separated (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 227 thinks about an expr. variant to *kažati ‘to punish, to rebuke’, Aabe 1971: 13 explains it from Goth. *faizman ‘to reprovere, to insult’). The transition to the meaning ‘to caress’ does not pose any problem either. Perhaps, opposite meanings in Bulg.-OCS and Ukr. could be explained by deflexion (see also examples in Bežalj 1976–2005: I, 190).

Et.

1. PS *xažati ‘to care’ ~ Osset. xsajyn ‘to care’, Toch. B skat-. A ske- ‘to worry, to strive’
This etymology was proposed by Čop (1954: 227ff) and was accepted by Trubacév in Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 228 and ESJSJa: 8, 12, Martynov 1968: 140 and Snoj 1997: 378. Čop adds other words like OE scēr ‘employment, care’, OIr. scūth ‘tired’, Gr. aokhō ‘to adorn; to strive’ and reconstructs an IE root *skēi- ‘to strive’ (unknown to Pokorny and LIV). Wendekešen (1976–1982: 429ff) and Adams (1999: 707), due to the pres. forms skenas, skaiman, connect Toch. words with IE *(s)kēi- ‘to gather, put in order’ (s-mobile not attested outside Toch.), pres. kē-nëwmu-: (LIV: 338). Semantically, however, the homonymous root *(s)kēi- ‘to perceive, to observe’ makes it seem closer.

Ex: B A C B

2. PS *xažati ‘to care’ ~ Olnd. čayati ‘to observe, to respect’, PS *kajati ‘to admonish, to rebuke’ etc.

As we saw above, some meanings of PS *xažati coincide with those of PS *kajati. This verb is explained from IE kēi- ‘to perceive, to observe’ from which LIV: 337–339 – on formal grounds – separates another *kēi- ‘to pay for sth, to punish’ which is semantically very close to the Slav. verb, and has been identified with *kēl- (Pokorny 1959: 636ff. et al.). Nevertheless, *kajati as a causative (IE kēi-ize) can be well matched with the former meaning (‘to admonish’ = ‘to make observe, to make pay attention’). Another Slav. verb from the same root is *čayati ‘to expect’ (from *kēi-).

The verb *xažati makes a similar pair with *kajati. The meanings of both verbs (see section Rec) are well compatible with the supposed original meaning of IE kēi- ‘to perceive, to observe’. To explain the initial x-, we would have to assume s-mobile in the root, and the change x- > š (for *xažati > škaži; > šāži). To be sure, this is the main weakness of this explanation, because s-mobile does not appear elsewhere in this root in IE languages.

Ex: B B B B

Unconvincingly Golab (1973: 134) starts from IE *ksēi- (kḫēi-) ‘erwerben, Verfügung und Gewalt wörtlich bekommen’ only for *xažati while he interprets *xažati as an Iranian borrowing; the original meaning of both is ‘to hold, to keep’ in his opinion. For other literature see ESJS: 10, 603–604.

XALOGA


Rec:
The formation is not very clear; perhaps it has a suffix -oga, in dialects often subject to various contaminations (see ESJS: 4, 215). The original meaning seems to be ‘hedge, bushes (along the path)’ (ESJS: I.c.; Macheck 1968: 195), from this via ‘wicker’, ‘driftage’ also ‘algae’ etc.

Et.

1. PS *xaloga ‘hedge, bushes (by the path)’ ~ OInd. šālā- ‘enclosure, mound, hedge’, šālā ‘house, chamber’, Gr. καλατία ‘shack, barn, nest’

The etymology proposed by Macheck (1939: 193) (later retracted) and reintroduced by Martynov (1968: 110) (cf. also Gorjajev 1896: 394 and Holub – Kopecký 1952: 138) has formal and semantic problems. We have to account for the suffix -oga, which is not normally used for the derivation from the roots. A semantic link seems to be the meaning ‘hedge’ which is attested in OCS and OInd. (Pokorny 1959: 553). If we look into the complex semantics of Slav. and IE words, however, we get to the most plausible original meaning in Slav. ‘bushes (by the path)’ (see above). In contrast, IE words are based on the meaning ‘enclosed, covered place’ (IE *kēl- ‘to hide, to veil’). Usually, the meaning ‘shack, house’ in Slav. (Br.) is not considered as original (ESJS: 4, 215).

Ex: C B B k-

Other etymologies are still less plausible, see the survey in ESJS I.c. and a new attempt by Loma (2000a: 348, 2000b: 87ff).

XATRA

Cz. cháttra ‘raddle’

OCz. chatrný, chaterný ‘shabby, rashshackle, low’, Slk. chatrný ‘poor, shabby’

Russ.d. xáttras’tja ‘rags’

Cz. cháttra ‘to get run down, to become delapidated’

Rec:
The one of the words whose PS age is problematic due to the very limited occurrence in Slav. languages. It is possible that the Russ.d. word is not a cognate with the Cz. and Slk. material.

Et.

1. PS *xatra, *xatrati ~ Lith. skėtroti, skėtroti ‘throw one’s arms around’

This equation (ESSJa: 8, 22) wrestles with semantic problems in particular. The
supposed semantic shift ‘to extend, to stretch out’ → ‘to decompose’ → ‘to decay, to get run down’ tests the limits of acceptability. Major differences are also found when comparing the formal side (ablaut, stem-suffix of the verb). Lith. verb is derived from skėsti ‘to widen, extend’ (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 804) which does not have a parallel in Slav.

Ev.: C C A- B- sk-

2. PS *xatratī – Lith. (older) kaiti ‘to fade away, to decline’, skototi ‘to be lacking’
This Machek’s explanation (1939: 177 and 1968: 197, cf. also Holub – Kopečný 1952: 139) is even more questionable than the previous one. Besides formal differences, the main problem is a dubious etymological background of the alleged Lith. counterparts: Lith. kaiti acts as a variant to more common kašti (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 227), and isolated skototi (only in one place in Daukantas) seems to be a misprint or an incidental methatesis for common stokoti ‘id.’ (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 912).

Ev.: C A- C- sk-

A connection with Slav. *setati, *setati ‘to walk’ (Ondruš: 255–256) is formally and semantically unconvincing.

XLĘBb

OCS xļeb ‘watergate; cataract’, S./Cr. (older) hljeb, hleb, hlēp, hlēp, hlip ‘watergate, dam; cataract’, Russ.-OCS xļjabs ‘cataract, stream’, Russ.d. xļab ‘depth, abyss’

Rec.: The original PS form is reconstructed as *xļebn, although there is some S./Cr. evidence that points to an *-e-. Determining of the original meaning is difficult since the Greek equivalent of attested OCS evidence καταμπάκης is semantically broad – it can mean ‘waterfall, watergate, sluice-(gate)’ (cf. ESJS: 4, 220).

Et.: 1. PS *xļebn of onom. origin
For several reasons, my first choice is an onom. origin of the word. This assumption is based on a considerable variety of forms of the word and on a number of similar Slav. formations expressing a clicking or knocking sound (PS *xlebati, *xlebati, *xlepari, *xlepati, cf. Iljinskij 1916: 159). The comparison with Gmc. words like E. slump or Ger. schlappen ‘to slip, to slurp’, which are cognate only in the terms of onomatopoetic and not genetic relationship as is sometimes suggested (Petersson 1914: 378f.; Berneker 1908–1913: I, 388; Martynov 1968: 130; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 248) is also convincing evidence. The word would then imitate the sound of water flowing through the sluice or watergate (cf. ESJS: 4, 220). Trubac’ev’s objection that the word is a technical term (ESSJa: 8, 33) is not relevant here (cf. e.g. Cz. klapka ‘valve, flap’).

2. PS *xļebn ‘watergate; cataract’ – Lith. skłęňhtī ‘to slide aside’
The main formal shortcoming of this explanation (preferred by ESSJa: I.c. and ESJS: I.c.) lies in the fact that there is no corresponding verb in Slav., and no corresponding

in Lith. Moreover, we would expect ablaut o-grade in the noun. The semantic base of the Slav. word would have been something like ‘slide bolt’ (from this ‘watergate’ and other meanings).

Ev.: B- B A

XLĐDb

Rec.: Formal reconstruction is without problems, meanings in individual Slav. languages point at the most probable initial meaning ‘pole, club’.

Et.: 1. PS *xļod ‘pole, club’ – Lith. sklandą ‘bolt on the door’, Latv. sklanda ‘pole’
Slav. and Balt. words formally differ only by a stem suffix (Slav. o-stem – Balt. a-stem). Fraenkel (1962–1965: 809), however, also knows Lith. sklandas, to which Vasmer (1964–1973: IV, 246) attaches a meaning ‘pole’. If the Lith. word is derived from skłėsti ‘to slide aside’ (ESSJa: 8, 38, Bezlaž 1976–2005: I, 197), we have to start from the meaning (‘slide bolt’). The semantic development would be ‘stake in the function of bolt’ → ‘stake, pole, club’ (cf. Machek 1968: 200), the form could be traced back to IE *skel- ‘to bend’. An etymological connection of the Slav. word with a poorly attested verb *xlednǫti (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 390; Skok 1971–1974: I, 672; ESSJa: I.c.) is very questionable; its evidence in Slav. languages suggests the meaning ‘to weaken, to slacken’, which is hardly compatible with meanings of the noun (Karliková 1996: 36). Both Slav. and Balt. words are peripheral and now occur mostly in dialects. Sometimes, OlCeI. hlınmr ‘roll put under vessels’ is added, but this connection is uncertain.

Ev.: A- A- sk-

XLbPB, XŁLPb
Slk. chlip ‘hair (on the skin)’, Cz. chlup ‘id.’, Pol. chlupy ‘hair, fluffs’, Russ.d. xlop ‘hemp etc.’ waste’
Bulg.d. xšupka ‘wisp of hair, cotton, flax etc.’, Russ. xło pok ‘cotton’

Rec.: The evidence in Slav. languages points at two different PS forms – *xlopb and *xlpbn. The initial meaning is ‘hair, fluff, wisp of hair’.

Et.: 1. PS *xlpn, xlpn of onom. origin
Considering the character of the word and its inconsistent PS form, the most feasible explanation is that it is an onom.-expr. word (ESSJa: 8, 41). In my opinion, the semantic
base is ‘to blow gently, to puff’ (cf. also E. *fluff*), related forms can be seen in Slavic *chalpa* ‘to blow warmly’ or Russ.d. *xolpit* ‘to blow gently’. Cf. also XbLBITI (SE).

2. PS *xvolps* ‘tuft (of hair)’ ~ Latv. *cilps*, *cilpa* ‘noose’, Lith. *kilpa* ‘id.’ Machek’s older explanation (1939: 181f.), which is admitted even by the authors of Balt. etymological dictionaries (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 254; Karulis 1992: 1, 174), is possible. Semantic difficulties are solved by Machek’s assumption of the original meaning ‘knot, snarl’, from this ‘noose’ to Balt. and ‘tuft (of hair)’ to Slav. The cases when Balt. *-il-* corresponds with Slav. *-il-* are not isolated (Machek: I.c.).

**Ex.** B C A **B**

An implausible explanation, and one that is handed down in the Cz. etymological literature, is that *xvolps* is connected with Lith. *plāukas* ‘hair’ (Machek 1968: 200; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 140). The metaphor and a different ablaut grade count for two big formal concessions; moreover, the Lith. word is obviously derived from the verb *plaikti* ‘to flow’ (ESSJa: 8, 41).

**XMURA**


**Rec.**

The reconstruction of PS form arouses some suspicions. Apparently, *x*- alternates with *s*- in the beginning of the word (cf. Russ. *smúry* ‘dark, gloomy’, Cass. *smúra* ‘cloud’, Cz. *pošmourny* ‘gloomy, dismal’). Besides the forms with *s*- and *-x-* forms with *-s*- also appear (Slk.d. *chmúra*, Polst. *chmura*, Russ., Ukr. Br. *xmúra*); they are usually explained by contamination with the base which is in Russ.d. *mar, mar* ‘mist, swelter’ (Machek 1968: 201; Vasmmer 1964–1973: 249; ESSJa: 8, 43. S/Cr. (older) *húmoriti se* ‘to frown’, *húmoriti se, násúmoriti se* ‘to become gloomy’, S/Cr. *sámomar* ‘gloomy’ point rather at original *x* *xmura* than at the traditionally reconstructed *x* *mura* (cf. Slawski 1952: 1, 71). It is not sure what is primary – if noun, or adjective.

The semantic side is without difficulties, the original meaning is ‘dark, gloomy’, or ‘cloud’.

**Et.**

1. PS *xmura* ‘dark, gloomy’ ~ Gr. *húmoros* ‘dark, weak’

The alluring connection with the Gr. word often appears in the etymological literature (Martynov 1968: 132; Mache 1968: 201; ESSJa: 8, 44), sometimes Olcel. *meyr* ‘brittle, loose’ is added (Pokorny 1959: 701; Vasmmer 1964–1973: III, 694). Slav. *s-x*- is explained from *s-mobile*; Machek’s assumption that *x*- is prothetic and augmentative is much less plausible. The semantic side of the equation is without difficulties, yet I am rather skeptical about this exclusive Slav.–Gr. isoglos (the addition of Olcel. word is questionable), which does not have any solid background (cf. Frisk 1960–1972: I, 88). See also the above-mentioned question of the original PS form.

**Ex.** A A C **B**

Other explanations are implausible, see newly Schuster–Šewc (1978: 387; 2000: 31) from IE *k-e-tum-.*

**XOBOT**


**Rec.**

The basic PS form is clear. The original meaning probably was ‘tail’, other meanings are secondary and figurative (ESSJa: 4, 221). The question is what is the relationship of the word to the group of words with a base *xab-* , nouns with meanings ‘branch, rod’ being of particular interest. Cf. also the meaning of Russ.d. *chabina* ‘river bight’. See XAB-

**Et.**

1. PS *xobot* ‘tail’ ~ Lith. *kabéti* ‘to hang’

The formal connection of both words is rather loose. Brückner (1923: 238) reconstructs BS *(s)xob-* ‘to hang, attach’ (Slav. *skoba* ‘hooked tail’ would be another derivative). Pokorny (1959: 918) adds OE. *hop* ‘circle’, Olcel. *hop* ‘small bight’ et al., and explains BS-Gmc. words from the denasalized variant of the root *(s)* *kamb- ‘to bend’. Even Machek, who often changes his interpretations, consistently insists on the connection with the Lith. word (1930: 73; 1939: 211; 1968: 202). Brückner and Machek suppose the original meaning of the Slav. word to be ‘appendage’ (cf. in particular Machek 1968: 202).

**Ex.** A C B A **B**

2. PS *xobot* ~ PS *xab-

A direct connection with words from the root *xab-* is questionable. A derivation from *xabati* (ESSJa: 8, 47) ignores a semantic disunity of the verb and the considerable variance of all its meanings from the meaning of Slav. *xobote*. The connections with *xabiti* ‘to catch’ (Mladenov 1941: 670) or OCS *xobiti* *x* ”to refrain from’ (Brückner: I.c.) are equally semantically unsubstantiated.

3. PS *xobot- * PS *sybat- ‘to swing’

This connection was introduced by IIjinskii (1909) (cf. ESSJa: 4, 222, where it is regarded as semantically acceptable); it requires an original form *xobot-. For reservations about this etymology see e.g. Berneker 1908–1913: I, 391; Vasmmer 1964–1973: 4, 252; ESSJa: 8, 47).

For other etymological attempts see ESSJa: 1c.
XODITI

OCS xoditii, Bulg. xódija, mak. odi, S./Cr. hodití, Sln. hodití, Slk. chodití, Cz. chodití, US choditíž, LS chožití, Plb. chidéti, Slnc. chožitétí, Pol. chodzití, Br. xodcze, Ukr. xodity, Russ. xodíé, all ‘to walk, go’

OCS xodb ‘gait, running, action’ (similar meanings in other Slav. languages)

Rec.: In terms of the pair *xoditi – *xodb, the question is which is primary. Some etymologists prefer the verb (e.g. Slawski 1952: 73; Škoč 1971–1974: I, 677; ESJS: 4, 222), and some prefer the noun (Macheck 1968: 202; Bezljaj 1976–2005: I, 198; Vasmér 1964–1973: IV, 252; ESSJa: 8, 49). Besides o-grade there is also a reduced grade šodb whose forms were employed in the system of the verb *xiti.

Et.: 1. PS *xoldb ~ Lith. šaltas ‘cold, freezing’
If we accept the possibility that x- corresponds with IE *k- in some cases, there are no problems in this comparison (see particularly Martynov 1968: 110; but also Slawski 1952: 70; Matzenauer 1880: 218f.). Macheck (1939: 195 and 1968: 198) starts from a depalatalized *xoldb, and there are also attempts to start from the initial *ks- (Federsehn 1896: 391) or sk- (Brückner 1923: 27 and 1957: 180). For the explanation of a suffix alternation šd an analogic pair *twrod ~ tvrdd ‘hard’ is pointed out. To support the connection with the Lith word they also adduce Lith. šaln ‘hoarfrost’, OCS slana ‘id.’, which are based on IE *k’el. The IE relationship is extended even more by Av. sarita ‘cold’, Med. Per. sard ‘id.’, Ess. sald ‘coldness’.

Ex.: B A A
d= k’

2. PS *xoldb ~ Goth. kalds, E. cold, Lat. gelidus ‘cold’
This explanation that xoldb is an expressive variant of the root *geldh-/*geldh- is preferred by e.g. Berneker 1908–1913: I, 393; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 256 and ESSJa: 8, 57. The last explains the spirantization g > x as a result of a formal fusion with PS *golbd ‘hunger’. The most serious objection against the etymological identity of Slav. and Gmc. words points out that the Gmc. forms with -d are actually participles from a verb attested in Olcel. kala, OE. calan ‘to be cold’ (Martynov 1968: 110, see also Pokorny 1959: 366), while in Slav. such a derivation does not work. On the other hand, OCS želcida ‘sleet’, Sln. žled ‘id.’ are adduced to support the etymology from IE *gelddh. There is no material foundation for Ilič-Sviček’s explanation from initial *sg- (Ilič-Sviček 1961: 96).

Ex.: B A A
d= g

Both aforementioned and equally plausible explanations are often linked together, and *k’el/*gel- are considered to be variants of the same root (cf. ESJS: 4, 271 and also Macheck 1968: 198 and Schuster-Ševc 1978: 381; the last two consider some other less plausible connections). Thus, the parent form of Slav. xoldb remains unclear (see also p. 46).

XOLEVA


Rec.: The formal side is not unequivocal (Martynov 1968: 111 reconstructs *xoljova, OCz. xoleba form points at original *xolava). As an original meaning, I would postulate ‘cloth as a footwear’; a semantic shift ‘footwear’ → ‘trousers’ is known from other instances (Cz. kalhoty, Sln. hláče).

Et.: 1. PS *xol’ewa ‘cloth as a footwear, something cut off’ < PS *xoliti
In view of the same root *xol-, the connection with *xoliti (see s.v., c.f. XOLUB)

XOLDb

OCS xoldb, Bulg. xlad, mak. lad, S./Cr. hlód, Slk., Cz. chläd, US chlód, Plb. chlad, Slnc., chlód, Pol. chlód, Br. xold, Ukr., Russ. xold, all in the meaning ‘cold, coldness’

Rec.: The reconstruction of the PS form and meaning is without any problems.
seems to be the most plausible, although the question is if the word is a direct derivative from the verb (ESSJa: 8, 60; Brückner 1923: 235 and 1927: 182), or an independent formation from the same IE base (cf. Schuster-Szewc 1978: 393). The initial meaning then would probably be ‘something cut off’. The addition of Sln. háčie, S/Cr. háčie ‘trousers’ to this group, as if from PS *sölča (Slawski 1952: 1, 74; Schuster-Szewc: l.c.) is quite implausible; these South Slav. words originate in all probability from MLat. calceae ‘shoes’ (Bezlaj 1976–2005: I, 195; Berneker 1908–13: I, 387).

2. PS *söljen < IE *ekel- ‘to cover’

Martynov (l.c.) starts from IE *ekel- and gives a number of examples of the close semantic relationship ‘to cover’ – ‘footwear’ (e.g. Goth. skóhs, E. shoe and Welsh curan ‘id.’ from IE *skew- ‘to cover’). The root *ekel-, however, does not display such parallels; the closest cognates of the questioned word then are Fr. culait ‘pall’, OE. hulū ‘peel, cover’, OHG helaw ‘eat chaff’. Ev.: B- C A-B k-

Obviously wrong is the deduction from Romani chalov ‘trousers’ (Miklosich 1886: 86; Machek 1939: 211), the word itself is a borrowing from Slav. (Slawski: l.c.).

XOLITI


OCS. cháclolithi ‘to soothe’, ‘to flatter’ (< *sol-choliti), Cz. cháclolith ‘to soothe’, Slk. cháclolith ‘id.’


Rec.: The verb is actually found only in East Slav.; the S./Cr. word as well as the quoted derivatives are usually considered to be cognates, although the semantic base is uncertain. For the derivatives of the type paxol- I would incline towards the meaning ‘to crop (closely)’. PS *paxol-, *paxolokš would then mean ‘boy (after the first haircut)’, cf. a persuasive parallel in Gr. κόρος, κόρος ‘boy’ from κόρο ‘l crop, cut’ (ESSJa: 8, 65). The form *paxolę ‘baby’, formed by a specific Slav. suffix denoting the young, would then probably be secondary. Other meanings of Slav. *soliti show, however, that we have to look for a broader, more general semantic base. Perhaps ESSJa (8, 61) is right in postulating – irrespective of their questionable formal reconstruction – that the original meaning was ‘to scrape’, which could have been specified either to ‘to cut, to crop’, or to ‘to clean, to wash’ and further to ‘to care for, to keep in cleanliness’ and probably via ‘to care’ also to Cz. ‘to soothe, to console’. In this manner, the meanings of the reflexive verb can be explained as well – Russ.d. ‘to amuse o.s., to luxuriate’ (in fact ‘to care for o.s., to be concerned by o.s.’), and with another amplification of a negative assessment S./Cr. ‘to act arrogantly’.

Et.: 1. PS *soliti ‘to scrape’ – Gr. σκόλλω ‘I dig, scrape’, Lith. skélti ‘to cleave, to split’, MLG schelen ‘to separate, to split off’, Alb. hólti ‘thin, fine, tender; tenderness’

If we start from the basic meaning ‘to scrape, to cut’, it seems more natural to me to connect *soliti – rather than with a problematic *ks-ol- (ESSJa: l.c.; Meňyňuk 1968: 216) – with a large family of IE *skelH₁ ‘to cut, to cleave’ (LI: 500; Pokorny 1959: 923f). A formal parallel can be seen in PS *soliti from IE *skelH₁ (a causative), but otherwise there are no direct IE parallels with *skol-. The semantic side is not without difficulties either, if we take into account that Slav. *skla ‘rock’, *skaliti ‘to cleave’ keep the original meaning, and that the semantic development of *soliti is complicated (as indicated above). At least a partial correspondence with the Slav. development could be seen in Alb. semantic transition ‘to cut’ → ‘tenderness’.

Ev.: B- B A-B 0 sk-

2. PS *soliti ‘to care, to breed’ – Lat. alere ‘to feed, to bring up’, Ofr. alim ‘I feed’, Olcel. ala ‘to feed, to bring up’

If we accept the possibility of a prothetic * in Slav., we must seriously deal with this etymology also (Martynov 1968: 135). Its most disputable question is – if we ignore the troubles with the prothesis – a reconstruction of the original meaning ‘to care for, to breed’ based on the literary Russ. Although the ancientness of this meaning cannot be excluded, the explanation of its further development is rather difficult in view of the other meanings in Slav. languages. As to the relation *soliti – *pa-xolokš, *paxoloko, it is argued by a similar relationship in Lat. and Celt. – cf. Lat. prōlēs ‘progeny, offspring’, W. al ‘progeny’, nevertheless, the meaning of the prefix *pa- remains unexplained in Slav. words (Machek’s assumption (1968: 426) that pa- indicates a marking designation should be rejected).

Ev.: B B A-B 0 prothesis

3. PS *soliti ‘to clean’ – Ofrm. klálayati ‘(it) washes, cleans’, Lith. skalduit ‘to rinse, to swill’

This problematic connection based on IE *ksol- was favored by Machek (1939: 174 and 1968: 426) and then – extended by the Lith. word – by Meňyňuk: l.c. and ESSJa: l.c. The relationship of all three words is questionable: the Ofrm. expression is connected with kšärati ‘(it) flows’ (Pokorny 1959: 487; Mayrhofer 1956–1980: I, 288), and the Lith. word (which would have had to undergo a metabolic ks- > sk-) is not etymologically clear (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 793). There are also some semantic discrepancies: if IE *keś- ‘to scrape’ (ESSJa: l.c.) is actually the origin of all three words, then it is surprising that all their meanings coincide on an innovated ‘to clean, to wash’.

Ev.: B- B C 0 ks-

XOLKT

OCS xolôb ‘single, unmarried’, ORuss. xoloky ‘id.’

Rec.: The word is attested only in OCS and ORuss., but apparently is of the PS age.
1. PS *xolks ‘unmarried’ < Goth. halks ‘empty, vain, poor’

In the past, etymologists have determined that the Slav. word was borrowed from Goth. 
(e.g. Uhlenbeck 1893: 485; Bernke 1908–1913: I, 394; Feist 1923: 178, 
admitted by Mackel 1939: 211). The semantic difference sometimes seems to be 
hindrance (Kiparatski 1934: 277; Vassmer 1964–1973: IV, 256); to support the connection one can 
compare Russ.d. poroznjaja ‘non-pregnant’ (actually ‘empty’) as against Russ.-OCS 
nekhłajka ‘pregnant’ (ESJS: 4, 217). Goth. halks, however, is etymologically unclear — even 
the genetic relationship of both words is not out of the question (cf. ESJS: I.c.; 
Mladenev 1910: 123f).

2. PS *xolks ‘unmarried (young man)’ — PS *xol-stb, *xol-pn, *pa-xol-

The semantic and formal closeness of the above-mentioned words often leads to 
asumptions concerning their autochthonic origin (e.g. Sobolevskij 1914: 444; Brückner 
problems. The root *xol- is explained in various ways (cf. ESJS: I.c.); the most acceptable 
seems to be the explanation of ESP(18: 8. 61) from *xoliti in its original meaning ‘to crop 
closely’, that is to say, in connection with the first haircut of boys (see XOLITI).

The close semantic bonds are apparent upon comparing *xolks with Russ. xolostoj ‘unmar-
rried’, Russ.d. also ‘cropped closely’ (Vassmer 1964–1973: IV, 257), and Cz.d. pacholek 
‘unmarried boy’ (PSchek 1968: 426). *Xolps, in my opinion, strays somewhat from 
this semantic field (although the diminutive *xolpear in West Slav. semantically corre-
responds relatively well), and also its formation with the suffix *ps seems to be the most 
problematic (see XOLPB).

For other unconvincing etymologies see ESJS: I.c.

XOLPB

OCS xlapo ‘slave, servant’, S/Cr. (older) hlap ‘serf, servant’, Sln.d. hlap ‘com-
mon, coarse man’, OCz. chlap ‘commoner, serf, peasant’, Cs., Slik. chlap (big) man, 
fallon’, UL (older) chlo ‘boy’, Sln. chlo ‘man’, OPol. chlo ‘serf’, Pol. chlo ‘peas-
ant, villager’, Br. xalop ‘serf, coarse man’, Ukr. xalop ‘serf, ORuss. xolop ‘id.’, 
Russ. xolop ‘id.’.


Rec.

The reconstruction of the original PS form is without problems. The word-formation analysis, 
however, raises questions — if we take -ps as a suffix, such a formation in 
Slav. is isolated (despite Čop 1973: 46 whose evidence is not convincing). The original 
meaning of the word is not clear enough. The authority of OCS and other old evidence 
speak in favor of ‘slave, servant, man in a subordinate position’ (probably with a certain 
social differentiation from a synonymous *orbn). It is definitely more plausible than 
starting from the meaning ‘(strong) man’ (Mackel 1968: 198) which appears only in 
modern Slav. languages.

Etn.: 1. PS *xolps ‘helper, servant’ — Lith. šelpé, Goth. hilpan ‘to help’

The advantage of this etymology is that we steer clear of the problem of a suffixal -p- 
(cf. particularly Martynov 1968: 113; also Pogodin 1894: 274f.; Onudr 1958: 86f.; 
Schuster-Šewec 1964: 241f.). Ablaut conditions would be regular (o-stem in an agent 
noun); nevertheless, an obvious formal deficiency is the lack of an underlying verb in 
Slav., and, analogously, of a corresponding nomen agentis in Balt. and Gmc. (there is 
only Lith. nomen actionis šalpa ‘help’). Moreover, the Balt. and Gmc. roots differ in 
auslaut (Gmc. p reflects IE *eb), and other IE cognates are missing (Pokorny 1959: 554 
adds IE *kepuk- / kelb- with a question mark). On the other hand, I cannot see major 
difficulties as far as the semantic side of the comparison is concerned. Martynov (I.c.) 
argues by a semantic parallel: OCS pomagati, Goth. magan ‘to be able’, Gr. μπομο
‘help, protection’ — PCelt. *magus (OIr. maug, mug ‘slave’, Bret. moa ‘youth, servant’), 
OE. maug ‘boy’, all from IE *magh-. Even if we decline this parallel (Pokorny 1959: 695–696 
separates both roots, the semantic transition can be considered plausible. It is obvious 
that the meaning ‘slave, man in a subordinate position’ only developed in IE 
with a continuing social differentiation (cf. PS *orbn, originally ‘orphan’, Lat. servus, 
originally probably ‘watchman (of the cattle)’ etc.), and the meaning ‘helper’ could 
have been one of the starting points.

Ex.: C B A B

k-

2. PS *xolps — PS *xolks, *xolstb

The connection with the above-mentioned words (also with Slav. *pa-chol-) is — due 
to the absence of other persuasive explanations — quite common in the etymological 
literature (cf. particularly ESJS: 8, 63). The alluring formal and semantic similarity of 
these words, however, hides considerable opacities: the word-formation aspect (un-
usual suffixes -p-, -k-, -st-), the semantic base (the supposed original ‘boy’ is not out of 
the question, but in view of the overall semantics of Slav. *xolp it raises some doubts) 
and the formal base (the not very clear root *xol-). ESJS (I.c.) explicates the mentioned 
words from *xoliti (see s.v. XOLITI, XOLKB, XOLSTB).
is based on the meaning 'a man who fell into slavery because of debts' which has support in ORuss. customs (cf. Machek 1968: 198); the question is, however, if we can also transfer these customs to the Proto-Slavic, or even Early Proto-Slavic period.

Ev.: C B A

B

sk-

XOLSTb

OCS xlastь 'unmarried', Sln. (older) hläst 'bunch of grapes without berries', Cr.d. (Chakavian) hlosta 'id.' Cz.st. chlastь 'unmarried', ORuss. xolostýj 'single (man or woman)', Br. xalostý, Russ. xolostój 'unmarried', Russ.d. also 'close-cropped', 'poor in blossom (about plants)', 'unsonw (about field)'

Russ. xolostúk 'unmarried man', Russ.d. xolosták 'he-fish'

Br. xolosíc' 'to crash (a nut etc.) by banging', Ukr. xolostáty 'id.', Russ. xolostít 'to castrate', Russ.d. 'to crop closely', néxolostí 'non-castrated animal'

Rec.

The word is limited to the East Slav. area since the Czech expression is probably a borrowing from Russ., and Sln. and Cr. forms are interpreted in various ways, sometimes as a product of contamination (Bezlaj 1976–2005: I, 196). The original meaning is probably attested in OCS and Russ.; the question is what the relation of the verb is with the meaning 'to castrate'. We can admit an association with *xlastati, *xlestati 'to beat' (Bernerke 1908–1913: I, 394; ESSJa: 8, 65) which is even more explicit in Br. and Ukr. meanings.

Et.

PS *xolstь ~ PS *xolksь, *pa-xol-, *xoliti

The areal and semantic closeness of *xolstь a *xolksь is striking, but furthermore both words are rather unclear. The most natural verbal basis of these words seems to be that of *xoliti, although its etymology and semantic development are far from transparent as well (see XOLITI) – cf. the striking correspondence in Russ.d. xolit 'to crop closely' and Russ.d. xolostít 'id.', xolostój 'close-cropped'. The original meaning would then be 'boy (after the first haircut)' (cf. ESSJa: I.c.). However, the formation of masculine animate nouns with suffixes -ksь and -xstsь is very uncommon (therefore, the Gothic etymology is preferred for *xolksь). On the other hand, *xolstь seems to have been originally an adjective, and then some word-formation parallels could be found (e.g. PS *tul-stsь 'fat'). Cf. also XOLKb and XOLPb.

To other, very doubtful etymologies see Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 258; the same evaluation must be used for Golañ's complicated explanation from Iranian (Golañ 1973: 117).

XOLOJb

Cz.d. choluj, choloj 'dried sprigs', LS choljí 'plough', Pol.d. choloj 'stalk, culm, tops', Russ.d. xoljь 'servant, footman', 'bran, pollard', 'a small fence for fishing', xoljij 'a stone protruding under water in the river', xoljь 'scum drifted by water'

Rec.

The word is uncertain phonetically and in particular semantically. The basic form can be reconstructed as *xolujь. Connecting the meanings – particularly those of Russ.d. words – seems to be very difficult. In Vasmer's view, the last three items could be loanwords from Finno-Ugric languages which have formally accomodated to the original Russ. xolijь (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 259).

Et.

PS *xolujь ~ PS *xoluti

ESSJa (8, 65) regards *xolujь and its variants as a derivative from the root *xol-. In the authors' view, the meaning that underlies all the words is 'to cut' (regarding the meaning 'servant, footman' cf. PS *xolpь which ESSJa derives from the same base). Perhaps this can be accepted in combination with the solution suggested by Vasmer (see above).

The connection with PS *kolu 'stake' considered by Machek 1968: 204 and Schuster-Siewe 1978: 392 is not very plausible, for other explanations see Vasmer 1964–1973: I.c.

XORBRb

OCS xrabrь, Bulg. xrábar, mak. xraham, S./Cr. hrábar, Sln. hráber, Cz., Slk. chrobý (from Russ.), Sorb. chrobby, Slnc. chrbrj, Pol. (literary) chrobry, Ukr. and Russ.d. xoróbrjь (Russ. xrbryj from OCS), all in the meaning 'brave, valiant'

Rec.

The basic PS form is clear, it is usually supposed that it is an -r- extension of the original *xorbrь, possibly under the influence of such adjectives like bystro, ostro, chytrь (Endzel 1911: 126). The meaning of the word is the same in all Slav. languages.

Et.

1. PS *xorbrь ~ Latv. skarbь 'rough, sharp', Olcel. skarpь 'sharp', E. sharp

This is the most popular etymological connection – its common base is a labial extension of the IE root (*khe)rь 'to cut' (Endzel: I.c.; Brückner 1923: 233; ESSJa: 8, 72; ESSS: 4, 225; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 264 et al.). A semantic parallel is seen in Lat. ačer 'sharp' and also 'resolute, fierce, severe'. The addition of Lith. garbe 'honour' and other words of this root (Schuster-Siewc 1978: 403) is unacceptable.

Ev.: B B A

B++

sk-

2. PS *xorbrь ~ Ondl. pra-galbhá 'brave, resolute'

This, a typical etymology of Machek's (1939: 197 and 1968: 204), is based on the agreement of meanings and willing to recognize some formal concessions – in this case, a sporadic replacement -r- Ondl. word, however, is anchored in the family of the IE root *ghele- 'to call, shout' (originally something like 'renowned, illustrious' then), and the connection of the Slav. word with this root is hardly conceivable (surprisingly enough, Pokorny 1959: 428 admits it). Equally unacceptable is a connection of the Ondl. word with the family discussed in the previous etymological exposition (Ilíč-Svityč 1961: 96).

Ev.: C A C

B-

g-
Other explanations are even less plausible (see ESJS: 4, 225).

**XORMB**


Rec.:
A formal side of the reconstruction does not raise any questions. A semantic reconstruction is more challenging. In view of all attested meanings, I consider the semantic base ‘spacious (wooden?) building’ the most plausible. I prefer this more general reconstruction to the semanticly more specific ‘log house’ (ESJS: 4, 226), and certainly to other semantic reconstructions appearing in the etymological literature: ‘temple; massive, strong house’ (Machek 1968: 204), ‘weaved shed’ (Schuster-Swee 1978: 404) and ‘shed on pillars, roof’ (ESSJa: 8, 75). Beranová (2000: 205) points out that residential buildings (mud or wooden huts) were practically the same in villages and sites of ancient settlement, only granaries, sanctuaries and larger constructions destined for temporary shelter, not permanent residence, were of a different character. Perhaps it was this kind of building that was called *xormb*.

Et.:
1. PS *xorms ‘timbered house’ ~ OHG skirm, skerm ‘shield, protection, cover’

This etymology is based on IE *skerm-, an extended o-grade form of IE *sker- ‘to cut’ (Brückner 1923: 233; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 142; Sławski 1952: 1, 78, ESSJa: 8, 75; ESJS: 4, 226 et al.). The original meaning would then probably be ‘timbered house’, although it is necessary to say that we do not find a similar meaning anywhere else among copious derivatives of the mentioned IE root (Pokorny 1959: 938f.; see, however, Gr. kopad ‘log’ which is not particularly accentuated in this connection).

Gmc. parallels are semantically rather remote (in fact, the semantic motivation is ‘shield from the cut-off skin’), but proponents of this etymology usually argue with OCS *črem ‘tent’ from IE *kerm-. Even here, I believe that the designation is motivated rather by a cut-off skin or cloth. Thus, the semantic side remains uncertain, all the more so that LIV: 503 states the meaning of IE *sker- more precisely as ‘scheren, kratzen, abschneiden’ which does not really correspond with the reconstructed meaning ‘timbered house’. Perhaps it would be more appropriate to start from the meaning ‘tent, shelter from the cut-off skin’ (Snoj 1997: 175), then ‘shelter, protection’ and – with the development of ancient settlements – modifications of that meaning (see section Rec.).

*Ev.: B B B* sk-

2. PS *xorms ‘weaved hut’ ~ Arm. orm ‘wall’

The connection is based on IE *ormo- (Bugge 1896: 22f., Berneker 1908–1913: I, 397)

from *ser- ‘to attach, to connect together’ (Pokorny 1959: 911). The corresponding forms are in Arm. orm ‘wall’ and the semantically remote Gr. ὣρμος ‘chain (on the neck); port’. The Slav. word is interpreted like ‘house with walls from weaved wicker’ (ESJS: 4, 226). This building technology is well attested (Beranová 2000: 198f.), though ESSJa (8, 75) doubts, that the meaning ‘temple etc.’ could have developed from this kind of construction.

*Ev.: A B C B*

3. PS *xorma ‘weaved hut’ ~ Olcd. karm ‘partition from boards’, Swed. karm ‘wickerwork’

This explanation (Schuster-Swee 1978: 403), semantically similar to the previous one, is based on IE *gormo- ‘wickerwork’ from *ger- ‘to turn, bind’ (Pokorny 1959: 385); it is, however, semantically less compact after all.

*Ev.: A C B B–

4. PS *xorma ‘massive house’ ~ Olnd. harmany ‘stronghold, castle, mansion’

An old etymological connection (Kozlovič 1888: 384; Endzelín 1911: 127; Machek 1939: 193f.), later extended by Hitt. karimmi ‘temple, synagogue’ (Machek 1968: 204), has been rejected from phonetic reasons (Slav. x- < IE *gh-<, cf. Berneker 1908–1913: l.c., ESSJa: l.c.), while the semantic side has not been questioned (ESJS: l.c.: “semantically alluring connection...”). I would not agree that the semantic correspondence is so smooth. We have seen that the original meaning of the word must be based on some primitive ways of house building – i.e. from wickerwork, clay, or timber at best. The connection of the present word with the Olnd. word that had had the meaning ‘massive house, castle’ many centuries before the first timbered houses appeared by Slavs rather lacks conviction.

*Ev.: B B B– g–

For other, absolutely implausible etymologies, see ESJS: l.c.

**XORNA**


Rec.:
The noun is usually regarded as primary in the pair *xorna – xorniti* (ESSJa: 8, 77; ESJS: 4, 227; Sławski 1952: 1, 81). The original meaning is obviously ‘to feed’, from here then ‘to look after’ and ‘to protect’ with other modifications of the meaning. The etymological separation of the meanings ‘to feed’ and ‘to protect’ (Machek 1939: 91 and 1968: 204) is groundless.
**Et.:**

1. PS *xorna* < Iran. *h'ar- 'to feed' (Av. *h'arana* 'food')

Newer etymological works (ESSJa: 1.c.; ESJS: 1.c.; Snoj 1997: 175) accept this as the most plausible solution (see the chapter about loanwords).

2. PS *xorna* – Lith. *šėrėti 'to feed', Gr. *kophos* 'satiation'

Considering the genetic connection of the Slav. word, it is most plausible to trace it back to IE *k'erH₁- 'to feed' (LIV: 292; Pokorny 1959: 577) which – besides Lith. and Gr. words – continues also in Alb. *thjer 'acorn', Lat. *Ceres* 'goddess of harvest' and Arm. *serem* 'fruit'. The relation of Lith. *šėrėti* to PS *xorna* would be the same as in attested IE *usteri* – *storna* (cf. Martynov 1968: 115; Sławski: i.c.). The primary verb being entrenched in Slav. can perhaps be explained through its replacement by the denominate *storniti* (Martynov: i.c.). Implausibly, Brückner (1927: 184) reconstructs for Slav. and Lith. words the unattested IE *sker* 'to eat', similarly Mladenov (1941: 671) starts from the vague semantic connection with IE *skeri* - 'to cut'.

**Ev.:**

\[ B++ \quad k' \]

*Other etymologies are implausible (see ESJS: 1.c.)*

**XOVATI**

OCz. *chovati* 'to keep away from, keep clear of', Cz. *chovat* 'to behave', OCz. *chovati* 'to keep, preserve; to nurse, care for, breed', Cz. *chovat, Slk. chovat* 'to keep, protect, hide', US *chovač* 'to protect, hide', LS *chovač* 'to hide', LS d. *to bury*, OPol., Pol. *chowač* 'to keep, hide; to bury; to feed, breed', Cass. *chovac* 'to protect, hide; to bury', Brd. *xovoč* 'to keep, protect, bury', Ukrt. *xováti* 'id.', ORuss. *xovatsja* 'to keep away from', Russ. *xovat* 'to hide, bury'

**Rec.:**

The formal reconstruction is without problems. The meanings are similar in all Slav. languages; nevertheless, their scale is relatively broad ('to protect' – 'to hide' – 'to bury' – 'to feed, breed'). The most plausible semantic base seems to be 'to look after, to protect', from which both 'to keep, to hide, to bury etc.' and 'to breed, to nurse' could develop. It is definitely incorrect to look for two different etymologies of *chovati* in *chovati se* (Machek 1968: 204).

**Et.:**

1. PS *xovati* 'to look after, to protect' – OHG *scouwon*, E. *show*, Lat. *cavere* 'to be on one's guard', Gr. *kovo* 'to observe', Olnd. *kavi- 'overseer, herdsman'

Most etymologists start from the IE root *skouH₁, *to watch (out)* which has already been represented in Slav. by verbs *čuti* 'tofeel, perceive' and probably *skumati* 'to investigate, study' (LIV: 507 and Pokorny 1959: 587 without the present verb; Brückner 1923: 237; Holub – Kopešný 1952: 142; ESSJa: 8, 87; Schuster-Sewc 1978: 399). PS *xovati* is a continuation of the grade *skouH₁* (like Lat. and Gr. verb which differ by a stem suffix), or *skouH₁* (it agrees with a Gmc. verb). The semantic shift 'to watch (out)' → 'to look after, protect' is substantiated by a number of parallels (see e.g. Sławski 1952: I, 77).

**Ev.:**

\[ A-B A- \]

*Other explanations are implausible. Machek (1968: 203) connects *chovati* with Lat. *fovere* 'to warm up, nurse, take care of' which agrees in some meanings but brings forth hardly surmountable phonetic difficulties in the initial, Martynov (1968: 116) adds Olnd. *sávati* 'he grows, strengthens' from IE *k'eu* which is implausible semantically and – in connection with the Lat. word – also phonetically. Formally unacceptable is the connection with Lith. *saugoti* 'to keep, protect' (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 399; Shevolev 1965: 135).*
XRĘDA

OCz. čhředa, chřěda, chřáda, chřáda ‘a kind of sickness’
OCS oξrēnôti ‘to be hungry’, Cz. čhrédnut ‘to fade away, decline’, Slk. čhradmít ‘id.’, Pol.d. (isolated) ochřely ‘thin, gaunt’

Russ.d. xřižeči ‘to be growing thinner, to be poorly’, xřědít ‘to grow old (about wolf)’, ‘to wither (about grass)’, ‘to be ill (about person)’

Rec.: The root is poorly attested in Slav. languages (the OCS record is only from the 16th cent. and OCS. nouns are attested only as dictionary entries – see Machek 1930: 102), yet its antiquity is assumed. The verbal base *xṛed- ‘to fade away, to wither, to languish’ should probably be taken as primary.

Et.: 1. PS *xṛed- ~ Lith. skrėsti ‘to become covered in dirt, to stiffen’, ‘to wear out’, OHG scrîntan ‘to crack’
This widely accepted equation can be supported by nouns like Lith. skrânda ‘old belows’, OGr. scrîunta ‘crack, split’ (Berner 1908–1913: I, 401; ESSJ: 8, 93; Väsmr 1964–1973: IV, 280; Fraenkel 1962–1965: 815). Machek (1968: 207) and Martynov (1968: 109f.) give rather different Gmc. parallels – Norw.d. skranta, Dan. skrante ‘to be growing thinner’ – which should probably be separated from the aforementioned words. The similarities of the meanings cannot overcome the fact that the Gmc. words are very peripheral. On the other hand, the traditional connection contains an unexplained semantic shift ‘to crack, to wear out etc.’ → ‘to fade away, to wither’. It is possible to think about the onom. origin, particularly with respect to the meanings of Gmc. words.

Ev.: A- C A  B+ (B A C B) sk-

2. PS *xṛenôti ~ OCS oxłēnôti ‘to weaken, decline’, OCS oxľedamije ‘negligence’
This explanation, presuming an alternation xř-<*ř-, in the initial, is based on the Russ.-OCS evidence for doublets oxľenôti / oxłēnôti (Brückner 1923: 226; Machek 1930: 102 and 1939: 212; ESJS: 10, 578). The onomatopoeic origin would then be possible as well.

XRĪBЪ

OCS xrib ‘back’, S./Cr. (older) hrib ‘hill’, Sln. hrib, OCz. chrib, Cz.d. kříb ‘id.’, Russ.d. xrip ‘back (of horse)’, ‘backbone’

Rec.: Russ.d. words with the voiceless labial in the end deviate from Slav. evidence which is rare anyway; yet their etymological identity with PS *xribъ is plausible, however (ESSJ: 8, 96; with hesitation Väsmr 1964–1973: 4, 276 and ESJS: 4, 227). The semantic development would be ‘back’ → ‘mountain range’ → ‘hill’. Better attested is a PS derivative *xribûto, *xribûto, see s.v.

XRĪDЪ


Rec.: The word is only recorded in the South Slav. area. The original meaning was probably ‘rock’, the meanings ‘hill, mountain’ could perhaps be ascribed to the influence of the word *xribъ. The similarity of these words causes some authors to support their etymological connection, but I believe this is erroneous (Skok 1971–1974: I, 685, Bezljaj 1976–2005: I, 203).
Et.: PS *xribh ‘rock’ – Goth. dis-skretan ‘to dig (up)’, Ger. d. schrītze ‘crack, cleft’
If we accept the meaning ‘rock’ as the primary one, it is possible to base the etymology on IE *(s)kerd- from *(s)ker- ‘to cut’, and to connect it with the above-mentioned Gmc. words. Semantic parallels are in Lat. rūpēs ‘rock’ – rūmpō ‘(l) break’ and Slav. *skala ‘rock’ – Lith. skalā ‘splinter’ from IE *(s)kel- ‘to cut, to split’ (ESSA: 8, 97; Machek 1939: 212–213).
Ev.: A–B B sk-
The restricted incidence of the word (South Slav. area) leads some authors to the assumption of its origin from a pre-IE substratum (Skok 1971–1974: I, 687) which is hardly provable. Other etymologies are implausible.

XROMЪ
OCS xromъ, Bulg. chrom, Mac.d. rom, S./Cr. hrōm, Sln. hrōm, Slk., Cz. chromъ, Sorb. chromy, Plb. čhrumĕ, Slnc. xromи, Pol. chrome, Br.d. xramy, Ukr. xromи, Russ. xromъ, all ‘lame’

Rec.: The formal and semantic sides of the PS reconstruction are without troubles.

Et.: 1. PS *xromъ – OInd. srāmā- ‘id.’
This widely accepted equation (e.g. Miklosich 1886: 91; Machek 1939: 191; Pokorny 1959: 1004; Vassmer 1964–1973: IV, 277; Bezjak 1976–2005: I, 204; Mayrhofer 1956–1980: III, 556) has the perfect semantic correspondence, and only a minor formal difference in the quantity of the root vowel. The correspondence of initial Slav. x- and OInd. s- is acceptable in the present conception (IE *s- as one of possible sources of Slav. x-), so there is no need to look for intricate phonetic explanations (see ESJS: 4, 228). A certain weakness – as always there is in such cases – is the isolation of the Slav.-OInd. isogloss. Machek’s addition of Ger. lahm ‘id.’ (1968: 202) is absurd.
Ev.: A–A C s-
2. PS *xromъ – Ger. Schramme ‘scratch, scar’, Pol. poskromić ‘to tame’
Brückner (1923: 234 and 1957: 184) and ESJSa (8, 102) start from IE *(s)ker- ‘to cut’ (with a nasal extension *(s)ker-om). They assume a semantic development ‘cut’ → ‘crippled, maimed’ → ‘lame’ which is unfortunately not self-evident, although the contention that the Slav. word denoted not only the lameness but also the mutilation of other body parts (ESJSa 8, 102) can partially be supported by West Slav. and South Slav. material (see p. 32).
Ev.: B B–B sk-
3. PS *xromъ – Ger. krumm ‘bent, crooked’
Schuster-Šewc (1978: 404) starts from the broad meaning ‘to bend, to twist’ of two synonymous IE roots *(s)ker-, *ger- without saying which one is supposed to be the base of the Slav. word. The compared Ger. krumm is a continuation of the extended form *grumbh-, *grembh- which is also represented in PS *grōbъ ‘rough’ (EWJ: 738). The Slav. *xromъ would then have to proceed from IE *gr-om- which does not have continuants elsewhere.
Ev.: C B B sk-

XRIBЫТЪ, XRĪBЬТЪ
OCS xribъtъ, xribtъ, Bulg. (older) xrăbet, mak. ṕrabet, S./Cr. hirbat, Sln. hîbet, Slk. chrhîtă, Slk.d. chrhet, chrhët, OCh. chrhët, Cz. hřebět, Cz.d. křebět, US chrhët, US d. chrhët, chrhët, LS kšëbřat, Plb. grebă’t, Slnc. xřebět, křebět, xřebět, Cass. also křebět, křeřebět, křeřebět, OPol. krgeţ, křeřebět, chrhët, chrhët, Pol. (older) chrhët, Pol. grebăt, Pol.d. křeřebět, skržebět, Br. xřebět, Ukr. xrebeț, all with the meanings ‘back, backbone’, figuratively ‘mountain range’ etc.

Rec.: This is formally a rather difficult word. As a rule, it is regarded as a derivative from PS *xribъ by an unusual suffix -tъ which has been compared with the suffix -tōs in words like *oklōtos ‘elbow’ or *nogōtos ‘nail’ (e.g. Brückner 1957: 160; Slawski 1952: 1, 366; Schuster-Šewc 1978: 401). The forms with -i- are mostly interpreted as a full ablaut grade. The initial is varied – g-, k- and sk- arise there alongside x-2. Since g (or k respectively) is only in Plb., Modern Pol. and Modern Cz., the assumption of the original initial g- (Machek 1939: 200 and 1968: 187, Holub – Kopečný 1952: 134 and inconsistently ESJSa: 7, 162 in a contradiction with ESJSa: 8, 107) is quite implausible (see p. 38). Pol.d. and Cass. forms with the initial sk- could then be surviving archaisms if we accept the foregoing etymology of the word *xribъ.

Et.: See s.v. XRIBЪ; for some other autonomous etymologies see ESJS: 4, 230.

XUDЪ

Rec.: Of the three basic meanings ‘thin’, ‘poor, needy’ and ‘bad’, the last one is the youngest – evaluative adjectives like this usually develop from older specific meanings. The meanings ‘thin’ and ‘poor, needy’ often go hand in hand (cf. OCh. hubený with both meanings). ESJS (4, 230) reconstructs as the original meaning ‘thin’, but the oldest evidence (OCS, ORuss., OCh.) seems to favor the meaning ‘poor, pitiful’ (cf. the same primary meaning in Cz. hubený from hubiti ‘to exterminate’ which has a parallel in Lith. skardus ‘poor’ from skėšti ‘to kill’, see Fraenkel 1962–1965: 822).
Et.:  
1. PS *xulđ ‘poor, insignificant, small’ – Olnd. kšödati ‘(he) beats, crushes’, kšudraj- ‘small, tiny’  
In the light of OCS meanings, this explanation seems to be the most plausible (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 405; Pokorný 1959: 625; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 282; ESSJa: 8, 112; Bezljaj 1976–2005: I, 206). The IE base would be *ksewd- without any other cognates (LIV: 332; Meššyčik 1968: 214f. takes it as an extension of IE *kes- ‘to cut’), and the PS x- would have developed properly according to Pedersen’s law. Unlike ESSJa: I.c. I do not believe that a suffixal -r- in some Slav. dialectal forms like Pol. chuderlawy, Russ. chodorba would etymologically correspond with the same sound in the Olnd. word. The weakness of this etymology is the isolation of this Slav.-Olnd. parallel (cf. Sławski 1952: I, 87).  
Ev.: A B B  
R  
2. PS *xudb ‘thin, poor’ – Lith. skaudis ‘sore, painful, severe’  
The phonetically flavorless connection (Brückner 1927: 186) encounters semantic difficulties. Sławski (I.c.) assumes a semantic development ‘sore, sick’ → ‘debilitated, thin’ → ‘bad’ which is unfortunately not supported by convincing semantic parallels. The etymological isolation of the Lith. word is inconvenient; also, the connection with Gr. exóðrós ‘morose, gloomy, sad’ from IE *skewd- (Pokorný 1959: 955) is not semantically persuasive, and would semantically distance us from the Slav. word. ESSJa (I.c.) attempts to connect Lith. skaudis with the Olnd. words quoted in the first exposition on the assumption that the metathesis *ksewd- > *skewd- took place in Lith. The semantic closeness of these words, however, is not great enough to justify such a formal concession.  
Ev.: A C B  
3. PS *xudb ‘thin’ – Olnd. kšudhuka- ‘hungry’  
Even this equation is formally and semantically quite acceptable (Machek 1939: 174 and 1968: 209, admitted by Mayrhofer 1956–1980: I, 294 who does not rule out even explanation I); its drawback, again, is the lack of other relations (Mayrhofer: I.c. also gives Av. tud- ‘hunger’) and the uncertain IE root (no reference in Pokorný or LIV). Olnd. *uka is an extending suffix, to the semantic aspect cf. mutually related Gr. leipoς ‘thin’, lympos ‘hunger’ (Pokorný 1959: 661).  
Ev.: B B B  

cs-

Rec.:  
What is primary – the noun or the verb – is not clear. The further etymologizing of the word depends on how we view its relationship to the anonymous *xvala, *xvaliti.  
A number of authors assume the same etymological base for both words (Kiparski 1934: 35; Brückner 1923: 232; ESSJa: 8, 115 and 118). Brd. xula with the meaning ‘praise’ is sometimes added as an argument, on the other hand, it is correct to point out that both antonyms could influence (contaminate) one another or that Brd. xula could develop from xvala due to a sporadic dialectal change (ESJS: 4, 231).  
Et.:  
1. PS xuliti – PS *xyliti, *xuliti ‘to bend, incline’  
Questionable as all the explanations are, the connection of *xula, *xuliti with *xyliti, *xuliti (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 406; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 283; Bezljaj 1976–2005: I, 206) seems the most acceptable at this point. Admittedly, the semantic transition ‘to bend, to incline’ → ‘to reprove, to insult’ is troublesome, but if we recognize the act of humilization itself and not its verbal manifestation as a basic semantic motivation, it is certainly possible. Perhaps Czech words like choulit se ‘to cower, to cringe, to huddle’, OCz. chulost ‘timidity, chulostivý ‘timid, faint-hearted, (over)sensitive’ (cf. also S./Cr. older hliti ‘to oppress’) can play an important role in the explanation of the semantic development of the Slav. word. (Other than this, xula and its family is absent in West Slav. languages.) The semantic development in South and East Slav. languages then can be envisaged as ‘to bend, to incline’ → ‘to press, to oppress’ → ‘to degrade, to insult etc.’. See also XYLITI.  
2. PS *xula – Olcel. skvala ‘to speak loudly, call’  
This equation reckons with the etymological identity of *xula and *xvala based on the common meaning ‘to speak loudly’, see XVALA.  
3. PS *xula – IE *skel- ‘to (re)sound’  
Like in the previous case, this etymology is based on the common explanation of *xula and *xvala see XVALA.  

Other explanations are even less acceptable. This applies also to Machek’s connection (1930: 99; 1939: 213) with PS *xuliti ‘to reprove, to insult’, which assumes an implausible derivative *xul-la which would have changed to *xulda with an expressive x- and further to xula in South and East Slav. (ESJS: 4, 231 regards as acceptable; for other explanations see ibid.).

XULA  
OCS xuliti ‘to reprove, scold, blaspheme; to accuse’, Bulg. xulja ‘to reprove, insult’, Mac. xuli, S./Cr.d. huliti, Sln. huliti, Russ. xuliti ‘id.’
Rec.: The question of the primariness of *xvala and *xvaliti is not clear; more often, however, it is the noun which is considered to be primary. It is then often etymologically connected with its opposite *xula (see XULA). Their common semantic base would be ‘to speak loudly, to call’ which could develop into both ‘to reprove, to scold etc.’ and ‘to praise’ (cf. OICel. hól ‘praise’, OE. hol ‘slander’).

Et.: 1. PS *xvaliti – OICel. skvala ‘to speak loudly, call’
The connection of *xvaliti (and also *xuliti) with the OICel. word was introduced by Brückner (1923: 232 and 1927: 187) and Kiparski (1934: 35), as the best alternative accepted by others (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 228; Sławski 1952: I, 90; Bezlay 1976–2005: I, 207; ESSJ: 4, 232). The semantic side is acceptable, though a formal difference is the quantity in the root (Slav. ā – IE ā, ē); we have to start, however, from IE *sk̑uol- or *sk̑oul- and not *sk̑ol- which is reconstructed for the OICel. word by Pokorny (1959: 550). The root can be of an onom. origin (cf. E. squash); the Slav.-OICel. parallel is isolated otherwise.

Ev.: B B B sk-

2. PS *xvala < Iran. *xra- ‘glory’ et al.
There are several versions of the borrowing from Iranian (see the chapter about loanwords) which – though risky – can be accepted phonetically and also in view of the sacral character of the word.

3. PS *xvala – IE *skel- ‘to (re)sound’
This connection held by ESSJ: 8, 118) and repeated by Gluhak (1993: 272) is problematic phonetically and semantically. ESSJ: assumes that OInd. svārati ‘(he) shines’ and ‘(he) sounds’ is polysemous (though the explanation that it is an ancient symbolism lacks conviction), and starts from IE *skel- ‘to burn, to swell’ (Pokorny 1959: 1045; LIV: 553). The latter meaning, however, is commonly connected with IE *sker- ‘to sound’ (besides the OInd. word, there is also Goth. swaron ‘to swear’, OE. and-swaru ‘answer’ etc.) (Mayrhofer 1956–1980: III, 562; LIV: 557; Pokorny 1959: 1049 distinguishes *sker- ‘to speak, to sermonize’ and *sker- ‘to buzz etc.’ but admits their etymological identity). Though ESSJ: 8, 115) admits this explanation s.v. *xula and relativizes it by saying that, after all, various extensions of IE *sker- are involved, this does not resolve the etymological isolation of the supposed base *sk̑oul-.

Ev.: C B B sk-

Other etymologies are even less plausible; see ESSJ: I.e.

XVATATI


Rec.: *xvati. *xvati is usually connected with *xytati, *xytiti; regarding ablaut proportions c.f. PS *xwasi = *xytati or OCS chvorn: Russ. chýryj ‘ill’. The group of words around *xotati is sometimes added as well (see XOTÉTI). The original meaning is ‘to catch, to grasp;’ the West Slav. meaning ‘to hurry’ is secondary, but there is no reason to etymologically separate it (like Machek 1968: 210).

Et.: See XYTATI

XVÉJATI (SE)


Rec.: The word is missing in South Slav. Elsewhere it has a unified form and also a basically unified meaning (the semantic base would be ‘to sway’). The existence of Pol. dialectal forms chowierać się, chowierutać leads some authors to the reconstruction of a root xov-xov- (Sławski 1952: I, 92) or xov-txov- (Schuster-Sewc 1978: 413) which is implausible, as is the reconstruction of the original *xvépti on the base of OCS. chvěpti se ‘to move, to waddle’ (Machek 1968: 210).

Et.: PS *xvéjati (se) ‘to sway’ – Lith. svajoti ‘to dream’, E. sway, MLG swainen ‘to sway, to wobble’
The most plausible base proves to be IE *sxeH(ī)- ‘to sway, to swing’ (LIV: 551) without the Lith. word; Pokorny 1959: 1041 without BS words; further Berneker 1908–1913: I, 408; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 230; ESSJ: 8, 124; Sławski: I.c.; Shevelov 1965: 135; Martynov 1967: 137). The Lith. word, which is semantically rather remote, is added to this group on the basis of the assumption that the original meaning was ‘to stagger, to oscillate’. Formally, the words differ in the ablaut grade (Slav. has the basic grade *sxe- < *sxeH-).

Ev.: B A B (without the Lith. word)
B B A (with the Lith. word) B++

Other etymologies which consider connections with Slav. words *xvija (cf. Endzelin 1911: 127) or vějati (cf. Martynov: I.c.) are less than persuasive; for some implausible explanations see also Machek 1939: 203 and 1968: 210 and Schuster-Sewc: I.c.
XVOJA


Rec.: The basic PS form is *xvoja – only on the basis of Cz., Slk. and Russ. dialectal evidence can we think about a doublet *xvoja (ESSJa: 8, 125). The quoted Slav. meanings unequivocally display that the word originally denoted a conifer or its basic parts (needles?) with consequent metonymical shifts (tree – branch – needle or other way round). It is illogical to infer from the peripheral meanings in S./Cr. and Slk. that the original meaning was ‘branch generally’ (Machek 1968: 211).

Et.: PS *xvoja ‘(branch of) conifer’ – Lith. skujai ‘fir needle, fir or pine branch’, Latv. skujas (pl.) ‘needles, branches of conifer’

This commonly accepted equation’s strongest point is the correspondence of semantically quite specific Balt. and Slav. words (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 408; Bezlaj 1976–2005: I, 199; Vasmir 1964–1973: IV, 233; Illie-Svityč 1961: 93; Martynov 1968: 145; Schuster-Ševc 1978: 391; ESSJa: 8, 126 et al.). Machek’s objection (l.c.) that Lith. skujai normally means ‘cone’ is inaccurate; Lith. dictionaries unanimously consider the basic meanings as ‘needles, branches of conifer’. The difference in form presupposes the IE (BS) doublet form *skyi/-sky. The family is sometimes extended by Celtic continuants, e.g. OIr. scé ‘hawthorne’, Corn. spēthes ‘blackberry bush’ (Pokorny 1959: 958).

Ev.: B–A A

A/B

sk–

XVORSTB


Rec.: The formal reconstruction is without difficulties (the cluster chvr-, which arose by metaphasis, was simplified to chv- in West and South Slavic languages). The basic meaning is probably ‘bushes, brushwood’ although its development into the meaning ‘oak’ in one area (South Slav.) and ‘dry tops’ in another (Cz.) is difficult to explain. Machek separates these meanings and looks for three different etymologies (Machek 1939: 182; 1959: 277; 1968: 205), which is not persuasive; nevertheless, the contamination with other roots is possible.


The striking formal and semantic similarity with Gmc. and Celt. words favors this etymology (Pokorny 1959: 633; Vasmir 1964–1973: IV, 231; Bezlaj 1976–2005: I, 201; Schuster-Ševc 1978: 406; Mladenov 1941: 122) although the reconstructed IE bases raise some misgivings. Gmc. and Celt. words presuppose IE *kuros-t- (regarding other possible cognates see Pokorny: l.c.), and Slav. requires *kyors-t-; the initial IE root is reconstructed as *kyres-.*kyers-.*kyres- ‘woody plant, bushes, grove, tree’ (Pokorny: l.c. with a question mark), and even *kres- (Snoj 1997: 176).

Ev.: B–A B B+

k–

2. PS *xvorst ‘bushes, grove, oak’ of an onom. origin

This explanation from an onomatopoeic base is semantically acceptable (Mikloshsz 1886: 92; Berneker 1908–1913: I, 408; Kiparsky 1934: 36; ESSJa: 8, 131), cf. e.g. OCS šuma ‘wood’. It must be observed, however, that the verbal formations, supposedly primary, are poorly represented in Slav. languages (*xvorstiti attested in West Slav. and partially in East Slav. can be secondary) (Slawski 1952: 1, 83), and that the supposed onom. root *xvorst- is unusual within other Slav. onom. roots anyway.

A similarity with Bas. korost, khorost, gorost ‘Ilex aquifolium’ is probably coincidental (Machek 1939: 182 thinks about the pre-IE substratum, ESSJa: l.c. about the “elementary” relationship); regarding other etymologies, see Vasmir: l.c. and ESSJa: l.c.)

XVOŘB


Rec.: The basic root form xvor- alternates with forms xur- (OCz. chur(v)orý ‘thin, infirm’) and xur- (US chrýny ‘ailing’, Russ. xýry ‘id.’). The word is not attested in South Slav. Presumably, the PS meaning was ‘ailing, sick’; meanings like this, however, usually develop figuratively from more specific meanings.

Et.: 1. PS *xvor– Av. h̥ara- ‘wound, injury’, OHG swaran ‘to hurt, to swell, to fester’

Most explanations are based on IE *syer- ‘to cut, to fester’ which continues etymologically also in OIr. serb and W. chweur ‘bitter’; some also add Lith. svaris ‘heavy’ (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 409; Pokorny 1959: 1050; Vasmir 1964–1973: IV, 232; ESSJa: 8, 132; Martynov 1968: 138 – the last two look for even broader contexts). This
comparison presupposes the semantic development 'sore, inflamed' → 'ill' (cf. Russ. bolēti 'to hurt, ache' and 'to be ill').

Ev.: B B A- B+ 

2. PS * xostra ~ Toch. B kvādr 'to grow old, to be infirm', Lith. gurti 'to crumble, gvrētis 'to get loose, to become rickety'

Machek: I.c. starts from IE *guer- and gives the above-mentioned Toch. and Balt. cognates. Lith. gurtis is also quoted by Schuster-Sewc (1978: 397) who reconstructs IE *gwr(e)ter-. The Lith. word can hardly be separated from gvrētis (Fraenkel 1962-1965: 179), however, further etymological connections are not certain. The same applies to the Toch. word. Even the assumption of a semantic development 'crumbly, decaying' → 'ailing, ill' is not persuasive enough to support this etymology.

Ev.: B C B B+ g-

Other explanations are phonetically or semantically unacceptable, see e.g. Vasmer: I.c.

\textbf{XVOST\text{\textbf{b}}}

OCS xvosts 'tail', S./Cr. (older, isol.) hvost 'id.', Sln. (older) hvóst 'tail, stripped bunch of grapes', Slk., Cz. chvost 'tail', Plb. čhost 'oven brush', Pol.d. chwost 'tail', Br. xwost, Ukr. xvišć, Russ. xvost 'id.'

Cz. (older) chvostati 'to whip, to swish', US chostac 'to punish, to rebuke', Pol. (older) chwostac 'to whip, to slap', Br.d. xvasart 'to eat', Ukr. xvišćati 'to snap the whip; to lash (about rain)', ORuss. xvišćati 'to whip', Russ. xvišć 'to whip, to swish'

Bulg. xvišć 'horsetail', Sln. hvost 'horsetail; bunch of straw', Cz.d. chvost 'horsetail', LS chošć, Br. xvišć, Ukr. xvišć, Russ. xvišć 'id.'

Other derivatives: OCz. chvostišće 'broom', US choščo 'rod', perhaps even Sln. hóst(a) 'wood' (Bezaj 1976-2005: 1, 200)

Rec.:
The basic form is PS *xvost with the prevailing meaning 'tail', yet the original meaning seems to be rather 'rod, branch' (according to Machek 1968: 211 'the branch used in the bath'), surviving as a relic in Plb. and some derivatives. The meaning 'tail' is clearer if assumed to be secondary (regarding the secondariness of expressions denoting 'tail' see Slawski 1952: I, 93). The question of the primariness of the noun or the verb will be discussed below.

Et.:
1. PS *xvostati of an orn. origin

It is possible to agree with Machek (1968: 211) who regards *xvost with a deverbal meaning from *xvostati. The verb, though less attested in Slav. languages than the noun, has broader semantics than only 'to flap with a tail' or 'to birch, to cane', and the deverbal formation is more plausible in the case of meanings like 'tail' or 'birch'. Moreover, the verb can be ranked among other similar onomatopoetic words such as *xlastati/*xlešati/*xlošati, *xvistati, possibly also *xvostati. Machek's comparison with Lat. quatere 'to shake, to beat' could only be accepted as an example of the 'elementary', onomatopoetic relationship.

2. PS *xostra ~ MHG guesta, quaist 'tuft of sprigs or leaves, broom'
The striking closeness of the Slav. and Gmc. words (cf. also Swed. qaist, Norw., Dan. kóst 'tuft of leaves, wicker broid'); OHG guesta means, however, 'apron of leaves to cover up the private parts' (EWD: 1068) leads to suspicion of borrowing, either from Gmc. to Slav. (e.g. Uhlenbeck 1891: 486; Machek 1930: 107; as against Berneker 1908–1913: I, 409), or from Slav. to Gmc. (Machek 1968: 211; Bezaj 1976-2005: I, 207). Most authors, however, admit the cognation of Slav. and Gmc. words, although the mutual relationship is not clear (cf. in particular Slawski 1952: I, 93 who adds also OPr. twaxtan 'small birch to the bath' which is also mentioned by Bezaj: I.c.; further Endzelin 1911: 127; Machek 1939: 214; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 232; Schuster-Sewc 1978: 398). The IE base would be *gus- to from *gurs- 'branches, greenery' (Pokorny 1959: 480). Gmc. words, however, can also be deduced from *gus- doh- whose continuation is probably Slav. *govož- 'forest', further complicating the mutual relationship.

Ev.: A A- B B++ g-

Other explanations are less plausible. ESSJa: 8, 134 starts from *xvot-to- and connects the word with *xvast which does not satisfy semantically. Worthy of mention is Jakobson's (1959: 274) connection of the word with the wide range of words in *xvo-, *xvra-, *xve-, *xou-, *cy- with the meanings 'to swing, to throw, to catch etc.', which only illustrates the semantic specificities and mutual interconnections of the words in x- with consequent difficulties in etymologization. Regarding further literature see ESSJa and Vasmer: I.c.

\textbf{XVBVŽtvB, XVBVŽtvB}

Sln.d. habēza 'Sambucus ebulus', Slk. chabzē, chabza, chabza 'elder', LS chabzē 'brushwood, bushes; Sambucus ebulus', Pol. (older) chabat, chabuž 'weeds', Urd.d. xabuz 'weed grass', xabūz 'brushwood, wicker', xabz, xabza 'elder', xōba 'Sambucus ebulus'

Bulg.d. abūd 'Sambucus ebulus', S/Cr. āpta 'id.', S/Crd. and older habād, habāt, ḥāpta, habd, Sln. hābāt, habat, hebat, hebed et al. 'id.', Cz. (older) chebd, chebdī, OPol. chebd, chebd 'id.', Pol.d. chebdā 'grass', chehta 'weed grass', Urd.d. xopta, chipā 'id.', Russ. d. xobota 'husk'

Sln. habōũ 'algea', Cz.d. chadbi 'brushwood, bushes', Pol.d. habudzie 'weed grass', Russ. xazabina 'pole, stick' et al.

Rec.:
The reconstruction of the original form is impossible; the word has been changed by a number of irregular processes, in particular by contamination. Besides the forms with an initial x-, it is also possible to reconstruct – even more frequently – x- (cf. Bezaj 1976–2005: I, 189, according to ESSJa: 8, 136 just these forms have risen by contamination). The structure of most formations is opaque (Martynov 1968: 129 speaks about
a contaminated suffixation). While the suffix -br is found in Slav. (derivatives with -d- are perhaps due to the assimilation of voice), -z- suffixation is unknown. Therefore, a contamination with the word for ‘elder’ (bnz, et al.) is presumed. The point at issue is words’ relation to the group of words from xab- denoting ‘twig, switch etc.’ (see XABITI); their etymological relationship is often supposed (Sławiński 1952: I, 58; Vasiček 1964–1973: IV, 213, Machek 1939: 139).

Semantically, a common denominator is ‘weed plants, bushes’. Remarkably specific is a meaning ‘elder Sambucus ebulus’ represented in all languages where the expression exists.

Et.: The plausibility of etymologies – in particular the phonological reconstruction – goes beyond our criteria in this case; therefore, the probability of respective explanations will not be evaluated.

1. A relatively acceptable view is that the group of words around *xbr- and *xab do not belong to the group around the verb *xabit to destroy, to spoil’ compared with Lith. skrbti ‘to turn sour’ (Sławiński: I.c.). The initial meaning would have been something bad, useless’. Since PS *xabina, Cz. chab etc. mean ‘twig, switch etc.’ without any negative connotations, I suggest there is a direct connection with Lith. skabīti ‘to tear, to scrape’ (Sławiński 1978: 372). Both Lith. words are considered to be cognates, the base is IE *skabh- ‘to cut, to scrape’ (Frangen 1962–1965: 812). The split polysemous could then have been one of the sources of meaning contaminations. Word-formation processes stay unexplained, but we can count on a contamination with PS *bnz- ‘elder’. The connection of the discussed words with *xbr-, assumed by Bernake 1908–1913: I, 175 and Vasiček: I.c., is questionable.

2. Machek (1939: 139) connects Slav. chabina, xabrina etc. with an isolated Lith. kēbti ‘to grow around, to become covered’, which semantically accounts only for part of Slav. material. Word-formation processes remain the same as in the previous exposition.

3. Martynov (1968: 129) directly compares PS (North-Slav): *kab-bz with Lat. sam-bacsinus ‘elder’ provided that it is from *kar-būkas < *kar-būgos. To support this phonologically somewhat hazardous etymology he quotes Lat. sabina ‘thuja’ as an equivalent of Slav. *xabina, which lacks conviction etymologically. The connection of Lat. sam-bacsinus with *bnz was assumed by Machek (1968: 53) as well, but, curiously enough, he did not give thought to this possible explanation of Slav. xabr- etc. although he changed his view on this word several times.

4. ESSJ (I.c.) reconstructs parallel PS *xbr- *xbr- and *xbr-, which consist of an expressive prefixal element *xb- and PS *bnz, *bnz (cf. Cz. bazina ‘elder’) or *bnz (cf. Russ. bòtsa ‘tops’) respectively. This is very implausible, particularly for the latter form because PS *bnz is semantically very remote from the putative derivatives. Also, the fact that the meaning ‘elder’ is evenly distributed among forms with -z- and -t- (in South Slav. -t- forms actually predominate) speaks against a mere contamination of both semantically different bases. Moreover, the prefix *xb- is unusual; it would perhaps be more appropriate – considering the given Slav. material – to reconstruct a prefixal *xa-, which ESSJ uses in other instances (e.g. *xamordo). This modification, however, does not make this etymology less tenuous.

There are other explanations, mostly considering a borrowing of Slav. words (cf. Machek 1968: 197).

χ̄λβιτι (SE), χ̄λπιτι (SE)

Bulg. x̄lbgam ‘to blow (about wind)’, Slk. cḥlúbíť sa ‘to boast’, Cz. cḥlubíť se, Pol. chłubić się alongside chelpić się, Pol. older also chelbić się, Slnc. chelbić są ‘id.’, Russ.d. xolpít ‘to blow gently’

Rec.: The PS form split – versions with -b- and -p- are almost evenly distributed. If we accept that the West Slav. material is a cognate with Bulg. and Russ. words, the initial meaning probably to be ‘to swell (up), to bloat’ (cf. a similar motivation for Cz. pyšný ‘proud’ etc.).

Et.: 1. PS *x̄l̄b̄iť (se), *x̄l̄p̄iť (se) of an onom. origin

Because of the character of the word and its fluctuating form, an onom. origin is the most plausible. A semantic transition would be ‘to swell (up)’ → ‘to boast’ (see above).

2. PS *x̄l̄b̄iť (se) ~ Lith. guličiť ‘to praise, to celebrate’

This connection is both phonologically and semantically quite acceptable. The main inconvenience of Lith. guličiť is its isolation (only attested in Juškevič’s dictionary from the end of 19th cent., dropped also by Frangen 1962–1965). Germanic forms (OHG gelpi ‘bragging’; OE. gelpan ‘to boast’) from IE *g̣elhþ- *g̣elh- ‘to cry, to shout’ can be added (Machek 1939: 198 and 1968, 200; Pokorny 1959: 428; Illeš-Svitč 1961: 96–97), but they are formally more remote. En.: B- A Ḅ g-

3. PS *x̄l̄b̄iť (se) ~ Lith. sḳḷbiti ‘to announce, to proclaim’

Another Slav.-Balt. equation (Brückner 1927: 178; Machek 1930: 73; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 140) which is, however, semantically and formally more remote. Lith. word is probably based on IE *sḳel- ‘to shout, to yell’ (Pokorny 1959: 550). En.: C B A Ḅ sk-

Χ̄λρα, Χ̄λβα, Χ̄λββ

S.Ct. h̄r̄b̄ūt ‘a kind of cornflower’, Slk. (older) čhṛpa ‘cornflower’, OCz. čhṛpa, črṛpa, Cz. čhṛpa, Cz.d. čhṛpa and čhṛba ‘id.’, Pol. cḅeber ‘cornflower Centaurea cyanus’

Rec.: The PS form is less transparent – its reconstruction is usually based on the doublet *x̄br-, *x̄brp-. Pol. cḅeber is explained by a metathesis of consonants and an association
with the family of Slav. *xəb- (cf. ХъбЪТъ). This is an interesting S./Cr.-Cz./Slk.-Pol. isogloss with a specific botanical meaning; cf., however, also S./Cr. hrh ‘a kind of plant’, S./Cr. isolated harbuda ‘a kind of grass’, Pol. charp ‘weed’ which implies a broader original meaning ‘a weed plant’.

Et.: PS *xərbə, charpə ~ IE *skerbh~ (h)-, *skerp- ‘to cut’

Of the few negotiable etymologies, I prefer this connection, which is based on the broad meaning of the IE root. ESSJa (8, 146) derives *xərbə from *skerbh referring to the broad negative semantics of these roots (cf. e.g. Bulg. xärbel ‘chipped bowl, notch, nick’ alongside šiärbel ‘notch, nick’, S./Cr.d. (h)ribina ‘chip of glass’ beside OCS čręp ‘id.’, etc.), which is understandable when denoting weedy grasses. The motivation of the term can be based on the connection of ‘weedy grass’ and ‘sharp’ (cf. Cz. ostřice ‘sedge’ from ostřý ‘sharp’); on the other hand, the characteristic shape of blue, deeply indented blooms of the plant Centaurea (cornflower) offers another interpretation (cf. Lith. skępstas ‘a kind of elm’ from the same IE root stemming from deeply indented leaves). Alternating -b- and -p- in the root have parallels elsewhere (e.g. Latv. šēkrbaļa a šēķpele ‘splinter’ (Pokorny1959: 943–945).

Ev.: B C B

Implausible is Machek’s connection with OE. curmelle (Machek 1968: 206–207) and the alleged Prismatic European origin; most other dictionaries consider the word unclear.

X.Gr.Tb

Bulg. xət, Mac. ‘rt, S./Cr. ħt, Sln. ħt, Slk., Cz. chrt, US chort, LS, Pol. chart, Slnc. xart, Br., Ukr., Russ. xort, all ‘greyhound’

Rec.: The formal and semantic sides of the PS form are clear. The Russ. word-connection chortyj pes together with a t-suffix typical of participles show that the word may have originally been an adjective (ESSJa: 8, 148).

Et.: 1. PS *tsvorna ~ Olnd. sźta- ‘hunting’

This etymological connection (Martynov 1968: 137; Moszyński 1957: 136) supposes that the Slav. word is a t-participle from an unattested verb, corresponding with Olnd. sźata ‘(the) flows, hurries, pursues, hunt’ (part. sźeta) from IE *sɛr- ‘to flow, to move fast’. A supporting argument for this hypothesis is found in parallel participial forms with -t- attested in OSerb. chtoš ‘fast’, S./Cr. hrh ‘id.’ (Martynov 1968: I.e.) and perhaps also Cz. chlεleti ‘to hurry’ (Machek 1968: 206). A weakness of this etymology is that it is only based on a specific connection with Olnd., a further IE relationship is formally and semantically more remote. Martynov later (1983: 49) modified his view to the effect that Slav. *tsvorna is a borrowing from an unattested Olfrn. *hrta-corresponding with the above-mentioned Olnd. sźta-. The credibility of this etymology, however, is diminished by the unattestedness of the Iran. word.

Ev.: A B C

2. PS *svɔra ~ Lith. sautės ‘light-brown, russet (about horse)’

ESSJa (8, 148) starts from a homonymous IE *sɛr- ‘reddish’, first of all from the connection with the above-mentioned Lith. word (Latv. sarts means ‘red in face’). The argumentation of the authors that dogs are often denoted by means of colors seems to me rather unfounded – particularly in view of the authors’ reference to the hitherto unpublished entry *savms (its intimated motivation by color is implausible). On the other hand, Ger. Rüde ‘hound’, often compared with the present word, may be connected with the word for ‘red’, although there are also other possibilities (EW: 1144). With regards to the transfer of the color of dog to horse, ESSJa gives an interesting Russ. muchhortyj ‘brown, with yellowish spots (about horse)’ which is probably a cognate of *svɔra.

Ev.: B C A

Other etymologies are less plausible. A variously interpreted connection with Ger. Rüde, OHG rudo ‘hound’, which was popular at one time (Enzelin 1911: 127; Berner 1908–1913: I, 412; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 268; Bezjak 1976–2005: I, 204; Machek 1968: 207) is not usually accepted now (PGmc. form was apparently without an initial *h-). A connection with PS *skərbs ‘fast’ (Brückner 1927: 176; Mišnevev 1941: 672) is formally difficult, implausible also is a connection with Lith. kirta ‘to run fast’ (Machek 1939, 216) whose original meaning was ‘to heat’ (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 319). Cf. also ESSJa and Vasmer. I.e.

XYBATI

Sln. hibati ‘to reproach, to scold’, Slk. chyat ‘to feel a deficiency, to lack’, OcZ. chybat ‘to doubt’, Cz.d. chyat ‘to throw’, Cz.d. chybat ‘to lack’, LS (older) chiblaš ‘to roll (when walking)’, Pol.d. chybać ‘to run, to rush; to swing, to rock’, Pol. chybnąć ‘to move, to rock; to start running’, Ukr. xibaty ‘to swing, to sway’, Russ.d. xibat ‘id.’


OCZ. chybat ‘to lack’, US chibjeć ‘to make mistake’, Ukr.d. xybit ‘to lack’

Rec.: There is no reason to separate the meanings ‘deficiency, mistake’ and ‘to sway, to swing’ (Machek 1930: 93f. did so, but he revised his view later). We should start from the verb *xybat ‘to swing, to vacillate’, from here *xyba ‘doubt, misgiving, mistake’ and other derived meanings ‘to make a mistake etc.’ (in details Machek 1968: 211; unconvincingly regarding the semantic development Brückner 1923: 233 and 1927: 188; Holub – Kopečný 1952: 145). An important question is the relationship of *xybat and *šibati ‘to whip, to throw’ in view of a number of parallel formations: e.g. Cz.d. chybat ‘to throw’ – Pol. szybać, Ukr. šybaty ‘id.’, Pol. chybi – szybki ‘quick’, Cz., OpOl. chyba
provides formal and semantic difficulties (such as unattested original *xubiti and the existence of parallel *skubati in the meaning 'to jerk, to pull out').

Ev.: B- B A- B  sk-

4. PS *xybatí ~ PS *gybatí
Macbech (1930: 95 and 1939: 194) assumes an expressive transformation of PS *gybatí (cf. also Holub – Kopečný 1952: 145). This is usually rejected (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 324, Sławski 1952: I, 95), though there are actually no formal and semantic obstacles of this connection.

XYLITI (SE)
Bulg. dili sa 'to bare one's teeth (about horse)', S/Cr. (older) hiliti 'to oppress, to squeeze', Sln. hiliti 'to bend; to squat', Ocz. chylit (sè) 'to tilt to one side, to incline', Cz. chylit (se) 'id.', Slk. chylit 'to incline', US chylit, LS chylit 'id.', OPol. chylit 'to fall, to go down, to lean', Pol. chylit 'to lean, to incline', Slnc. chilč, Br. chilč, Ukr. xily, Russ. xillit, xilit 'id."

S/Cr. (older) hiljati 'to wrinkle', Slk. diliac 'se to 'lean', US chilec (so), LS chylač (se) 'id.', OPol. chylač 'to fall, to go down', Pol. chylač 'to lean, to incline', Slnc. xilac 'id.', Br. xilâča 'to tilt, to totter', Ukr. xyljáty 'to swing', Russ. diliččja 'to swing, to rock'

The verbs are usually considered to be derived from the adjective *xyb (ESSJa: 8, 156; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 236 et al.), which is tentatively interpreted as the l-participle from an unattested original verb. The semantic closeness of *xybatí raises a question of the relationship of both verbs. Also questionable is the relationship of *xylit and *xula (see XYBATI, XULATA). The initial meaning of *xyb is apparently 'bent, inclined'.

Et.: 1. PS *xylití, *xultí ~ PS kulíti 'id.' < IE *keu- 'to incline, to bend'
This connection is considered the most plausible by some authors (Macbech 1939: 170; Bezzal 1976–2005: 1, 193 and 206; Sławski 1952: I, 95), because it can be supported by variant *kuliti (se) 'id.' attested in Pol., Br., Ukr. Other similar words are quoted in this context as well – Sln. diliti 'to twitch ears', S/Cr. diliti 'id.', Sln. suč, suč 'with stunted ears', Ukr.d. čula 'short-eared sheep' – which are supposed to document various reflexes of IE *keu- *xeu- and *kou- *xeu- 'to bend' (Bezzal: i.c.). Gliwak (1993: 608) puts also Cz. škiliti 'to squat' here (cf. Sln. hilit 'id.'), and starts from *ykeu-. This is probably also what ESSJa (8, 158) is getting at when referring to PS *skula (details will probably be given there). IE parallels with l-extension do not exist.

Ev.: C A B  B k-
2. PS *xylifié – IE *sgew- ‘to bend’

Schuster-Sewe (1978: 381) bases his etymology – in keeping with his conception then – on IE *(sg)ew- ‘to bend’ (f-mobile would have only been in Slav., however), which might be a voiced variant of *skew-. The l-derivatives that he quotes, however, have the explicit meaning ‘something round, bulge and suchlike’ (cf. also Pokorny 1959: 396f.), which does not correspond much with the meanings of Slav. words. Also, Machek (1930: 95) starts from *gew- regarding chyliti and chynóti as special formations from the root *gyb- ‘to bend’ from which he has derived chybatí as well.

Ev.: C A B B C

3. PS *xyliti – IE *sweu- ‘to bend’

If we start from the initial meaning ‘to bend’, another IE synonymous root should be mentioned, namely *sweu- (Pokorny 1959: 914) which also figured in the exposition of Slav. *syabati. Thus, both these verbs with noticeable semantic correspondences could be connected. On the other hand, we do not have any examples of *s-suffixation from this root, and the clarification of formal relations would be rather speculative anyway. See also XYTATI 3.

Ev.: C A B B C

Connections with isolated Alb. (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 413; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 237) or Greek words (Machek 1968: 212; Petersson 1914: 362) are unconvincing, see also ESSJa: 8, 158.

XYNITI

OCS xyniti ‘to deceive’, S/Cr. (older) hiniti ‘to deceive, to pretend’, Sln. hiniti ‘id.’, Russ. diniti, xiniti ‘id.’, to reproce, to rebuke, to criticize’

Rec.: The common semantic base of the South Slav. and Russ. words is hard to find. The meanings are so different that it is reasonable to doubt their etymological identity.

Et.: 1. PS *xyniti – PS PS *xyliti, *xyby

The major asset of this traditional connection (Berneker 1908–1913: I, 413; Il’jinskij 1916: 106; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 238; Bezraj 1976–2005: I, 193) is a broad semantic base ‘to bend, to incline’, from which the above-mentioned semantic divergence can be explained (Russ. xiniti ‘then semantically corresponds with xyliti which is usually connected with *xyliti as well’). The other meaning ‘to deceive’ is close to two other words with xy, namely *syabati ‘to swing, to vacillate’ and *xyniti ‘to catch’ (cf. Lith. apgauti ‘to deceive’, Lat. decipere ‘id.’ which are derived from the respective words meaning ‘to catch’); the mutual interconnection of all these words is then in question (cf. exposition 3 for the following entry).

2. PS *xyniti ‘to deceive, to pretend’ – IE *skew- ‘to cover’

This explanation is preferred by ESSJa (8, 157), Snoj (1997: 169) and Gluhak (1993: 260). The initial IE form would have been *skw- which can be compared with Ond. skunáti (he covers), Olcel. skaun(l) ‘shield’ et al. Unconvincing, however, is the construction of the semantic development ‘to cover sth’ → ‘to pretend, to deceive’ (Snoj: l.c.) such a transition of meaning does not have a parallel in this root and can hardly be regarded as persuasive (Cz. pokrytec ‘hypocrite’ from pokryt ‘to cover’ is not an argument, because it came into being through folk etymology). The Russ. word would then probably have to be separated.

Ev.: B B C B C sk-

XYTATI


Rec.: *Xytati has been connected with *xvatati (for details see XVATATI). The East Slav. forms with a specific meaning are sometimes separated and regarded as i-intensives from *xvbatit (ESSJa: 4, 233), which seems to be plausible, nonetheless, there are certain semantic connections between both verbs. For *xvatiti and *xvatati we have to start from the meaning ‘to do quick moves’, to ‘to grasp sth quickly’ or ‘to throw’, and then to ‘to hurry etc.’.

The adj. *xytó is viewed as a derivative from *xvatáti by the vast majority of etymologists. Its basic meanings faithfully reflect the original semantics of the verb – ‘grasping quickly’, then ‘quick-witted, clever’ and ‘quick in motion’ (the second two meanings are incomprehensively separated by Machek 1968: 212). Machek’s objection is that the nonproductive suffix -rat does not couple with new verbal formations, particularly not with intensives. However, this can be rebuffed by the fact that the secondariness of *xvatati (perhaps except East Slav. forms) is uncertain. Machek’s suggested relationship with Lith. gudras, gudrius ‘clever, wise, cunning’ can be accepted only if we accept the etymological connection of *xvbatiti with Lith. gauti ‘id.’ at the same time (see below).

Et.: 1. PS *xvatiti, *xvatati of an onom. origin

In the absence of satisfactory etymological connections it is possible to think about an onomatopoetic (interjectional, imitative) origin (Zubatý 1945: 167, after him hesitatingly Słavski 1952: I, 94; Bezraj 1976–2005: I, 194; ESSJa: 4, 233). Machek (1968: 210) only applies this explanation to *xvatati (he separates *xvatiti and even Cz. chvatát.
'to hurry'), which is in his view a t-intensive from an imitative root *xvap-, rhyming with chap-, lap-, chhip-, all of them expressing similarly swift motions.

2. PS *vytati 'to catch' – Lith. gauti, Latv. gūt 'id.'
This connection introduced by Machek (1939: 199 and 1968: 212) is usually rejected on phonological grounds (Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 230; Sławski: i.e., ESSJ: 8, 160; Bezjak 1976–2005: I, 194), although – if disregarding the initial consonant – the main problem lies in the extension of the Slav. verb by a formant -to- (in Machek’s view an intensive). The Balt. verbs are most likely based on IE *seut- ‘to bend’, Karulis (1992: I, 328) assumes a semantic development ‘to bend’ → ‘to bend an arm’ → ‘to grasp, to catch’.
Ev.: C A A B

3. PS *vytati – Lith. siaistti ‘to wrap (up), to surround; to rage, to roister; to throw with a swing; to fan (grain)’, Latv. saist ‘to beat, to whip’, Ger. sieden ‘to boil’
As an alternative, I suggest a connection of *vytati with the above-mentioned Balt. verbs. The meanings of Slav. and Balt. words intersect in ‘to throw’, but the rest is also quite compatible, based on the initial meaning ‘to move quickly’. Other relationships are not self-evident. LIV: 489 only connects the Balt. evidence with GMC. verb ‘to seeeth’ and reconstructions IE *seut- ‘to boil, to seeeth’. Pokorny (1959: 914) views the original meaning a little more broadly as ‘to seeeth, to be in a swift motion’ and also adds Russ. štit ‘to joke’ (cf. also Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 491, EWD: 1290) which would decrease the probability that *vytati belongs to this family. On the other hand, Karulis (1992: II, 343) starts from IE *seut- ‘to bend, to twist, to set in motion’ (but LIV: 487 has *seuf ‘to drive, to keep in motion’) which was also discussed s.v. XYBATTI and XYLLTI. If I have pointed out some semantic correspondences between Slav. verbs with xy- (see also Rejzek 1995), I should notice also that Baltic verbs derived from IE *seut- display correspondences of their own and even with similar formants – cf. Lith. siaut ‘to rave, to rage’, siaistti (see above) and perhaps also Latv. sālitis ‘fool’. The whole matter is rather complicated and requires an original study.
Ev.: C C A B

ESSJ: (8, 123) prefers old Vaillant’s etymology of *xvutati, *xvutati from the IE pronominal root *spe- (‘to grasp’ as if from ‘to appropriate’) (Vaillant 1946: 44) which I find unconvincing.

ŠALITI
S./Cr., Sln. šaliti se ‘to joke’, Slk. šialit ‘to delude’, Cz. šalíti ‘id.’, OCS šiliiti ‘to drive mad’, Br. šalí ‘to frolic, to fool around’, Ukr. šality, Russ. šaliti ‘id.’

Bulg.d. šalja se ‘to be crazy’, Slk. šaliet ‘to be mad’, Cz šilet, Pol. szaleć, Br. šalèć, Russ. šal’ ‘id.’


Rec.: As early as PS we obviously have to deal with two verbs – intransitive *salèti ‘to be mad, crazy’ and transitive *saliti ‘to drive sb mad, to infuriate’ (Machek 1939: 184 and 1968: 601). There is no reason to separate the meanings ‘to infuriate’ and ‘to deceive’ as Machek does, although defining the original meaning is difficult. A connection with Russ. nadv ‘impatient fellow’ et al. is plausible.

Et.

1. PS *saliti (< *xel-) ‘to delude, to drive mad’ – Gr. καλέω (I) bewitch, deceive, excite’, Goth. hólōn ‘to slander’, Olcol. hōla ‘to praise, to boast’, OHG huolen ‘to cheat’

The connection with the Gr. word seems to be formally and semantically the most plausible (Machek 1968: 601; Holub – Kopecký 1952: 357; Martynov 1968: 120). The GMC. words differ in ablaut, formally even more remote is Lat. calvi, calviēre ‘to deceive, to equivocate’. The IE base is *keH₂, ‘to delude, to pretend, to deceive’ (Pokorny 1959: 551; LIV: 312). Since the evidence is only from centum languages, it is theoretically possible to reconstruct IE *keH₂ (Martynov: i.e.).
Ev.: B A B

2. PS *saliti – IE *skel- ‘to cut’

This connection (Mladenov 1941: 691; Gluhak 1993: 602) is unsatisfactory both from the phonological (a lengthened grade of this root does not occur in verbs) and from the semantical viewpoint (the semantic base is too broad, and the semantic parallel based only on S./Cr. phraselogical connection dobro mu je odrezao is insufficient).
Ev.: C C A

3. PS *sala, *sab ‘joke, mischief’ – Arm. ʒal ‘game’, Gr. γόλικ ‘burly, furious’, An unconvincing old connection based on an initial *gh- or directly reckoning with the IE velar spirant (Iljinskij 1916: 155; Pettersson 1914: 167; Merlingen 1959: 60; Illiev-Svitj 1961: 97) clashes particularly with the uncemtical etymological background of Arm. and Gr. words.
Ev.: B B C

SÉRT/SÉRT, SÉDĐ, SÉĐĐ


OCS sēdš, Serb. sêd, Cr. sijêd, Sln. (older) sēd, Slk., Cz. sédý, šedvý, US sêdýwi, Cass. sady, Pol. szady, Ukr. sîdyj, Russ. sîdyj, all ‘grey’

Rec.

A different initial in West Slav. languages in contrast with East Slav. and South Slav. unambiguously points to PS *xēro, *xēdš and the subsequent 2nd palatalization, although some have concluded otherwise (c.f. Pokorny 1959: 541; Večerka 1972: 43f.). The form *xēðš is usually regarded as secondary, having risen under the influence of formally similar denotations of colors blēdš, gnēd, smēdš (Machek 1968: 604; Vas-

Et.: 1. PS *xērō ~ Ocel. harr ‘grey, old’; OE. hār ‘white with age, venerable’, E. hoor

The closeness of the PS word with Gmc. *haira- is evident enough to be noticed by an overwhelming majority of etymologists (Martynov 1968: 118; Vasmer 1964–1973: III, 611; Pokorny: l.c.; Skok 1971–1974: III, 232; Machek: l.c.). The Gmc. words are undoubtedly based on IE *k'ore-ro- (Mr. ciao ‘dark-brown’ from IE *k'oir- is quoted as another cognate) from *k'ei- ‘dark, grey’ from which Slav. siv—or ‘grey’ and sin’t ‘blue’ are probably also derived. IE k’ is a source of PS x is not generally recognized, and thus some authors attempt to otherwise delineate the relationship of Slav. and Gmc. words (see below).

Ex.: A A B A

2. PS *xērō ~ IE *(s)k’ei- ‘to shimmer through; glint, shadow’

Gluhak (1993: 547) assumes the Slav. development *(s)k-oi- > *(s)k-oi- and derivates words discussed in the previous exposition from IE *(s)k’ei- which continues e.g. in OCS sijati ‘to shine, to dawn’ and sēm ‘shadow’. Likewise, Machek (1968: 660–606) is not satisfied with the initial IE *k’oir- and adds Ocel. skaera, skaerr ‘dusk; dawn’, Swed. skär ‘light’, Dan. skoor ‘id.’ (Pokorny 1959: 918 has this family under *(s)k’ii-, *(s)k’ii-, and the same root is mentioned by Gluhak, but Machek speaks about *(s)k’ii-). Both Pokorny and LIV (494, as *(s)k’eH(i)-), however, reconstruct the root with a regular s-, not s-mobile, which rules out the connection with Gmc. *haira-. Even the semantic difference between the root *(s)k’ei- and PS *xērō is significant – the meaning of Cz. šer’ which is referred to support this equation is obviously secondary, while otherwise Slav. languages concur in the meaning ‘grey’.

Ex.: B B B  
sk’-

3. PS *xērō ~ Av. xšaeta ‘bright, shiny’

Slovenian etymological dictionaries (Bezlaj 1976–2005: III, 229; Snoj 1997: 563) accept this Slav.-Iran. equation presented by Čop 1959. An asset of this etymology would be a regular rise of x- from ks-. On the other hand, the differences in both the suffix and the meaning, and the isolation of the equation make it less plausible than the others. Moreover, the Av. word probably only yielded metathesis, and consequently belongs to the root discussed in the previous exposition (see Snoj 1997: 634).

Ex.: B- B-


ŘEŠTĚ


Rec.: PS *šěst’o, originally evidently an abstract noun, is derived by suffix -to from one of several variants of the IE cardinal numeral ‘6’ (see below).

Et.: PS *šěst’o ~ Lith. šėsti, Goth. sēh, Lat. sex, W. chwech, Av. šwaš etc.

This is the only Slav. word with an original initial x- whose etymology is beyond dispute, though the exact parent form is not certain even here. Usually, they reconstruct dialectal IE *šek’s- as a variant to the preponderant IE *šyek’s- which continues in Balt. (except OPr.), Gmc., Lat., Gr., Celt., Alb., Toch. and Olnsd. (Pokorny 1959: 1044; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 433). Theoretically, Slav. might go back to the latter form as well (provided that s > x), but taking into consideration that the initial ks- is also elsewhere (Av. šwaš from IE *šyek’s-), the form allowing a regular change ks- > x- is preferred. Snoj (in Bezlaj 1976: 4, 36) points out that Slav., Balt. and Indo-Ir. forms display the effect of ruki rule in anlaut, and explains it by the influence of the previous numeral (*penk’, *šyek’s-). Pedersen (1895: 77) and Arumaa (1986: III, 192f.) assume that š- arose by assimilation.

Ex.: A A A  
ks-

ŠÉTRITI

Slk. šetrít ‘to economize’, Slk.d. šatrit ‘to look, to observe’, OCz. šetřít ‘to observe, to heed, to have regard’, Cz. šetřít ‘to investigate; to economize, to spare’, Pol.d. szatrác, szatrzyć, szetzyć ‘to have regards (?)’, szatrzyć się ‘to steer clear of’

Rec.: The root vowel is debatable – Czech historical linguistics usually start from the form with -e- (cf. Machek: 1968: 606), though some OCz. evidence justifies the reconstruction *šétrít as well (Reinhart 2000: 109f.). The original meaning was probably ‘to look, to observe’ (Machek: l.c.). The word is closely restricted as to the area; its ancientness, however, is not usually questioned. The connection with Slv. šátriti ‘to do magic’ is not clear (cf. Snoj in Bezlaj 1976–2005: 4, 13).

Et.: 1. PS *šetrít’i ~ Lith. skatytis ‘to have regard, to pay attention’, Latv. skatīt ‘to look at’

This Balto-Slav. equation seems to be the most likely of all the implausible etymologies of this difficult word (Machek: 1968, 606), although there is a difference in ablaut and in -formant in Slav. This suffixal -e- is compared with synonymous formations *(s)motrít- and *(p)atriit-. Vasmer (1964–1973: III, 692) derives the former from the unattested adj. *(s)motrs, corresponding with Lith. matrix ‘watchful’ from the underlying matyti ‘to watch’. The Latv. has an adj. skatrs ‘lively, merry’ whose putative Slav. counterpart could have been the base of the verb. At this stage, however, semantic problems occur. At the synchronic view, the semantic side of the Slav.-Balt. equation seems to be perfect; the Baltic words, however, conceal considerable semantic changes. They are deduced from IE *(s)kellt- ‘to jump (about)’, cf. the primary Lith. skásti ‘id.’
humour, joke’ (Snoj 1997: 630). It is interesting that the words with similar meanings are often etymologically unclear in Slav. languages (cf. South Slav. šala, Russ. š Augusta, Sln. burla, Cz. vitp, žert and spřym). Furlan (in Bezlaj 1976–2005: IV, 28) starts from the meaning ‘to move quickly’.

Ev.: C B A- B/C  s-

1. PS *šega < Turk. saka ‘joke’ or another borrowing Skok (1971–1974: III, 385) points out that the word can be a borrowing from Turk.

The phonetic forms of both words are considerably different, but the limited currency of the Slav. word and the absence of its plausible sources as an autochthonic word force us to allow for this explanation. Slav. material shows that the words which are semantically alike are often loans – cf. Cz. žert and spřym, both ‘joke’, which were borrowed from Ger. and underwent certain irregular formal processes (cf. Machek 1968 s.v., Newerkla 2004: 230, 245).

Ev.: C C A- B/C  s-

2. PS *šega – Goth. saggyw ‘singing, music, reading’, OHG sango ‘song’, Gr. ophý ‘voice, utterance, prophecy’, MW. der(h)ongl ‘to explain’, Prak. samghai ‘to say, to instruct’ As the second choice, I suggest this new explanation from IE *sengh-> ‘to sing, to foretell’ (Pokorny 1959: 906k; LIV: 481). A formal difficulty is that we would expect an usual o-grade in an a-stem abstract noun. As to the semantic difference, one can point at Lat. icus ‘joke’ (and Lith. jukas, Latv. joks ‘id.’, if they are not borrowings – see Karulis 1992: 1, 357) from IE *iek- ‘to speak (in particular solemnly or beseemingly)’ (Pokorny 1959: 503).

Ev.: B B C  s-

3. PS *šega – Ocel. skakker ‘crooked’, Ger. hinken ‘to limp’, Ondl. khánati ‘id.’ Miładnow (1941: 693) and Gubac (1993: 604) start from IE *s(e)ng- ‘to limp; bent, crooked’. The formal problems are the same like in the previous explanation, but the semantic equation ‘joke’ = ‘something bent’ is very unconvincing (cf. Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 421).

Ev.: C B C  s-

A formally and semantically implausible connection with an extended variant of the IE root *kes- ‘to scrape, to comb’ (Gr. θαίμο (‘I scrape, comb, batter’), Lat. sentis ‘thorn-bush’) is preferred by Snoj 1997: 630. Furlan (in Bezlaj 1976–2005: 4, 29) suggests the connection with OHG swingan ‘to swing’.  

ŠETATI (SE)

OCS šetati sg ‘to roam around’, Bulg. šetam, Mac. šeta ‘id.’, S./Cr., Sln. (older) šetati (se) ‘to walk around’, OCz. šetati (sebu) ‘to stagger, to totter’, šetati sé ‘to sit’ (?), Pol.d. uszatać się ‘to get tired (by walking etc.)’, Ukr. Šataysja ‘to hang about’, ORuss. šetati sja ‘to wander about’, Russ. šatati (sja) ‘to wobble, to totter’. 

Rec.: The verb is usually reconstructed as PS *šetati (se) (but Machek 1968: 603 has doubts, and Onduš 1981: 248–249 reconstructs it alongside with PS *šetati and *šatati).
A common semantic base ‘to move to and fro’ becomes apparent from the attested meanings.

Et.: 1. PS *šetati (se) ~ Lith. škasti (1 sg. pres. skantī) ‘to jump’, Ger.d. schōt ‘spawn’, Lat. scatēre ‘to stream, to bubble out; to swarm’

This explanation (Machek 1939: 217; Skok 1971–1974: III, 389; Gluhak 1993: 605; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 413), based on Pre-Slav. *skent-, has to reckon with a nasal infix for Slav. (like in the Lith. present tense), whereas the forms of the putative cognates are based on IE *skenteH- ‘to jump (up)’ (LIV: 498, similarly Pokorny 1959: 950 ‘to jump, to bubble out’). The same initial form, i.e. *skent-, is also cited by Mladenov 1941: 693, the connection with Gr. κεφαλή ‘good, whip’ is, however, semantically unacceptable (regarding IE *keuent- ‘to prick, to stab’ cf. Pokorny 1959: 567, LIV: 290). Not even the original meaning ‘to jump, to bubble out’ is without problems: it means more like a swift motion up and down the vertical axis, whereas the Slav. word denotes closer to lasting motions in the horizontal axis. A broader semantic base ‘(any) swift motion’ can be found in Gmc. words meaning spawn and various kinds of smallish fish (Pokorny 1959: 950) or in OCz. satmáti sé (whose meaning is uncertain because of its isolation).

Ev.: C B A- sk-

2. PS *šetati (se) ~ Lith. stįsti ‘to send’, OHG sind ‘way’, OIr. séit ‘id.’, Av. hant ‘to get to’

At first sight this is an alluring connection which includes IE *sent- ‘to go, tohead for’ (Pokorny 1959: 908 and LIV: 483 without Slav. words; Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 413 with admission of initial ks-). However, it encounters more semantic difficulties than the previous explanation. The semantic feature ‘heading for a destination’, characteristic for IE *sent-, is absent in Slav. (but OCS seštī ‘cleeber’ probably belongs here).

Ev.: B C A- sk-

ŠIBATI

OCS šibati ‘to whip’, Bulg. šibam ‘to whip; to blow sharply’, Mac. šiba ‘id.’, S./Cr. šibati ‘to switch (with a rod)’, Sln. šibati ‘id.’, Slk., Cz.d. šibat ‘to switch, to lash’, Pol.d. szybać ‘to throw’, Ukr. šybyaty ‘id.’, Russ. šibat ‘to switch, to throw’

S./Cr. šiba ‘rod’, Sln. šiba, US šiba, LS šyba ‘id.’, Pol. szyb ‘an object flying with a whistle in the air’

Slk. šibky, Pol. szybki, Br. šybk, Ukr. šybkj, Russ. šibkJ, all ‘quick’

Cz. šibenice, US šibjena, LS šybenica, Pol. (older) szybenica, Br. šybenica, Ukr. šybenyczja, Russ. šibenica, all ‘gallows’, originally probably ‘a place where offenders were lashed’

OCS ošiti se, ošibati se ‘to avoid’, Ocz. ošiti lice ‘to slap sb’s face’ (probably from PS *ošititi), Cz. ošivat se ‘to fidget’, šit sebou ‘to fidget, to be restless’

Rec.: Besides the all-Slav. (except Sorb.) šibati, some relics in Cz. and the derivative šibenica in the North Slav. languages point to *šibti being primary. The meanings ‘to beat, to switch’ and ‘to throw’ should certainly not be separated (as done by Miklosich 1886: 339), for their semantic basis is ‘a swift move by hand’. A number of parallel formations with the same meaning indicate the connection with XYBATI (see there).

Et.: 1. PS *šibati, *šibti ~ Lith. siubioti ‘to swing, to vaccillate’, Lith. siaubti ‘to rage, to ravage’

This connection with Lith. words looks formally and semantically close, although only a few authors notice it (Brückner 1923: 559; Skok 1971–1974: III, 391). From the synchronical standpoint, Slav. šibati and Lith. siubioti exactly correspond one to another (like Slav. šiti ~ Lith. stiti ‘to sow’). Nevertheless, the Lith. words are traced back to IE *sichuH ‘to drive, to keep in motion’ (LIV: 487), which could be a good departure point of the Slav. and Balt. meanings, but whereas in Balt. it materializes as siau-, in Slav. it becomes – if we accept the traditional relative chronology in which the monophthongization of diphthongs only follows after PS umlauts – *sju- and not *sju-; the expected form would then be PS *šibati. To be sure, ESSJa (8, 154, s.v. *sybatil) derives *šibati from *šjub- < *ksjub- < *ksueb- < *ksueb- (see also XYBATTI) but this hazardous phonological process is not grounded in any way. The details of the formal relationship of Slav. xybat and šibati and Lith. siubioti thus remain unclear.

Ev.: B B A a- sk-

2. PS *šibati ~ OHG heift ‘fierce, wild’, Oln. šibham ‘quick’
Together with Martynov (1968: 122) it is possible to derive the Slav. word from IE *kibh- ‘quick, fierce’ (Pokorny 1959: 542). The cited root is adjectival, however, whereas in Slav. the verb is undoubtedly primary. Apart from this, one can hardly object to this equation.

Ev.: B A B a-

3. PS *šibati ~ Oln. kšibati ‘(he) throws’
'to whip' from IE *sueip-. Thus, we are faced with a number of roots with fairly identical meanings, but a considerable diversity in form (ks/-s/, -y/-0/-, -b/-p). I conclude that PS *sibati cannot be matched with any of them without considerable phonological difficulties.

Ev.: B- A B B B ks-

ŠIPb


Rec.: The formal reconstruction is without problems; the meanings in Slav. languages, despite some specific developments in respective areas, point to the basic meaning 'something pointed, sharp (thorn, arrow-tip etc.).'

Et.: 1. PS *šip̄ ~ Lat. cippus ‘stake, pillar’, Alb. thep ‘peaked rock’, OlInd. šépa ‘penis’

A formally and semantically acceptable base for the Slav. word is IE *k*eipo- ‘stake, pointed wood or stone’ (Martynov 1968: 123; Pokorny 1959: 543 without Slav. word) A certain difference in the character of the denoted objects (‘thorn, prickle, quill’ *stake, stone’) is not a problem — the common semantic base is ‘something pointed’.

Ev.: A B B B++ k-

2. PS *šip̄ ~ PS *ščipati, Lth. škipas ‘graft’, E.shiver, Lat. scipitio ‘stick’, Gr. okipov ‘id.’

The Slav. word can also be explained from IE *skiep̄-, a labial extension of the root *skεi- ‘to cut, to separate’ (Brückner 1923: 562; Snoj 1997: 634; Fraenkel 1962–1965: 805). The formal correspondence of the compared Gmc., Gr. and Lat. words is lesser than in the previous explanation (a different auslaut), and the semantic side is less convincing (the meaning ‘something split off, cut off’). The closeness of Lat. scipitio and cippus may prompt a question if all the above-mentioned words are not cognates (cf. Pokorny 1959: 543 and 922; Southern 1999: 25), but the reconstruction *skjεipo-—however possible for centum languages is — would separate the root from IE *skεi- ‘to cut, to separate’ which is unlikely. It is better then not to link both groups of words together — *kεipo- can be easily deduced from IE *kεei- ‘to sharpen, to grind’, and *skiep̄- from *skεi-.

Ev.: A- C A B+ sk-

Semantically improbable is the connection with OlInd. kšipátī ‘(he) throws’ (Mladenov 1941: 694; Vasmor 1964–1973: IV, 440), further with Gr. čipos ‘sword’ (Machek 1939: 218), which is suspected to be of the Sem. origin, and on chiefly phonological grounds, it is necessary to totally reject the explanation via metathesis from *pisko- ‘quill’ (Machek 1968: 609; admitted by Holub – Kopečny 1952: 369).

ŠIR(OK)b

Sl. šir ‘spacious, broad’, Slk. širý, Cz. širý ‘vast, open’, Russ. širýj ‘id.’

OCS širok, Bulg. širok, Mac. širok, S./Cr. širok, Sln. širok, Slk., Cz. široký, US široki, LS šyroký, Plb. sérút’a, Pol. szeroki, Br. šyrokí, Ukr. šyryky, Russ. šyroki, all ‘broad, wide’

Rec.: The primary adj. is *šir̂, and the extension by suffix -ok- is the same as in other spatial adj. (*yosoko-, *globoke, *dalek). The basic meaning ‘broad’ may have developed from ‘open, vast, clear’.

Et.: PS *šir̂ ~ Goth. skeirs ‘clear’, MHG schir ‘clear, pure’, Olcel. skirr ‘id.’, E. shear

The connection with Gmc. words is generally accepted (Brückner 1923: 547; Mladenov 1941: 694; Pokorny 1959: 918; Skok 1971–1974: III, 395; Holub – Kopečny 1952: 369; Martynov 1968: 147; Snoj 1997: 634; with reservations Vasmor 1964–1973: IV, 442). The trouble is that Slav. has other adjectives which correspond with Gmc. words more exactly, namely Cz., Slk. širý ‘clear, pure’, Pol. szczerzy ‘pure, genuine’, Br. šyryzy, Ukrl. šyryzy ‘id.’. These words presuppose the initial *skεiro- (*skεiro- (for the Cz.-Slk. branch that is apparently without an s) and not *sk ‘iro-, which is usually reconstructed for Gmc. (Pokorny: i.e.; EWD: 1198 et al.). Therefore, some etymologists think about gothisms in Slav. languages, the possibility of which seems to be corroborated by the absence of the word in South Slav. (Uhleinbeck 1893: 492; Kiparski 1934:162; Martynov: i.e.; Pokorny: i.e.; as against Vasmor 1964–1973: IV, 508). The etymological relationship, however, is more plausible regardless of the original status of the velar (cf. Snoj: i.e. who admits both variants; we also may reckon with a dispathalization of sk- in Slav.). In my opinion, *šir̂ and *ščir̂/*čir̂ are semantically toned dualists with a differentiated anlaut (x-: *sk- /sk- ) that we know from other similar instances. The question is why and how the original form was differentiated, and also whether or not this differentiation reflects the dualist sk- /sk- (cf. the chapter about Slav. x- and IE *sk).

Reservations about the semantic difference between Slav. *šir̂(ok)b and Gmc. words recede in the light of remarkable parallel expressions like Cz. šire pole and čire pole, Russ. čisto pole ‘clear field’, which point to the semantic development ‘clear, open’ → ‘broad’.

Ev.: A B B B++ sk-

Other explanations are implausible (cf. particularly Machek 1968: 609).

ŠIŠka

OCS šiska, Bulg.d. šiska, Mac. šiska, S./Cr. šiska, S./Cr. šiska, Slk., Cz., US šiska, LS šyska, Pol. szyska, Br., Ukrl. šyska, Russ. šiska, all in the basic meaning ‘cone’ (only in Sln. ‘oak gall’) with a number of metaphorical shifts

Rec.: PS *šiska is most likely a diminutive from the original *šiša attested e.g. in Pol.d. szysza ‘id.’. Another cognate is probably Russ. šiš ‘cone, haycock, no dice (thumb between two
fingers as a gesture for nothing). However, the deduction from the verb *šišati, attested nowadays in S./Cr. šišati 'to clip' and Bulg. šïšam '(I) stab', and the reconstruction of the original meaning as 'something cut off', figuratively 'trifle, thing of low value' (Snoj 1997: 634) is very speculative. The sound cluster šiš- implies a reduplication.

Et.: All the explanations up to now have been unconvinging, and in particular formally they go beyond our criteria. Therefore they will not be evaluated.

1. PS *šišoka - Lith. kentkėžis, Latv. čiekurs 'id.', Lith. kėke 'cluster', Latv. cekuls 'plume', Oln. šikā - 'plume, top'

It is interesting that the Balt. 'cone' words are also based on a reduplicated form *ke(n)k-, probably with the meaning 'to hang, to dangle', which could be connected with IE *kek-/*ek- 'protruding, sharp' (Karulis 1992: I, 188) and other above-mentioned words. Slav. *točols is usually added here as well. The vocalism of Slav. *šiš- (i- is must be from *-ei- or *i-) blocks its placement in this group; nevertheless, here we obviously deal with expressive IE roots whose reconstruction is uncertain (Pokorny does not adduce any of them). There are also attempts to find a connection with Lat. cicer 'chickpea', Arm. isin, Gr. (Mac.) xkóγgγov 'id.' from IE *k'ik'er- 'pea' (Fraenkel 1962–1965: 235), which is, however, rather remote semantically, and moreover suspected to be of a non-IE origin.

2. PS *šišoka < Altai languages

The borrowing from Altai languages is suggested by Mladenov (1941: 694) and Gorjajev (1896: 423) (each from a different source). The latter's connection with Turk., Shorian šiš 'abscess, tumescence' is quite tempting (cf. the above-mentioned Russ. šiš), but due to the character of the word implausible (cf. Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 445).

3. PS *šišoka < IE *ši(k)- 'to cut'

Snoj (1997: 634) gives this etymology citing as cognates – besides S./Cr. šišati 'to cut' – also Lith. šikšnė 'fine leather, belt', Latv. šiksna 'belt', Lith. šykštės 'mean' and S./Cr. šišmiši, Sl.d. šišmiši 'netopýr, Lith. šišmišas 'id.' (a motivation by leathery wings – an interesting South Slav.-Balt. parallel). The difference in Lith. and Latv. anlauts and Oln. šikva- 'sling, strap', however, clearly point at IE *šik-, 'belt, strap(?)' (Pokorny 1959: 598). Yet the suggested semantic development (see section Rec.) is very implausible.

4. PS *šišoka < IE *šk-ei- 'to cut'

Schuster-Sewc (1985: 744) starts from the reduplicated form *xi-xi < *sk-ei-sk-ei- and connects the word with Lith. skuję 'branch of conifer, needles, cone' (see XVOJA). Machek (1968: 610) compares the same words. But at the expense of absolutely unacceptable formal concessions: metathesis k-j > j-k which results in *šoka, and an intensive reduplication to *šišoka.

5. PS *šišoka < PS *šehn < *ših- 'to sow'

Furlan (in Bezlaj 1976–2005: 4, 48ff) regards *šišoka as a diminutive from *šehn, which is supposed to be derived from *ših- (-so- suffixation). The original meaning would then be 'knot' (see also Brückner 1927: 562).
V. The interpretation of the etymological analysis

Findings

I analysed altogether 55 lexical units with the initial x- or š-. Besides words excluded from the analysis in advance from the reasons given on the page 48 I eliminated some other words whose Early Slav existence is very questionable. E.g. I left out the word *xvija 'penis', which a number of authors etymologically connect with *xvija (cf. ESSJa: 8, 114), but its ancientness is questionable. Rare evidence in Bulg. and Pol. is most likely borrowed from Russ. (Sławiński 1952: I, 89); on the other hand, Vasmer 1964–1973 does not even have this word in his dictionary. (Regarding a possible origin from *xolvja see Schuster–Sevc 1963: 862). Likewise, I put aside abstruse words *xala or *xaro which are probably loanwords (cf. Bezjak 1976–2005: I, 191 and Vasmer 1964–1973: IV, 407 respectively), and words on *ši- and *šu- (*šija, *šula, *šuty et al.), which can be deduced from the initial š-. All things considered, I dealt with the following words:

xabiti, xajati, xaloga, xatra, xlebš, xłožb, xłpa, xmura, xoboti, xoditi, xoldb, xol'eva, xoliti, xols, xolpa, xolst, xorbi, xormb, xorna, xoteti, xovati, xreda, xrib, xridb, xromb, xrycm, xrubš, xubd, xula, xvala, xvati, xvējati, xvoja, xvorst, xvoro, xvost, xvubš/xbubš, xvolib (še, xurpa, xurš, xybati, xyliti, xynti, xytati, šaliti, šatati, šerš, šedš, šest, šešt, šega, šibati, špi, široko, šišča, šišts).

Let us look first at the results of the analysis from the standpoint of the first-choice etymologies of individual words. In 9 instances I assume that the word was most likely etymologically derived from one of the words on the list or it has the identical origin with it (xol'eva, xols, xolpa, xoteti, xrubš, xula, xvati, xynti, šibati), in 5 instances I prefer the explanation from an onomatopoeic base (xlebš, xłpa, xvost, xvolib, xytati), and in 3 a borrowing (xols, xorna, xęga). In two instances, the word’s etymology has been so opaque that I resigned myself to assessing the plausibility of explanations (xubš with its variants and šišča).

There are 36 words left then, whose most plausible source of initial x- was determined on the basis of the comparison with other IE languages (I considered all the putative phonological sources as equal). IE *ks-, the only regular source to the effect of ruki law, worked out as the most plausible solution only in 3 instances (xajati, xadb, šestb – the last one possibly from š-). The initial IE sk- was the most promising source of Slav. x- in the greatest number of instances – 17 altogether (xabiti, xatra, xlebš, xolos, xormb, xovati, xreda, xribb, xridb, xvala, xvoja, xvējati, šetiti, šetati, široks; in the case of xoboti it can be an initial k-). The reflexes of IE k- seem to correspond best with Slav. x- in 7 instances (xaloga, xoldb, xolpa, šerš/šerš, šipa, šišts; in the case of šaliti it is possible to proceed from an initial k-) as do the reflexes of IE *ks- (xmura, xoditi, xromb, xvējati, xvorst, xvoro, xvrolet). IE *ks- turned out to be the most plausible counterpart of Slav. x- merely in 2 instances (xvorstb, xyliti, plus the two above-mentioned alternative solutions), IE *ks- in none.

If we summarize the evaluation of the plausibility of all the relevant etymologies in view of their possible source, we get the following chart (numbers in parentheses take alternative solutions into account, and I put aside two isolated sources, that is to say sk- (B++) and prothetic x- (B+)):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ks-</th>
<th>sk-</th>
<th>s-</th>
<th>k'</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B++</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It follows from this survey that the least disputable etymology among PS words with the initial x-(š-) is that of numeral šestb (evaluation A). The plausibility of A- was given to the etymological connection of PS šerš/šerš with Grmc. *haira- (IE *k'oíro- and to two mutually exclusive configurations of PS *xoldb – from IE *goldb- and *k'oldb-). The evaluation A/B was assigned to the connections of PS *xlebš with Lith. sklani, *xvija with Lith. skujà, *xybat with Lith. siubótì, *xoditi with Gr. ὤδες and to the etymology of *xvējati from IE *suž- etc.

It is natural – as I pointed out in the respective section – that the assessment of the plausibility of etymologies is rather precarious and subjective. Moreover, it should be pointed out again that the equation like e.g. Slav. x- ~ Balt. sk- does not necessarily mean Slav. x < sk. Yet, I assume that my analysis is able to present some conclusions concerning the sources of PS x-. First of all, IE *ks- which a number of authors would like to regard as the main source of PS x- (the only regular) has proved to be a solution only in few instances. Besides *sk-, whose correspondences with Slav. x- are generally accepted (though the interpretations are variant), the correspondences with IE *ks' and *s- gained ground as well. The latter has been only explained by some sandhi alternations following ruki law (auslaut i, u, r, k and anlaut s-; applied e.g. to the etymology of *xoditi), but this hardly holds water. On the other hand, only few examples corroborate Machek’s hypothesis about the affective change k, g > x.
Interpretation

These findings are difficult to interpret. The three supposed main sources of PS *x-, that is to say *sk- > *sx- > *sk- > *sx-, look rather heterogeneous. However, it is possible to presume that the rise of *sx- only took place after the merging of s (< *k-) with the original IE s in Slavic. Then, actually, all three changes could be interpreted as incidental changes s > x (in the first case *sk- > *sx- > *sx-).

The causes of the supposed change are not clear. It is possible to reconsider the opinion that it was the expressiveness (affectiveness) of words that had a great effect on the irregular rise of the initial x-. Although the corpus of PS words with x- is not large, it is possible to notice certain semantic areas in it, and the semantic closeness of some words with x- is quite striking – cf. the meanings 'swift, rolling or swinging movement' (xytati, xytati, xytati, xytati, xytati), 'physical indisposition, weakness' (xabi, xabri, xabri, xabri, xabri), 'stick, branch, something hanging' (xoko, xoko, xoko, xoko, xoko), 'brushwood, weeds' (xaloga, xaloga, xaloga, xaloga, xaloga) and 'to observe, to care for' (xaiti, xaiti, xaiti, xaiti, xaiti). On the other hand, words like xoditi, xorom and široks can hardly be labelled as expressive.

The assumption that x could rise from s (< *k-) in some words requires a reconsideration of the chronology of the rise of the PS initial *sx-. This chronology is usually ignored – most authors implicitly assume that the initial *sk- emerged more or less at the same time like x after i, u, r, k, although the latter is obviously prior (cf. Savčenko 1974: 116: “ Najbolje drevnim, pov idomnim, javljajteta obrazovanje zr vz v nenačal’ noj pozicij” (an initial *sk- emerged more or less at the same time like x after i, u, r, k, although the latter is obviously prior)). In this connection, it is necessary to tackle again the question of whether the main source of the initial x- could not be *sk- metasized to *sx-, from which x would rise regularly according to the ruki law, as is often assumed.

I mentioned phonetic aspects of such a metatasis on the p. 34f. There are also, however, chronological arguments that give evidence for a much later development of the alternation sk-<x-. The retraction of s after i, u, r, k had been in effect for a relatively limited period of time (see Shevelov 1965: 137; Lamprecht 1987: 30). We know that the change did not work any more in the time of the first Gothic loans (*kastati < Goth. kausjan), in the time of the elimination of the consonantal groups ds, ts (*bešn < *bhoit-soi), and even in the time of the merging of new s originating from *k- with the original IE *s (cf. *porx < *pork-). On the other hand, the alternation sk-<x- seems to be still occurring in the end of the PS period, if we can infer from doublets like OCS skratupa – xratupn, Bulg. škarbel – xkarbel etc. This evidence, in my opinion, contradicts the explanation via metathesis sk > ks.

I would also like to draw attention to one thing that has not been dealt with yet. If we study PS words in which s regularly yielded x after i, u, r, k, we see that most of them have formally and semantically reliable counterparts in Baltic (Lith.) – cf. *bhsa ‘flee’ – Lith. bhsa ‘id.’, *gorx ‘peas’ – Lith. garaš ‘a kind of grass’, *jvksa ‘soup’ – Lith. juš ‘fish soup’, *krusti ‘to crush, to break’ – Lith. kruštį ‘to cut, to break’, *lēka ‘patch, strip of field’ – Lith. lētė ‘id.’, *mēvs ‘bellows’ – Lith. mašusi ‘id.’, *mres ‘fly’ – misē ‘id.’, *smaša ‘daughter-in-law’ – Lith. smosi ‘id.’, *mnvo ‘dry’ – Lith. sašas ‘id.’, *svaro ‘hornet’ – Lith. sūris ‘id.’, *tso ‘ears’ – Lith. ausis ‘id.’, *vetru ‘old’ – Lith. vėtūros ‘id.’, *vrs ‘hill’ – Lith. viršus ‘id.’, *všv/ všv ‘all’ – Lith. visas ‘id.’. If we ignore the occurrences of suffixal -x-, which are often disputable as to their antiqueness (e.g. *grēx, *smēx, *spēx, *strax), we find a minimum of PS instances without a corresponding counterpart in Baltic. This reflects, in my opinion, the time of the ruki change which in effect concludes the period of – in traditional terms – BS unity.

Nothing like that is found in words with initial x-: assessing the probability of etymologies, we see that even the most promising Slav.-Balt. equations (*xoko – xokus, *xoko – x节能, *xoko – xjuok, *xoko – xkoj) are less than conclusive. To argue for these equations only by stating that the words in question are expressive and peripheral is insufficient. In my opinion, this situation is brought about by the fact that the rise of x- in most words is later, from the period when the basic BS constituent of lexicon was increased by other ingredients in the complex process of PS glottogenesis.

Shifting the rise of the Slav. initial x- closer to the period of classical PS [4th–5th cent. A.D.] enables us to interpret this change as a part of expansion of the sound x in morphology (leveling in favor of x- in the endings of sigmatomonic aorist, 2 sg pres. and loc. pl.), word-formation (x-suffixation of the type *xuxati, *matexa or Cz. hoch) and possibly also lexis (onom. words with x- and x-).

The morphological leveling in verbal forms had to take place quite early – before the simplification of consonantal clusters ds, ts [which Shevelov dates back to 1st–5th cent. A.D.] if we can infer from the forms like OCS lás sar. vězx (< *xid-s-om) morphologically compared to vědx (< *xid-d-s-om) or 2 sg pres. dasi (< *dod-s) compared to imaši (< *im-a-s-s). There is no reason to assume that the leveling in nominal endings would have occurred in a different period. We can presume that all the endings in which x and s had alternated according to the ruki law (if preceded by a vowel and not followed by a consonant) were leveled in favor of x by the beginning of the classical period. This implies, apart from other things, that nom. sg. had the ending -x not only in s-stems and u-stems but probably also in dominant o-stems, i-o-stems etc. (Kortlandt 1994: 98 even suggests the change of any word-final -s into -h which is not very plausible).

This massive spread of x at the expense of s in endings could even have resulted in the reassessment of the distribution of s and x in the word-initial position. I do not venture to say what the clue of this reassessment was and which word-boundary phenomena were in effect. It seems to me that for some instances of Slavic sk-<x- we may think about a kind of x-mobile as a variant of s-mobile. This idea perhaps is not so far fetched in light of Southern’s words at the end of his extensive work on the reorganization of s-mobile in Germanic where he mentions “composite nature of s-mobile, not as a structure, but as a multiple-sourced feature of language”. Further he states: “This cumulative causality, with its conspiring linguistic catalysts, may be applicable to the solution of other causally (and distributionally) knotty processes, by considering them as outcomes of linguistic source-conspiracies. […] S-mobile is an apparatus, a dynamic, a cyclically re-emerging process, an alternation; it is reinforced by such extraneous features as expressivity; it is not a grammatical rule.” (Southern 1999: 299–300). Much of these characteristics seems to apply to the Slav. word-initial x- as well. After all, the Slav. s-mobile itself should be studied closer – the conservative view that it is (only) an IE heritage (e.g. Karas 1973) is – also in view of Southern’s book – hardly tenable.

The alternation sk-<x- (> x-) would then explain the relationship of sk and x in Slavic dialectal words which can hardly be explained phonetically long after the ruki
rule (and the putative metathesis) ceased to work. It is probably not a coincidence that these words often have three anlaut variants — e.g. Pol. skrzele, S/Cr. krêlje, Bulg. xrilé; Pol. skropawy, chrupawy, Ukr. koropáy; R.d. skor, xor, xor. These words are obviously from a different chronological layer than those like *xoditi, *xorm, *xvala with their stable all-Slavic forms and occurrences. The rise of Slavic x- thus seems to be a multiple-sourced and varied process. It was not necessarily primarily affective, but the expressive character of the word could have made it easier.

**Conclusion**

The aim of the work was a thorough etymological analysis of PS words with initial x- which was supposed to result both in some new individual etymological solutions and in a new synoptic view of the whole issue.

Based on the etymological analysis, new solutions were proposed for words xribn, xytati, šetriti, šega, mostly as alternatives to other less persuasive explanations. Modifications of older solutions with some new arguments are to be found e.g. with words xajatt, xolit, xorm, xybat, šabati, širok, šiška, šistka.

Etymological analysis showed that we can hardly count on just one source of the PS word-initial *x-. Loanwords and words of onomatopoetic origin form only a part of the PS lexis with x-. The regular rise from IE ks- is limited to a few examples. The sources of IE x- thus have to be found in other IE sounds and clusters.

The most frequent counterpart of Slav. x- is sk- in other IE languages. Some reliable sk-/*x- doublets inside Slav. languages corroborate this fact well. Several PS *x- words have the most plausible counterpart in IE *y- (cf. also Slav. *smura/*smura) and several have it in IE *k-. However, IE *k- and *g- seem to have a very modest position in this respect.

The striking disproportion between Slav.-Balt. responses following the ruki rule on the one hand and those with Slav. word-initial x- on the other hand (and also some obviously young, territorially narrowly limited Slav. sk-/*x- doublets) leads me to the assumption that the initial x- appeared in most words considerably later than the change s > x after i, u, r, k took place. My overall outlook of the problem of the rise of the PS initial x- is then as follows:

The change s > š after i, u, r, k started in the first millennium B.C. and was closely connected with the satem change k’ > s. The first stage of the retraction s > š, attested also in other satem languages, was followed – probably immediately – by further retraction to the velar fricative x. This change had to be finished before the oldest loanwords from Gmc., possibly Iran., reached Slav., because their velar fricatives are rendered as x. It was probably only at this stage, when the phonologization of the new sound took place (through the simplification ks > x or the merger k’ > s). Even then, however, the new phoneme seems to have been seen as strongly marked and poorly integrated to the system, which was caused by 1) its isolation in the PS phonological system; 2) its rather restricted distribution (inside the word only after i, u, r and instead of an original
ks, and in the beginning only in several loanwords and perhaps a couple of words with initial ks--; and 3) its presence on one hand, and its affective-expressive function on the other hand, could lead to its expansion on several levels:
- morphological (in s/x ruki rule-based ending alternations)
- word-formational (suffixes, mostly expressive)
- lexical (onom.-expr. formations with initial chr-, chl-)
and possibly
- phonological (the rise of initial x- instead of sk-, s-)

The whole expansion started with the morphological leveling, probably in the first centuries of our era. This process led to the irregular distribution of x and s within words - it was generalised in endings even after a vowel if not followed by a consonant, probably including also nom. sg. endings of the nominal inflection. On the other hand, the word-initial occurrence of x was limited to the above-mentioned instances. This discrepancy could provoke the redistribution of s and x in the word-initial position. The details of this process are not clear, but it was probably reinforced by expressivity of words. I tend towards this kind of phonological solution because the alternations sk > x and s > x can hardly be explained phonetically if we accept that the ruki rule did not work any more.

If the redistribution of x in the word-initial position had been connected with a final -x in nom. sg., it had to stop after the loss of this consonant in the word final position. It was probably not too long after -x had expanded (the loss of -s is usually dated back to 5th cent. A.D). The obvious terminus ante quem x- had to get into the initial position in autochthonic Slav. words was the 1st palatalization of velars.

Incidentally, the word-initial s- was reduced to h- in a number of IE languages (geographically closest to Slav. are Iran. and Alb. where even sk- > h). However, in the absence of reliable equations and owing to the overall character of the change, a foreign influence on the initial Slav. x- is out of the question.

In conclusion, the problem of the rise of the PS x-, its conditions, the process itself and the chronology remain quite opaque. I tried to find some new arguments, to point out some new connections and to contribute at least in some details to the elucidation of the whole problem, which - I dare to say - will hardly ever be completely and satisfactorily solved.
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**Abbreviations**

**A. Languages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>Alb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Arab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av.</td>
<td>Av.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltic</td>
<td>Balt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bas.</td>
<td>Bas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br.</td>
<td>Br.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breton</td>
<td>Bret.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>Bulg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassubian</td>
<td>Cass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtic</td>
<td>Celt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornish</td>
<td>Corn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatian</td>
<td>Cr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>Cz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>Dan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Ger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic</td>
<td>Gmc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothic</td>
<td>Goth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Gr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hittite</td>
<td>Hitt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>Hung.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indouropean</td>
<td>IE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illyrian</td>
<td>Ilyr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>Ir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian</td>
<td>Iran.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Lat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>Latv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>Lith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Sorbian</td>
<td>LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle...</td>
<td>M...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonian</td>
<td>Mac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle High German</td>
<td>MHG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Low German</td>
<td>MLG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>Norw.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Periodicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AsPh</td>
<td>Archiv für slavische Philologie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSL</td>
<td>Bulletin de la Société de Linguistique de Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSOAS</td>
<td>Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>Indogermanische Forschungen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJSLP</td>
<td>International Journal for Slavic Linguistics and Poetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IORJaS</td>
<td>Izvestija Otdelenija ruskago jazyka i slovesnosti Imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIES</td>
<td>The Journal of Indo-European Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Język polski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSIS</td>
<td>Kratkije soobščenija Instituta slavjanovedenija</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZ</td>
<td>Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung (Kuhns Zeitschrift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Listy filologické</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSL</td>
<td>Mémoires de la Société de Linguistique de Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Naše IČ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>Prace filologické</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Revue des études slaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFV</td>
<td>Russkij filologičeskij vestnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Rocznik Orientalystyczny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Rocznik slawistyczny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Other linguistic and textual abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aor.</td>
<td>aorist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cf.</td>
<td>compare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>dialectal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>for example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>et al.</td>
<td>and other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td>et cetera, and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expr. f.</td>
<td>expressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>and following (pages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibid.</td>
<td>ibidem, same reference-locus as already cited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>id.</td>
<td>idem, same meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ie.</td>
<td>that is to say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isol.</td>
<td>isolated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l.c.</td>
<td>loco citato, see reference cited above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onom.</td>
<td>onomatopoetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.s.</td>
<td>oneself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part. pl.</td>
<td>participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pres.</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sb</td>
<td>present tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg</td>
<td>somebody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sth</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.v.</td>
<td>something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>sub vocem, see entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>versus</td>
<td>versus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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